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Dynamics on free-by-cyclic groups

SPENCER DOWDALL

ILYA KAPOVICH

CHRISTOPHER J LEININGER

Given a free-by-cyclic group G D FN Ì' Z determined by any outer automorphism
' 2Out.FN / which is represented by an expanding irreducible train-track map f , we
construct a K.G; 1/ 2–complex X called the folded mapping torus of f , and equip
it with a semiflow. We show that X enjoys many similar properties to those proven
by Thurston and Fried for the mapping torus of a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism.
In particular, we construct an open, convex cone A � H 1.X IR/ D Hom.GIR/
containing the homomorphism u0W G! Z having ker.u0/D FN , a homology class
� 2 H1.X IR/ , and a continuous, convex, homogeneous of degree �1 function
HW A!R with the following properties. Given any primitive integral class u 2A
there is a graph ‚u �X such that:

(1) The inclusion ‚u!X is �1 –injective and �1.‚u/D ker.u/ .
(2) u.�/D �.‚u/ .
(3) ‚u � X is a section of the semiflow and the first return map to ‚u is an

expanding irreducible train track map representing 'u 2 Out.ker.u// such that
G D ker.u/Ì'u Z .

(4) The logarithm of the stretch factor of 'u is precisely H.u/ .
(5) If ' was further assumed to be hyperbolic and fully irreducible then for every

primitive integral u 2A the automorphism 'u of ker.u/ is also hyperbolic and
fully irreducible.

20F65

1 Introduction

Given a group K and ' 2 Out.K/ represented by the automorphism ˆW K!K , we
denote the mapping torus group of ' as the semidirect product

G DG' DK Ì' ZD fw; t j t�1wt Dˆ.w/ for all w 2Kg:

The group G and the associated homomorphism u0W G ! Z given by u0.t
nw/ D

n depend only on ' , and not on ˆ. Conversely, given a primitive integral u 2

Hom.G;R/DH 1.GIR/ (a homomorphism with u.G/D Z), there is an associated
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splitting G D ker.u/ Ì'u
Z with 'u 2 Out.ker.u// defining the splitting and with

associated homomorphism u. Namely, if tu 2 G is such that u.tu/ D 1 2 Z, then
'u 2 Out.ker.u// is the outer automorphism class of the automorphism ˆu of ker.u/
defined as ˆu.g/D t�1

u gtu , where g 2 ker.u/. Of particular interest is the case when
ker.u/ is finitely generated. According to a result of Neumann [49], as well as more
general results of Bieri, Neumann and Strebel [10] and Levitt [43], for finitely generated
G there exists an open cone CG � H 1.GIR/ (a subset invariant by positive scalar
multiplication), which we call the fg cone of G , such that a primitive integral element
u 2H 1.GIR/ has finitely generated kernel if and only if u 2 CG .

When G D �1.M /, where M is a closed oriented 3–manifold, Stallings [58] proved
that every primitive integral element u 2 CG is induced by a fibration M ! S1 .
The fiber Su � M is then a surface with �1.Su/ D ker.u/, and 'u is induced by
a homeomorphism FuW Su ! Su called the monodromy for u. Suppose that for
some u0 2 CG , the monodromy Fu0

is pseudo-Anosov and let C0 � CG denote
the component containing u0 . Through a detailed analysis of M , Thurston [60]
(see also Fathi, Laudenbach, and Poénaru [26]) and Fried [29; 30] proved that the
monodromies for all primitive integral elements in C0 are intimately related to one
another in important topological, geometric and dynamical ways. For example, the
assignments u 7! �.Su/ and u 7! h.Fu/ for primitive integral u 2 C0 , where h.Fu/

denotes the topological entropy of Fu , both extend to convex functions on all of C0 .

In this paper, we provide a model for, and a similar analysis of, the situation where
the 3–manifold group is replaced by a free-by-cyclic group, G D FN Ì' Z, where
FN is a free group of rank 2 � N <1 and ' 2 Out.FN /. Free-by-cyclic groups
share many features with fundamental groups of compact 3–manifolds fibering over
the circle (for example, see Algom-Kfir and Rafi [4] Feighn and Handel [27] Kapovich
and Lustig [40]), although the behavior in the free-by-cyclic case is generally more
varied and more complicated.

Let ' 2 Out.FN / be an arbitrary element and let f W � ! � be a tame graph-map
which is a topological representative of ' ; see Definitions 2.1, 2.3, 2.6, and 2.16 (such
representatives always exist and are easy to build; see Remark 3.2). Let GDG' be the
mapping torus group of ' and let u0 2H 1.G' IR/ be the associated homomorphism.
From f (and a folding sequence for f ; see Section 3) we construct .X;  ; �;A/, where:

� X is a K.G; 1/ polyhedral 2–complex.

�  is a semiflow on X , that is, an action of the additive semigroup RC .

� � 2Z1.X IR/ is a cellular cycle.

� ADAX �H 1.GIR/ is an open, convex cone containing u0 .
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A section of  is a subset ‚�X such that every flow line meets ‚ infinitely often at
a discrete set of times. Consequently any section has a first return map ‚!‚. With
this terminology and notation, our results can be summarized as follows.

Theorem A Let N � 2, let ' 2 Out.FN / be an arbitrary element represented by
a tame graph-map f W � ! � as above, and let G D FN Ì' Z. Then there exists
.X;  ; �;A/ as above such that for any primitive integral u 2A, there exists a compact
connected topological graph ‚u �X with the following properties:

(1) The inclusion ‚u �X is �1 –injective and, with the identification �1.X /DG

we have �1.‚u/D ker.u/.

(2) u.�/D �.‚u/D 1� rk.ker.u//.

(3) ‚u is a section of the semiflow  and the first return map fuW ‚u ! ‚u

represents 'u 2 Out.ker.u//D Out.�1.‚u//.

If we further assume that f W �! � is an expanding irreducible train-track map then
there exists a continuous, convex, homogeneous of degree �1 function HW A! .0;1/

such that for every primitive integral u 2A we have:

(4) fuW ‚u!‚u is an expanding irreducible train-track map.

(5) H.u/D log.�.'u//D h.fu/ where �.'u/ > 1 is the “growth rate” or “stretch
factor” of 'u and h.fu/ is the topological entropy of fu .

(6) If in addition we assume that ' 2 Out.FN / is hyperbolic and fully irreducible
then for every primitive integral u 2 A the automorphism 'u of ker.u/ is
hyperbolic and fully irreducible.

In the remainder of the introduction, we will discuss in more detail some generaliza-
tions and refinements of the various parts of this theorem (see Sections 1.1–1.3 and
Theorems B, C, and D below, which imply Theorem A), elaborating on the similarities
and differences with the 3–manifold setting. Next we will describe in Section 1.4 an
application and the connection to work of Algom-Kfir and Rafi [4]. In Section 1.5 we
compare our construction with related constructions of Gautero [32] and Wang [63].
Finally, in Section 1.6 we briefly explain the relation between the class � and the work
of McMullen [46], Dunfield [23], and Button [15] on the Alexander norm, further
strengthening the analogy with the 3–manifold setting.

Remark 1.1 In our follow-up paper [19], our definition of a section of  is more
restrictive than what is given above. It turns out that all sections we construct in this
paper do satisfy the conditions of that definition, however.
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1.1 Fibrations, semiflows and an Euler-like class.

In what follows, we assume that M is a closed, oriented, aspherical 3–manifold and
write GM D �1.M /. We also assume that M fibers over the circle �0W M ! S1 with
fiber S and monodromy F W S!S , so that M DS � Œ0; 1�=.x; 1/� .F.x/; 0/. Write
u02H 1.M IR/ to denote the induced primitive integral element u0D .�0/�W GM!Z.

We sketch here a geometric proof of the existence of the open set CGM
, essentially

due to Tischler [62], that motivates our construction. The starting point of the analysis
is the following two observations. Firstly, there is a natural suspension flow on M

determined by the local flow on S � Œ0; 1�, given by .x; t/ 7! .x; t C s/ for x 2 S and
s � 1� t . Secondly, via the de Rham isomorphism H 1.M IR/ Š H 1

dR.M IR/, one
can represent u0 by the closed, nowhere vanishing 1–form �0 D �

�
0
.volS1/, where

volS1 is the unit volume form on S1 . Any class u 2H 1.M IR/ projectively close to
u0 (that is, close up to scaling by positive real number), is also represented by a closed
nowhere vanishing 1–form � projectively close to �0 .

This 1–form � provides a crucial tool for studying properties of u: If u is a primitive
integral class represented by such a � , then integrating � defines a fibration �� W M !
R=Z D S1 so that � D ���.volS1/ and u D .��/�W GM ! Z. Thus every primitive
integral u 2 H 1.M IR/ projectively close to u0 is also induced by a fibration over
S1 , and hence has finitely generated kernel equal to the fundamental group �1.S�/ of
the fiber S� . Furthermore, the fiber S� is a section of the suspension flow on M , and
the first return map to S� is precisely the monodromy F� of the fibration. The Euler
characteristic �.S�/ of any fiber S� may then be calculated by pairing the homology
class of S� with the Euler class of the 2–plane bundle ker.�/; equivalently, one may
pair u, the Poincaré dual of S� , with the Poincaré dual e� of this Euler class. On
the other hand, for any � projectively close to �0 , ker.�/ and ker.�0/ are homotopic
2–plane subbundles of TM and so have equivalent Euler classes. Therefore, there is
a single class e D e�0

such that �.S�/D u.e/ for all u projectively close to u0 ; see
Thurston [60].

Now consider a free-by-cyclic group G D G' D FN Ì' Z defined by ' 2 Out.FN /

with 2 � N <1 and associated primitive integral u0W G! Z with ker.u0/D FN .
We would like to obtain a similar geometric understanding of those u 2 H 1.GIR/
which are projectively near to u0 . Taking a topological representative f W �! � of
' (that is, a graph � together with a topological graph map f and an isomorphism
mW Fn!�1.�/ for which m�1f�m represents '2Out.FN /; see Section 2.8), one may
build the corresponding mapping torus Zf D �� Œ0; 1�=.x; 1/� .f .x/; 0/. Analogous
to the 3–manifold above, Zf has fundamental group isomorphic to G and admits
a map to the circle Zf ! S1 inducing u0W G ! Z. However, it is unclear how to
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“perturb” this map to the circle to obtain useful information about primitive integral
elements u 2H 1.GIR/ which are near u0 , up to scaling.

To circumvent this problem, for any ' 2Out.FN /, given a tame graph map f W �! �

which is a topological representative of ' (which always exists and is easy to find) and
a folding sequence for f , we introduce a new 2–complex called the folded mapping
torus Xf for ' . The complex Xf is obtained as a quotient of the full mapping torus
Zf of f by following the “folding line” from � to �' in the Culler–Vogtmann outer
space determined by the folding sequence. See Section 2 for background, Section 3 for
a description of the folding line, and Section 4 for the construction of Xf .

The local flow on � � Œ0; 1� given by .x; t/ 7! .x; t C s/ descends to a semiflow  on
Xf (see Section 4.2). Moreover, Xf is a K.G; 1/–space (see Corollary 4.9), and the
homomorphism u0W G! Z is induced by a map �0W Xf ! S1 .

Although Xf is not a manifold, and so there is no notion of smooth 1–forms on Xf in
the classical sense, the combinatorial structure of Xf nevertheless provides a way to
perturb the maps �0 and u0 . In Section 4.4, we construct a trapezoid cell structure on
Xf (with a choice of orientation for the 1–cells) so that the restriction of �0 to every
semiflow line and every 1–cell is an orientation preserving local homeomorphism.
We then define the positive cone of Xf to be the subset A D AXf � H 1.Xf IR/
of cohomology classes represented by cellular 1–cocycles that are positive on every
positively oriented 1–cell. Moreover, this cell structure allows for the definition of a
cellular 1–chain � on Xf that serves as a “combinatorial” analogue of the Poincaré
dual of the Euler class of the 2–plane subbundle ker.�0/ of TM considered above;
see Remark 5.10 for more on this analogy. We summarize these basic properties of Xf
in the following.

Proposition 1.2 Let ' 2 Out.FN / (where N � 2) be arbitrary, let f W � ! � be a
tame graph-map which is a topological representative of ' , and let Xf be a folded
mapping torus for f , with the trapezoid cell structure, and let  be the associated
semiflow. Let u0 2 H 1.G' IR/ be the associated homomorphism for the splitting
G' D FN Ì' Z. Then:

(a) The 2–complex Xf is a K.G' ; 1/–space.

(b) The set AXf �H 1.Xf IR/ is an open convex cone containing u0 .

(c) The singular 1–chain � is a 1–cycle and thus defines an element also denoted
� 2H1.Xf IR/, which we call the E0 –class of Xf .
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Remark 1.3 The construction of X ,  , and A all depend on the choice of a represen-
tative f and a corresponding folding line for f . For any triple .X 0;  0;A0/ obtained
by making other choices, A0 \A is an open convex cone containing u0 and X 0 is
homotopy equivalent to X . The E0 –class � is independent of these choices.

Working in the framework of Xf , we obtain the following results that precisely mirror
the phenomenon described above for the 3–manifold M .

Theorem B Let G' D FN Ì' Z be the mapping torus group of ' 2Out.FN / (where
N � 2), let f W � ! � be a tame graph-map which is a topological representative
of ' , and let Xf be a folded mapping torus for f with the associated semiflow  ,
positive cone AXf � H 1.Xf IR/, and E0 –class � 2 H1.Xf IR/. Given a positive
cellular 1–cocycle z 2Z1.Xf IR/ representing a primitive integral element u2AXf �

H 1.Xf IR/DH 1.G' IR/, there exists a map �z W Xf !S1 and a fiber ‚z D �
�1
z .x0/

for some x0 2 S1 so that:

(1) ‚z is a finite connected topological graph such that the inclusion ‚z � Xf is
�1 –injective and such that �1.‚z/D ker.u/� �1.Xf /DG' .

(2) u.�/D �.‚z/D 1� rk.ker.u//.

(3) ‚z is a section of  .

(4) The first return map fz W ‚z ! ‚z of  is a homotopy equivalence with
f .V‚z/� V‚z and .fz/� represents 'u 2 Out.ker.u//.

See Section 1.5 and Section 1.6 for discussion of related constructions and results.

Remark 1.4 The map �z depends on the choice of representative cocycle z and the
graph ‚z further depends on the point x0 . A different representative z0 gives rise to a
homotopic map �z0 ' �z . It follows from the proof of Theorem B in Section 6.7 that
for any x1 2S1 , ��1

z0 .x1/ can be “flowed onto” ‚z producing a homotopy equivalence
��1

z0 .x1/!‚z homotopic to the inclusion ��1
z0 .x1/ ,!X .

1.2 Train tracks and semiflows

We return to the motivational setting of surfaces and 3–manifolds. Thurston [61; 26]
proved that a homeomorphism F W S ! S is isotopic to a pseudo-Anosov homeomor-
phism if and only if F� 2 Out.�1.S// is atoroidal, meaning that it has no nontrivial
periodic conjugacy classes. In fact, Thurston proved that this happens if and only if
F� is geometrically atoroidal, meaning that there are no nontrivial periodic conjugacy
classes of elements represented by simple closed curves.
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Thurston’s hyperbolization theorem [52] moreover implies that the monodromy F W S!

S of the fibration �0W M ! S1 is isotopic to a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism if and
only if M is a hyperbolic manifold. Consequently, F is isotopic to a pseudo-Anosov
homeomorphism if and only if the monodromy F� W S� ! S� of any fibration �� is
isotopic to a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism. If F W S ! S is a pseudo-Anosov
homeomorphism (not just isotopic to one), Fried [26, Exposé 14] proved a stronger
statement: when the 1–form � is sufficiently close to �0 (the 1–form representing u0 )
then the monodromy F� W S�! S� of the fibration �� , which is the first return map of
the suspension flow of F , is already pseudo-Anosov (again, the isotopy is unnecessary).
Fried’s proof does not appeal to the hyperbolic structure on M .

The equivalent algebraic conditions on F� described above have analogues for ' 2
Out.FN /. However, these conditions on ' are not equivalent and have different impli-
cations. Firstly, we first say that ' is atoroidal if ' has no nontrivial periodic conjugacy
classes in FN . Appealing to the work of Bestvina and Feighn [7], Brinkmann [13]
proved that ' 2 Out.FN / is atoroidal if and only if it is hyperbolic, meaning that the
G D FN Ì' Z is word-hyperbolic. It follows that the monodromy 'u of any other
primitive integral u 2 CG is necessarily hyperbolic as well.

Simple closed curves on a surface S provide a means of cutting S into pieces, thus
the FN –analogue of a periodic conjugacy class represented by a simple closed curve
on S is a periodic free factor. By analogy with the geometric atoroidal condition, one
therefore says that an element ' 2Out.FN / is fully irreducible or iwip (for “irreducible
with irreducible powers”) if no positive power of ' preserves the conjugacy class of a
proper free factor of FN .

The fully irreducible condition and the hyperbolic (or atoroidal) condition are inde-
pendent, with neither one implying the other. Thus one is often interested in outer
automorphisms of FN that are both hyperbolic and fully irreducible; such outer
automorphisms provide the closest counterpart to (isotopy classes containing) pseudo-
Anosov surface homeomorphisms and are also known to be generic in Out.FN / (eg,
see Rivin [55; 56] and Calegari and Maher [16]).

From a geometric/dynamical perspective, the analogue of a pseudo-Anosov home-
omorphism is an expanding irreducible train-track map f W � ! � representing
' 2 Out.FN / (see Definitions 2.3 and 2.11). Such representatives are automatically
tame (see Lemma 2.12). Train-track maps were introduced by Bestvina and Handel [9],
who also showed that an expanding irreducible train-track representative exists for every
fully irreducible ' 2 Out.FN /, and more generally for every irreducible ' of infinite
order. Our next result proves that if the folded mapping torus Xf is constructed using
such a f , then for every primitive integral u 2A represented by a positive cocycle z ,
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the first return map fz W ‚z!‚z from Theorem B is also an expanding irreducible
train-track representative of 'u 2 Out.ker.u//; this is analogous to Fried’s result.

If ' is additionally assumed to be fully irreducible and hyperbolic, then in view of the
hyperbolicity of GŠG' , the monodromy 'u of any other primitive integral u2CG is
also hyperbolic. However, it is not at all clear whether 'u must also be fully irreducible.
In general, proving full irreducibility for free group automorphisms is a fairly hard task;
see for example Clay and Pettet [17]. Nevertheless, by using the structure of the folded
mapping torus Xf , we prove that for any primitive integral u 2 A, the monodromy
'u 2 Out.ker.u// is indeed fully irreducible:

Theorem C Let ' 2 Out.FN / (where N � 2) be an outer automorphism represented
by an expanding irreducible train track map f W �! � , let Xf be a folded mapping
torus, and  the associated semiflow. Let u 2AXf �H 1.G' IR/DH 1.Xf IR/ be a
primitive integral element which is represented by a positive 1–cocycle z 2Z1.Xf IR/,
and let ‚z �Xf be the topological graph from Theorem B so that the first return map
fz W ‚z!‚z is a homotopy equivalence representing 'u . Then:

(1) The first return map fz W ‚z!‚z is an expanding irreducible train-track map
(with respect to an appropriately chosen linear graph structure on ‚z ).

(2) If we additionally assume that ' is hyperbolic and fully irreducible, then 'u 2

Out.ker.u// is also hyperbolic and fully irreducible.

We note that if in item (2) above ' is only assumed to be fully irreducible (and not
hyperbolic), then 'u need not be fully irreducible; see Remark 7.11.

Our definitions require that train-track maps are piecewise linear on every edge with
respect to some linear structure on the graph; see Sections 2.4–2.6 for precise statements.
While this property is part of the assumption on f , it becomes part of the conclusion for
fz for any positive cocycle z . The graph ‚z does not come equipped with any natural
linear structure, and thus part of the proof of Theorem C includes the construction
of a natural linear structure. This structure is deduced as a consequence of a general
dynamical result (which appears to be of independent interest), Theorem A.3, about
topological graph maps that are “sufficiently mixing” (a notion we call expanding on
all scales).

To prove that 'u is fully irreducible, under the assumption that ' is hyperbolic and fully
irreducible, we utilize a criterion of full irreducibility for hyperbolic automorphisms
obtained by Kapovich [39]; see also Pfaff [53; 54]. That criterion says that if f 0W � 0!
� 0 is a train-track map representative of a hyperbolic automorphism '0 then '0 is
fully irreducible if and only if some power A.f 0/m of the transition matrix A.f 0/
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is strictly positive and the Whitehead graphs of all vertices of � 0 are connected. We
first obtain a general result strengthening this criterion (Theorem B.3 below) and show
that the condition A.f 0/m > 0 can be replaced by just requiring the transition matrix
A.f 0/ to be irreducible. We then verify that fz W ‚z!‚z is a train-track map with
an irreducible transition matrix and with connected Whitehead graphs by exploiting
the properties of f and of the semiflow  . This allows us to conclude that 'u is fully
irreducible. As another useful application of Theorem B.3, we show in Corollary B.4
that for hyperbolic elements in Out.FN / being irreducible is equivalent to being fully
irreducible.

1.3 Entropy and stretch factors

For a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism F W S ! S , the stretch factor or dilatation
�.F / records the asymptotic growth rate for lengths of curves under iteration. That is,

log.�.F //D lim
n!1

log.`.Fn. ///

n
;

where `. � / is the length of the geodesic representative in any fixed metric on S and
 is any homotopically nontrivial curve on S . From the work of Fathi and Shub
[26, Exposé 10], log.�.F // is the topological entropy h.F / of F . Returning to the
3–manifold M , we continue to assume that some (hence every) monodromy F W S!S

for a primitive integral u0 2H 1.M IR/ is pseudo-Anosov, and we let C0�CG denote
the component of the fg cone containing u0 . Fried [29] proved that the function which
assigns to every u2C0 the topological entropy h.Fu/ of the monodromy FuW Su!Su ,
extends to a continuous, homogeneous of degree �1 function

hW C0 �!R

for which the reciprocal 1=h is concave. See Long and Oertel [44], Oertel [51] and
McMullen [45] for other proofs and refinements of this result.

Any ' 2 Out.FN / also has a stretch factor �.'/� 1 defined as

log�.'/D sup
w2FN

lim
n!1

log k'n.w/kA

n
;

where kwkA denotes the cyclically reduced length of w with respect to some fixed free
basis A of FN . It is known that the above definition does not depend on the choice of
A and that the sup in the above formula is actually a max.

An element ' 2Out.FN / is called exponentially growing if �.'/ > 1. It is known that
every fully irreducible ' is exponentially growing. More generally, if ' 2 Out.FN /
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admits an expanding irreducible train-track representative f W �! � , then ' is expo-
nentially growing and �.'/D�.f /, where �.f / is the Perron–Frobenius eigenvalue of
the transition matrix A.f / of f (see Section 2.4). We note that in this situation �.f /
depends only on ' and not on the choice of f , and that it is alternatively calculated
via topological entropy h.f / as h.f /D log.�.f // (see Proposition A.1 below for a
more general version of this statement). This discussion applies, for example, to all
fully irreducible automorphisms and, more generally, to all irreducible elements of
Out.FN / of infinite order.

The final part of Theorem A provides the analogue of Fried’s result on entropy.

Theorem D Let ' 2 Out.FN / (where N � 2/ be an element represented by an
expanding irreducible train track map f W �! � . Let Xf be a folded mapping torus,
 the associated semiflow, and AXf � H 1.Xf IR/ the positive cone of Xf . Then
there exists a continuous, homogeneous of degree �1 function HW AXf !R such that
for every primitive integral u 2AXf

log.�.'u//D H.u/:

Moreover, 1=H is concave, and hence H is convex.

For any positive cocycle z2Z1.Xf IR/ representing a primitive integral u2A as above,
we have h.fz/ D log.�.fz// D log.�.'u//, where fz W ‚z ! ‚z is the expanding
irreducible train-track map provided by Theorem C. The proof of Theorem D involves
showing that Œz� 7! h.fz/ extends to a function H which is continuous, homogeneous
of degree �1, and for which 1=H is concave; this argument closely follows Fried [29],
with some important modifications.

The rough idea of the proof is as follows. According to the variational principle, h.fz/D

sup� h�.fz/, where � runs over all fz –invariant Borel probability measures on ‚z and
where h�.fz/ is the Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy with respect to � . There is a natural
bijection between  –invariant finite measures on Xf and fz –invariant finite measures
on ‚z , which we write as � 7! x�0 (with x� representing the normalized probability
measure). Then, according to a general result of Abramov, for any  –invariant
probability measure �, hx�.fz/D h�. /=x�0.‚z/, where h�. / is the entropy of the
flow with respect to � (which depends on �, but not on the class u 2A represented
by the cocycle z D zu ). Then one gets 1=h.fz/D inf� x�0.‚z/=h�. /. A key step in
Fried’s argument is to then show that for any � the function u 7! x�0.‚zu

/ extends to
a linear continuous function ��W A!R. The function W W u 7! inf� ��.u/=h�. /

is now given as the infimum of a family of linear continuous functions. Therefore W

is concave on A and hence W is continuous. For every primitive integral u 2A we
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have W .u/D 1=h.fzu
/, and the conclusion of Theorem D follows. There are several

difficulties with carrying out this line of argument that we need to overcome. First,
Fried’s and Abramov’s results are for flows, while  is only a semiflow. Thus we
need to immediately pass, via the “natural extension” construction in dynamics, from a
semiflow  on Xf to a related flow  0 on another space X 0

f
. We then need to make

sure that the above argument gets correctly translated to this new setting. Another
difficulty is that the geometric “surgery” argument Fried uses to prove linearity of ��
does not work well for X 0

f
. Thus we deploy a homological argument for that purpose

instead of attempting to mimic the argument of Fried.

1.4 Connections to small dilatation free group automorphisms.

As a corollary of Theorem D, we see that the function u 7! log.�.'u//�.ker.u//
defined on primitive integral classes u extends to a continuous function which is
constant on rays. Thus from any G D G' with b1.G/ � 2 and ' represented by an
expanding irreducible train track map, one obtains sequences f'k W FNk

! FNk
g1
kD1

of automorphisms 'k represented by expanding irreducible train track maps for which
Nk ! 1 and Nk log.�.'k// is uniformly bounded above and below by positive
constants. Moreover, by Theorem C(2), if ' is fully irreducible and hyperbolic so
are all 'k ; see Corollary 8.7. This corollary mirrors a construction of pseudo-Anosov
homeomorphisms with the analogous property using 3–manifolds as described by
McMullen [45, Section 10]. Corollary 8.7 also complements the work of Algom-
Kfir and Rafi [4] who showed that any sequence f'k W FNk

! FNk
g1
kD1

for which
Nk log.�.'k// is bounded must come from this construction (up to a certain surgery
procedure). This was in turn a free-by-cyclic analogue of a result of Farb, Leininger
and Margalit [24] (see also Agol [2]) complementing McMullen’s construction. So in
some sense, Corollary 8.7 brings this picture full circle.

1.5 Related results and constructions

As mentioned at the start of the introduction, it already follows from general facts about
the BNS–invariant and related constructions (see for example Bieri, Neumann and
Strebel [10] and Levitt [43]) that under the assumptions of Theorem B there exists some
open cone CG �H 1.G'/ containing u0 , such that every primitive integral u 2 CG

has finitely generated kernel ker.u/. Additional general cohomological considerations
(eg see Geoghegan, Mihalik, Sapir and Wise [36, Theorem 2.6 and Remark 2.7]) further
imply that ker.u/ is a free group. Consequently, u determines another splitting of G'
as a (fg free)-by-(infinite cyclic) group. We do not use these general facts in the proof
of Theorem B and instead directly establish for every primitive integral u 2 A that
ker.u/ is a free group of finite rank.
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The folded mapping torus Xf and the semiflow  are similar to Gautero’s construction
of a “dynamical 2–complex” [32; 33; 34; 35] (see also the discussion in [32, Sec-
tion 5] for connections to other related notions) and the unpublished construction of
Z Wang [63] of a “decomposed mapping torus” and various “folded complexes”. Our
folded mapping torus Xf turns out the be homeomorphic to the complex constructed by
Brinkmann and Schleimer in [14], which treats only the case when the automorphism
is induced by a homeomorphism of a surface with one boundary component. However,
[14] does not construct a semiflow on the complex, but rather uses it to construct an
ideal triangulation of the mapping torus of the homeomorphism.

Gautero builds a 2–complex from a topological representative f W �! � , where � is
a trivalent graph, and a path in outer space from � to �' using Whitehead moves (see
also the variation in [35] using Stalling’s folds instead of Whitehead moves, which is a
modification of his original construction and is more closely related to the one here).
Wang [63] on the other hand constructs from a sequence of Stallings folds from � to
�' first an iterated mapping cylinder which he calls a decomposed mapping torus. This
space is homotopy equivalent to the mapping torus and also admits a semiflow. Then
for each cohomology class u2H 1.G' IR/ satisfying certain conditions he builds what
he calls a folded complex Yf;u which is a quotient of his decomposed mapping torus.

In both of these constructions, the main goal is that of finding cross sections in analogy
with Fried’s work [30]. In particular, these constructions are likely sufficient for
proving analogues of Theorem B. However, it is unclear how to attack the remainder
of Theorem A and Theorems C and D, with these constructions. It is worth noting that
in Wang’s construction, he uses sections of the folded complexes to find sections of
the original mapping torus (though the latter will likely not satisfy Theorem B). In any
event, we try to mention the relevant connections to Gautero’s and Wang’s construction
wherever possible throughout the paper.

1.6 Alexander norm

In the 3–manifold setting, the Thurston norm is a seminorm

nT W H
1.M IR/DH 1.GM IR/ �!R

defined by Thurston [60] taking integral values on primitive integral points (see also
[31; 44; 47; 48; 50; 57]). He then observed that the unit ball BT is a polyhedron. The
norm of a primitive integral class is a measure of the complexity of the class, and for
any class u represented by a fibration M ! S1 , the norm is precisely nT .u/D�u.e/,
where e is again the Poincaré dual of the associated Euler class. In fact, in this
setting CGM

is a union of cones on the interiors of certain top-dimensional faces of
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the polyhedron BT . In [46], McMullen constructed a related Alexander norm nA on
H 1.GIR/ for any finitely presented group G , which again has a polyhedral unit ball
BA (and so as with the Thurston norm, nA is linear on cones on faces). In the case of
the 3–manifold group GM the Thurston and Alexander norms actually agree on CGM

when dim.H 1.M IR// > 1; however Dunfield [23] proved that in general they do not
agree on all of H 1.GM IR/.

In the case of our free-by-cyclic group G' , since G' has a deficiency 1 presentation, the
results of McMullen [46, Theorem 4.1] and Button [15, Theorem 3.1] together imply that
when dim.H 1.G' IR// > 1, the Alexander norm calculates nA.u/D b1.ker.u//� 1

for any primitive integral u 2 CG' , where b1.ker.u// D dim.H 1.ker.u/IR//. As
mentioned above, general cohomological considerations (eg see [36, Theorem 2.6
and Remark 2.7]) additionally imply that ker.u/ is free for any primitive integral
u 2H 1.G' IR/ with ker.u/ finitely generated; thus we have b1.ker.u//D rk.ker.u//
in this case. Moreover, Dunfield’s work [23] implies that any primitive integral u2CG'

must lie over the interior of a top-dimensional face of BA ; therefore nA restricts
to a linear function on an open cone neighborhood of any such u. Putting these
results together, it follows that for every primitive integral u0 2 CG' , the assignment
u 7! 1� rk.ker.u// for primitive integral u extends to a linear function u 7! �nA.u/

on some open cone containing u0 (namely the intersection of CG' with the cone on
a top-dimensional face of BA ). Thus Theorem B(2) gives a realization of this linear
function as the geometrically defined E0 –class � 2H 1.G' IR/. Moreover, it shows
that pairing any element of AXf with the E0 –class gives precisely the (negative of
the) Alexander norm and thus strengthens the analogy with McMullen’s result for
3–manifolds.

Remark 1.5 The results and techniques developed in this manuscript have served as
the basis for a number of advances in the study of free-by-cyclic groups and Out.FN /

since it was made publicly available in January 2013. For example, in [19], we continue
our analysis of the folded mapping torus Xf and develop an analogy with McMullen’s
Teichmüller polynomial [45]. Thus [19] strengthens the connection with the BNS–
invariant and provides a new proof of Theorem D. However, while the results in [19]
rely on the main constructions of this paper, most of the new results there are orthogonal
to those of the current paper. Then in [21], we draw on the results from both of these
papers to provide examples of fully irreducible automorphisms of free groups whose
stretch factors illustrate a new phenomenon, complementing the results of Handel and
Mosher [37].

In addition, concurrent with [19], Algom-Kfir, Hironaka, and Rafi [3] construct their own
analogue of McMullen’s Teichmüller polynomial. Their results rely on the construction
of the folded mapping torus Xf , properties of AXf , and in particular Theorem C.
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2 Background

2.1 Graphs

A topological graph � is a locally finite 1–dimensional cell complex (where locally
finite means that every 0–cell is incident to only finite many 1–cells). The 0–cells of
� are called vertices and the set of all vertices of � is denoted by V � . Open 1–cells
of � are called topological edges of � and the set of these is denoted Etop� . Every
topological edge of � is homeomorphic to an open interval and thus admits exactly
two orientations. An oriented edge e of � is a topological edge together with a choice
of an orientation on it. We denote the set of all oriented edges of � by E� . If e is
an oriented edge of � , then e�1 denotes the same topological edge with the opposite
orientation. Thus �1W E�!E� is a fixed-point-free involution. For an oriented edge
e 2 E� the attaching maps for the underlying 1–cell canonically define the initial
vertex o.e/2 V � and the terminal vertex t.e/2 V � . By construction, for any e 2E�

we have o.e�1/D t.e/ and t.e�1/D o.e/. For e 2E� we denote by e the closure
of e in � .

An orientation on a topological graph � is a partition E� DEC� tE�� such that
for every e 2E� we have e 2EC� if and only if e�1 2E�� .

Given a topological graph � and v 2 V � the link Lk�.v/ consists of all e 2E� with
o.e/D v . A turn in � is an unordered pair e; e0 of (not necessarily distinct) elements
of Lk�.v/. A turn e; e0 is degenerate if e D e0 and nondegenerate otherwise. We
denote the set of all turns in � by Turns.�/.

Given a finite set of points in a topological graph � , one can naturally construct a
topological graph � 0 as the subdivision, in which the vertex set contains the original
vertex set, together with the finite set of points.
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2.2 Linear and metric structures

Given a topological graph � , a linear atlas of charts for � is a set

ƒD f.e˛; j˛; Œa˛; b˛ �/g˛2J ;

where J is some index set, e˛ 2E� for every ˛ , and j˛W Œa˛; b˛ �! � is a character-
istic map: a continuous function for which the restriction to .a˛; b˛/ is an orientation
preserving homeomorphism onto the interior of e˛ (in particular, j˛.a˛/D o.e˛/ and
j˛.b˛/D t.e˛/). We further assume that (1) for every e 2 E� , there exists at least
one ˛ 2 J so that e D e˛ ; (2) for any ˛; ˇ 2 J such that e˛ D eˇ then the restriction
j�1
˛ jˇW .aˇ; bˇ/! .a˛; b˛/ is the unique orientation preserving affine map; and (3) for

every ˛ there exists ˛0 so that e˛0D e�1
˛ and j˛0D j˛ı� , where � W Œa˛; b˛ �! Œa˛; b˛ �

is the unique affine, orientation reversing involution. A linear structure on a topological
graph � is a linear atlas ƒD f.e˛; j˛; Œa˛; b˛ �/g˛2J which is maximal with respect
to inclusion.

A metric atlas on a topological graph � is an linear atlas LDf.e˛; j˛; Œa˛; b˛ �/g˛2J on
� such that whenever ˛; ˇ 2J satisfy e˛D eˇ or e˛D e�1

ˇ
, then jb˛�a˛jD jbˇ�aˇj.

Note that this implies that whenever e˛ D eˇ then the restriction

j�1
˛ jˇW .aˇ; bˇ/ �! .a˛; b˛/

is the unique orientation preserving isometry and whenever e˛De�1
ˇ

then the restriction

j�1
˛ jˇW .aˇ; bˇ/ �! .a˛; b˛/

is the unique orientation reversing isometry. A metric structure on a topological graph
� is a metric atlas L on � which is maximal with respect to inclusion.

A linear or metric structure on � uniquely determines one on any subdivision of � .
Furthermore, linear and metric structures naturally lift under covering maps.

Given a metric structure L D f.e˛; j˛; Œa˛; b˛ �/g˛2J , on a graph � , we can define
L.e˛/D b˛�a˛ > 0 to be the L–length of e˛ . From the definition of metric structure,
this procedure uniquely defines a function we also denote LW E� ! RC satisfying
L.e/DL.e�1/, for every e 2E� . Any such function on E� is called a length function
for � . The volume of .�;L/ is then defined to be the (possibly infinite) quantity
volL.�/ WD 1

2

P
e2E� L.e/. Since � is locally finite, there is a unique geodesic metric

dL on each component of � defining the original weak topology on the 1–complex
� for which the characteristic maps of that metric structure are all local isometries.
Conversely, given a geodesic metric d on the components of � , there is a canonical
metric structure L so that d D dL .
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Any metric structure L on � extends to a canonical linear structure ƒ, meaning that
L�ƒ. Also, given a linear structure ƒ on � and any length function LW E�!RC ,
there exists a unique metric structure L�ƒ for which L.e/DL.e/ for all e 2E� .
That is, when a linear structure ƒ on � is fixed, we can uniquely specify a metric
structure L�ƒ on � by simply specifying the lengths of edges.

A graph or linear graph is a topological graph � together with a linear structure ƒ on
it. A metric graph is similarly defined as a topological graph � together with a metric
structure L. Via the canonical linear structure determined by a metric structure, any
metric graph is also naturally a linear graph.

2.3 Paths

If � is a topological graph, for n� 1 a combinatorial edge-path of simplicial length n

in � is a sequence  D e1e2 � � � en of oriented edges of � such that for i D 1; : : : ; n�1

we have t.ei/D o.eiC1/. We denote j j D n and put o. / WD o.e1/ and t. / WD t.en/.
Also, for a vertex v of � we view  D v as a combinatorial edge-path of simplicial
length j j D 0 with o. / D t. / D v . For a combinatorial edge-path  D e1 � � � en

we denote �1 D e�1
n � � � e

�1
1

, so that �1 is a combinatorial edge-path from t. / to
o. / with j j D j�1j D n. For  D v (where v 2 V � ) we put �1 D  D v .

If  D e1 � � � en is a combinatorial edge-path and t is a turn, we say that this turn is
contained in  if there exists 2� i � n such that t D fe�1

i�1
; eig or t D fe�1

i ; ei�1g.

A topological edge-path of simplicial length n is a continuous map gW Œa; b�! � such
that there exists a combinatorial edge-path g D e1 � � � en in � and a subdivision aD

c0< c1< � � �< cnDb such that for each iD1; : : : ; n we have g.ci�1/Do.ei/, g.ci/D

t.ei/, and the restriction gj.ci�1;ci / is an orientation preserving homeomorphism onto
ei . We say that g is the combinatorial edge-path associated to g . Writing o.g/ WD

o.e1/ and t.g/ WD t.en/, then g is a path in � from o.g/ to t.g/. For any vertex v of
� and Œa; b��R, we also regard the constant map gW Œa; b�! � given by g.s/D v

for all s 2 Œa; b� as a topological edge-path of simplicial length 0 with o.g/D t.g/D v .
If � is a linear graph, then a topological edge-path gW Œa; b�! � is a PL edge-path if
it additionally satisfies the following condition. For every edge ei of g and any chart
.e˛; j˛; Œa˛; b˛ �/ from the linear atlas with e˛ D ei , the restriction of g to Œci�1; ci � is
equal to j˛ı�˛;i where �˛;i is the unique orientation-preserving affine homeomorphism
from Œci�1; ci � to Œa˛; b˛ �.

By dropping the requirement that g.a/ and g.b/ be vertices of � , the above definition
is straightforwardly modified to get the notion of a PL path in � .

If we have a combinatorial path  with j j D n in a topological (respectively, linear)
graph � , there always exists a topological (respectively, PL) edge-path gW Œa; b�! �
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with g D  . Therefore we will often suppress the distinction between combinatorial,
topological, and PL edge-paths and just call them edge-paths, unless we wish to em-
phasize the distinction. We call edge-paths of positive simplicial length nondegenerate
and edge-paths of simplicial length 0 degenerate.

A combinatorial edge-path  in � is tight or reduced if  does not contain a subpath of
the form ee�1 where e 2E� (that is, if  contains no degenerate turns). A topological
or PL edge-path is tight or reduced if the associated combinatorial edge-path is so.
More generally, a PL path gW Œa; b�! � is tight if g is locally injective.

If .�;L/ is a metric graph, then the dL–length of a PL–path g in .�;L/ is denoted by
jgjL . Similarly, the length of a combinatorial edge-path  D e1 � � � en will be denoted
by j jL D

Pn
iD1 L.ei/.

2.4 Graph maps

Definition 2.1 (Graph-map) If � and � are topological graphs, a topological graph-
map f W �!� is a continuous map such that f .V �/� V� and such that for every
e 2E� f je is a topological-edge-path (possibly degenerate) from f .o.e// to f .t.e//
in �. More precisely, this means that for any characteristic map j W Œa; b�! e , the
composition f ı j W Œa; b�! � is a topological edge-path. In this situation we will
often denote the combinatorial edge-path in � associated to f ı j by f .e/. If �
and � are linear graphs and in addition we assume that for every e 2E� , f je is a
PL edge-path from f .o.e// to f .t.e//, then we call f a linear graph-map or just a
graph-map.

We note that if � and � are equipped with linear structures, then any topological graph-
map f W � ! � is homotopic rel f �1.V�/ � V � to a unique (linear) graph-map
f 0W �!�.

Example 2.2 (Running example) Here we introduce an example that we will develop
throughout the paper as a means of illustrating key ideas. Let � denote the graph
in Figure 1. This graph has four edges, oriented as shown and labeled fa; b; c; dg D
EC� . We consider a graph-map f W � ! � under which the edges of � map to
the combinatorial edge-paths f .a/ D d , f .b/ D a, f .c/ D b�1a, and f .d/ D

ba�1db�1ac .

To describe this example precisely, give � a linear structure and let � be the graph
obtained by subdividing � as pictured on the right of Figure 1. The identity then gives
a graph-map �W �!�. Labeling the edges of � as indicated, there is a unique linear
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a

b

d

c

�

f 0

d

a

b
a

d b
a

c

b

a

� �

Figure 1: An example graph-map. Left: Original graph � . Right: Subdivided
graph � with labels. Our example f W � ! � is the composition of the
“identity” �W � ! � with the map f 0W �! � that sends edges to edges
preserving labels and orientations.

graph-map f 0W �! � for which each edge of � maps by an affine map to the edge
of the same label in � . Our example is defined to be the graph-map

f WD f 0 ı �W � �! �:

Definition 2.3 (Regular and expanding maps) A topological graph-map f W �!�

is regular if for any e 2E� the combinatorial edge-path f .e/ is nondegenerate and
tight (thus jf .e/j> 0). We say that a topological graph map f W �! � is expanding
if for every edge e 2E� we have jf n.e/j !1 as n!1.

The next definition is convenient for carrying out the constructions in subsequent
sections.

Definition 2.4 (Combinatorial maps) A combinatorial graph map is a regular, linear
graph map f W �! � where � is a metric graph with all edge lengths equal to 1, and
where the subdivision of any edge e along f �1.V �/ is into equal length parts.

Remark 2.5 Given any regular topological graph map f0W �! � , then it is easy to
construct a metric structure on � and a combinatorial graph map f W � ! � that is
homotopic to f0 and for which the combinatorial edge-paths f .e/ and f0.e/ agree for
every edge e . In fact, under an appropriate expansion condition on f0 (Definition 2.10),
one can use Corollary A.9 from Appendix A to arrange for f D f0 (ie no homotopy is
needed).

Let f W � ! � be a regular topological graph-map and let v 2 V � . Define an
equivalence relation �f;v on Lk�.v/ by saying that for e; e0 2 Lk�.v/ we have
e �f;v e0 whenever the combinatorial edge-paths f .e/ and f .e0/ start with the same
(oriented) edge of �.
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Definition 2.6 (Tame maps) A topological graph-map f W � ! � is tame if f is
regular and if for every vertex v 2 V � the relation �f;v partitions Lk�.v/ into at least
two equivalence classes. Note that if f W �!� is tame then every vertex of � has
valence � 2.

Definition 2.7 (Taken turns and Whitehead graphs) Let f W � ! � be a regular
graph-map. A turn e1; e2 in � is taken by f if there exist e 2 E� and n � 1 such
that e�1

1
e2 is a subpath of f n.e/ (that is, if the turn e1; e2 is contained in f n.e/).

For any vertex v 2 V � we define the Whitehead graph of v , denoted Wh�.f; v/ or
just Wh.f; v/ if � is fixed, as follows. The graph Wh�.f; v/ is a simple graph whose
vertex set is Lk�.v/. Thus the vertices of Wh�.f; v/ are exactly all those e 2 E�

such that o.e/D v . Two distinct elements e1; e2 2 Lk�.v/ are adjacent as vertices in
Wh�.f; v/ whenever the turn e1; e2 is taken by f . (Note that since e1 ¤ e2 , the turn
e1; e2 is nondegenerate.)

Remark 2.8 For a regular graph-map f W � ! � , denote by Turnsn.f / the set of
all turns contained in the paths ff k.e/ j e 2 E�; 1 � k � ng. Then Turnsn.f / �

TurnsnC1.f / for all n� 1. Put Turns1.f / WD
S

n�1 Turnsn.f /. By definition, for a
vertex v of � the Whitehead graph Wh�.f; v/ records all the nondegenerate turns at
v that belong to Turns1.f /.

Let � be a finite topological graph with at least one edge and let f W � ! � be a
topological graph-map. Choose an orientation on � and let e1; : : : ; ek be an ordering
of EC� . The transition matrix A.f / D .aij /

k
i;jD1

is a k � k matrix where for
1� i; j � k the entry aij is the total number of occurrences of e˙1

j in the path f .ei/

(note that this definition gives the transpose of that used for the transition matrix in [9]).
Thus for every n� 1 we have A.f n/DA.f /n . Define �.f / to be the spectral radius
of the transition matrix A.f /.

We say that A.f / is positive, denoted A.f / > 0, if aij > 0 for all 1� i; j � k . We
say that ADA.f / is irreducible if for every 1� i; j � k there exists t D t.i; j /� 1

such that .At /ij > 0. Thus if A.f / > 0 then A.f / is irreducible. Note that if
A.f / is irreducible then �.f / is exactly the Perron–Frobenius eigenvalue of A.f /.
Furthermore, when A.f / is irreducible, the property �.f / > 1 is equivalent to f
being expanding, which is also equivalent to A.f / not being a permutation matrix.

Example 2.9 Consider again our running example graph-map f W �! � defined in
Example 2.2. The four combinatorial edge-paths f .a/D d , f .b/D a, f .c/D b�1a

and f .d/D ba�1db�1ac are all reduced; therefore f is a regular graph-map. Hence
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we also see that the links Lk�.v/ at the left and right vertices of � are respectively
partitioned into the equivalence classes

fag; fbg; fdg and fa�1
g; fb�1; c�1

g; fcg; fd�1
g

by the relations �f;v ; thus f is tame. One may also calculate by hand the Whitehead
graphs of f for the vertices of � , which we have illustrated in Figure 2. Namely, in
the notations of Remark 2.8, Figure 2 shows all the nondegenerate turns that belong
to Turns3.f / is this example. A direct check shows that Turns3.f / D Turns4.f /

here and hence Turns1.f /D Turns3.f /. Therefore the graphs shown in Figure 2 are
exactly the Whitehead graphs of the two vertices of � . Note that both these Whitehead
graphs are connected.

a

b

d

c

a�1

b�1 d�1

c�1

f .d/

f
3 .c/

f .d/ f
.d
/

f 2.d/

f 2
.d/

f .
d/

f .d/

f
3
.d
/

Figure 2: The Whitehead graphs of the left and right vertices of � , re-
spectively. We have labeled each adjacency by an edge-path that takes the
corresponding turn in � .

Finally, the transition matrix, Perron–Frobenius eigenvalue and corresponding unit
eigenvector for this example are

A.f /D

0BB@
0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

1 1 0 0

2 2 1 1

1CCA ; �� 2:4142; v �

0BB@
:2265

:0939

:1327

:5469

1CCA :
The characteristic polynomial of A.f / is x4�x3� 2x2� 3x� 1. It is easy to check
that A.f /3 is positive, so A.f / is irreducible. Since �.f / > 1, we also see that f is
expanding.

2.5 Entropy and expansion

The next two results are likely well known, but we could not find an explicit reference
in the literature. In Appendix A, we have included proofs of these for completeness, as
well as some references for closely related results.
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The first result tells us that under fairly mild assumptions on a topological graph map,
the topological entropy can be calculated by the transition matrix.

Proposition A.1 Let � be a finite, connected, topological graph with at least one edge
and let f W � ! � be regular topological graph-map. Let h.f / be the topological
entropy of f . Then h.f /D log�.f / (recall that �.f / is the spectral radius of A.f /).

The next theorem gives a very strong rigidity result which, among other things, allows
one to promote a topological graph map to a (linear) graph map, with respect to a
carefully chosen linear structure, in certain situations. To state the theorem, we first
make the following definition.

Definition 2.10 A topological graph-map f W �! � is expanding on all scales if for
every x 2� , every neighborhood U of x , and every edge e of � , there exists a positive
integer m and an open interval W �U so that f m maps W homeomorphically onto e .

Theorem A.3 Suppose f W �!� is a regular topological graph-map that is expanding
on all scales. Choose an orientation on � and an ordering EC� D fe1; : : : ; eng.

Then the topological graph-map f is expanding, the matrix A.f / is irreducible with
the Perron–Frobenius eigenvalue �D �.f / > 1, and there exists a unique volume-1
metric structure L on � with the following properties:

(1) f W �! � is linear with respect to L.

(2) f is a local �–homothety, meaning that the norm of the derivative of f at every
point of � nf �1.V �/ is �.

(3) For every i D 1; : : : ; n the dL–length of ei is vi , where v D .v1; : : : ; vn/
T is

the left Perron–Frobenius eigenvector (ie for the left action of A.f / on column
vectors) with

Pn
iD1 vi D 1.

As we show in Appendix A, expanding irreducible graph maps are expanding on
all scales; see Lemma A.2. Consequently, as explained Corollary A.9, given any
expanding, irreducible graph map f W �! � , there is a choice of (possibly different)
metric structure on � making f into a combinatorial graph map (Definition 2.4).

2.6 Train-tracks

To obtain sufficient information to prove Theorems C and D we will make heavy use
of a certain class of graph-maps introduced in [9] that have additional structure. This
extra structure ensures that the map and all of its powers are combinatorially efficient.
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Definition 2.11 (Train-track map) Let � be a finite connected (linear) graph with at
least one edge and without valence-1 vertices. A (linear) graph-map f W �! � is a
train-track map if:

(1) The map f is a homotopy equivalence (and hence f is surjective).

(2) For every edge e 2E� and every n� 1 the map f nje is an immersion; that is,
the edge-path f n.e/ is tight and nondegenerate. (Note that this implies that for
every n� 1 the map f nW �! � is regular.)

The original definition of train-track map [9] does not allow valence 2 vertices. The
next lemma guarantees that no complications occur near such vertices.

Lemma 2.12 Suppose that f W � ! � is a train-track map. Then f is tame. Fur-
thermore, if v is a vertex of valence 2 in � then for every n � 1 the map f n is an
immersion near v ; that is, for every n� 1 there exists an open neighborhood J of v in
� such that f njJ is injective.

Proof By condition (2) of Definition 2.11, both conclusions of the lemma will follow
if we can prove that there is a power m0 > 0 so that for every vertex v 2 V � , either
f m0.v/D v and f m0 is injective on a neighborhood of v or else there is a turn of v
taken by f m0 .

Let V �V � be the set of f –stable vertices: that is, those vertices which are eventually
permuted by f . Let m> 0 be such that f mjV D idV , and so that f m.V �/D V . First
observe that if v 2 V � nV , then since f m is surjective by (1), there must be a turn of
v taken by f m . It follows that any v 2 f m.V � n V/ � V has a turn taken by f 2m

(the image of a turn taken by f m ).

Finally, if v 2 V n f m.V � nV/, then we claim that f m is locally injective on some
neighborhood of v or else there is a turn of v taken by f m . To prove this claim,
suppose that f m is not locally injective on a neighborhood of v . Then the map
Lk�.v/!Lk�.v/ induced by f m (defined since f m.v/Dv ) would fail to be injective,
and hence must also fail to be surjective, missing some e 2 Lk�.v/. Surjectivity of
f m implies that there must be some edge e0 so that e is an edge of f m.e0/. A point
of xe0 sent to o.e/D v cannot be a vertex (by assumption on v ), and hence must be an
interior point. But this means that v has a turn that is taken by f m as required. Setting
m0 D 2m completes the proof.

An irreducible train track map is a train-track map f W �! � such that the transition
matrix A.f / is irreducible. In this case, the Perron–Frobenius theory tells us that
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�.f /� 1 is an eigenvalue of A.f /, that there exists a unique (up to a scalar multiple)
left eigenvector v for A.f / with A.f /v D �.f /v , and that all the coordinates of v
are positive. We normalize v so that the sum of its coordinates is equal to 1. The
coordinates of v then define a length function E� ! RC which together with the
linear structure induces a metric structure L on � so that volL.�/D 1 and such that
for every edge e 2E� we have jf .e/jL D �.f /L.e/D �.f /jejL . We call this L the
train-track metric structure on � and the geodesic metric dL the train track-metric
on � .

Remark 2.13 An irreducible train-track map f W �! � typically need not be a local
�.f /–homothety with respect to the train-track metric dL . The reason is that � comes
equipped with a linear structure ƒ such that for each e 2 E� there exists a unique
chart map jeW Œ0;L.e/� ! � in ƒ mapping .0;L.e// homeomorphically to e . If
f .e/D e1 � � � em then there is a unique subdivision 0D t0 < t1 < � � �< tmDL.e/ such
that f ı je maps .ti�1; ti/ homeomorphically to ei . Since the relative lengths of the
subintervals .ti�1; ti/ are specified by the linear structure, there is in general no reason
to assume that we will have �.f /jti � ti�1j D L.ei/ for i D 1; : : : ;m. Thus, even
though L.f .e//D�.f /L.e/, the map f may stretch the metric dL on the subsegments
je.Œti�1; ti �/ of e by different amounts. However, Corollary A.7 shows that one may
change the linear structure on � in such a way that f remains a linear graph-map
and that, with respect to the new train track metric, f is locally a �.f /–homothety
on edges.

If f W � ! � is a regular topological graph-map, we have a natural derivative map
Df W E�!E� , where for e 2E� we define Df .e/ to be the initial edge of the edge-
path f .e/. The map Df naturally extends to Df W Turns.�/! Turns.�/ by setting
Df .fe; e

0g/ WD fDf .e/;Df .e
0/g, where e; e0 is a turn in � . A turn t 2 Turns.�/ is

then called legal for f if .Df /n.t/ is nondegenerate for every n� 0.

Remark 2.14 Consider a finite graph � without valence-1 vertices and a homotopy
equivalence regular (linear) graph-map f W �!� . In this situation it is easy to see that
f is a train-track map if and only if the unique nondegenerate turn at each valence-2
vertex is legal and every turn contained in an edge-path of the form f .e/ for e 2E�

is legal. Moreover, it is easy to check whether a given turn is legal because the set
Turns.�/ is finite. Therefore, it is straightforward and algorithmic to determine whether
the given map f is a train track-map.

Example 2.15 The graph-map f introduced in Example 2.2 is actually a train-track
map. This fact can be easily checked by hand using the algorithm explained in
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Remark 2.14 above, and we have also verified that f is a train-track map using
Peter Brinkmann’s software package xtrain.1

2.7 Outer automorphisms

For an integer N � 2 let FN D F.x1; : : : ;xN / be the free group of rank N . Recall
that Out.FN / is the group of all automorphisms of FN modulo the subgroup of inner
automorphisms

An element ' 2 Out.FN / is said to be reducible if there exists a free product decom-
position FN D A1 � � � � �Ak � C with k � 1 and each Ai ¤ f1g (and where it is
possible that C D f1g only in the case k � 2) such that ' permutes the conjugacy
classes ŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAk �.

An element ' 2 Out.FN / is irreducible if it is not reducible. Moreover, ' 2 Out.FN /

is said to be fully irreducible or iwip (for “irreducible with irreducible powers”) if 'n

is irreducible for every n� 1. Thus ' is fully irreducible if and only if there do not
exist n� 1 and a proper free factor A of FN such that 'n.ŒA�/D ŒA�. Accordingly,
ˆ 2 Aut.FN / is said to be irreducible (respectively, fully irreducible) if the outer
automorphism class ' 2 Out.FN / of ˆ is irreducible (respectively, fully irreducible).

Finally, ' 2Out.FN / (or an element of Aut.FN / representing ' ) is called atoroidal or
hyperbolic if there do not exist n� 1 and w 2 FN ; w ¤ 1, such that 'n preserves the
conjugacy class Œw� of w in FN . A result of Brinkmann [13] (utilizing the Bestvina–
Feighn combination theorem [7]) says that ' 2 Aut.FN / is hyperbolic if and only if
the mapping torus group G' D FN Ì' Z of ' is word-hyperbolic.

2.8 Topological representatives

Given a finite connected graph � and a homotopy equivalence topological graph-map
f W � ! � , let v 2 V � be a vertex and let ˇ be an edge-path from v to f .v/. We
denote by f�D f

ˇ
� W �1.�; v/! �1.�; v/ the map given by f�.Œ �/D Œˇ.f ı /ˇ�1�,

where  is an edge-path from v to v in � . We omit mention of ˇ in the notation for
f� as we will be interested in the outer class of f� which is independent of the choice
of path ˇ .

Definition 2.16 (Topological representative) Let ' 2 Out.FN /, where N � 2. A
topological representative of ' is a pair .m; f / where f W � ! � is a homotopy
equivalence topological graph-map of a finite connected topological graph � to itself,

1Available at http://gitorious.org/xtrain
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and where mW FN ! �1.�; v/ is an isomorphism such that m�1 ıf� ımW FN ! FN

is an automorphism of FN whose outer automorphism class is ' (this condition is
independent of the choice of edge-path ˇ from v to f .v/). The isomorphism m is
called a marking. By convention, we will usually omit the explicit mention of marking
and just say that f W �! � is a topological representative of ' .

If P is a type of topological graph-map (such as “regular” or “linear”), we say that
a topological representative f W � ! � is P if the topological graph-map f is of
type P. Alternately we may say that f W � ! � is a P representative of ' . Thus
we may discuss regular representatives, tame representatives, irreducible train-track
representatives, and so on. We emphasize that if f is a train-track representative of ' ,
then this automatically implies that f is a regular topological representative of ' and
that f nW �! � is a train-track representative of 'n for all n� 1.

Given any ' 2 Out.FN /, one can easily construct a regular topological representative
for ' with � being a wedge of circles. Constructing representatives with more structure
is in general harder and may depend on the outer automorphism ' . An important
general result of Bestvina and Handel [9] says that for every irreducible ' 2 Out.FN /

(where N � 2) there exists an irreducible train-track topological representative of ' .
The converse is, in general, not true: it is possible for an irreducible train-track map to
be a topological representative of a reducible ' 2Out.FN /. However, if ' 2Out.FN /

is fully irreducible then every train-track representative of ' has irreducible transition
matrix and thus is an irreducible train-track map. We discuss the relationship between
fully irreducible hyperbolic outer automorphisms and the properties of their train-track
representatives in greater detail in the next subsection and in Appendix B.

Example 2.17 We now return to the graph map f W �!� introduced in Example 2.2.
We have �1.�/Š F3 and it is not hard to check directly that f is a homotopy equiva-
lence; thus f is a topological representative of an element ' 2 Out.F3/. Specifically,
use v0 D o.c/ as a base-vertex in � and set mW F3 D F.x1;x2;x3/! �1.�; v0/ by
m.x1/D b�1a, m.x2/D a�1d and m.x3/D c . Then the outer class ' is represented
by ' D m�1 ı f� ım where f�W �1.�; v0/! �1.�; v0/ (where ˇ in the definition
of f� is the constant path from v0 to itself). This automorphism of F3 is given by
�.x1/D x2 , �.x2/D x�1

2
x�1

1
x2x1x3 and �.x3/D x1 . We have moreover verified,

with the help of Derek Holt and the computational software package kbmag2, that the
group G' is word-hyperbolic and therefore that the automorphism ' is hyperbolic. In
Example 2.19 we will see that ' is also fully irreducible.

2Available at http://www.gap-system.org/Packages/kbmag.html
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2.9 Criterion for full irreducibility

We end this section with a criterion for a hyperbolic automorphism to be fully irreducible.
Stating this criterion requires the notion of “clean train-tracks” from [39]:

Definition 2.18 (Clean train-track) We say that a train-track map f W �!� is clean
if the Whitehead graph Wh.f; v/ is connected for each vertex v 2 V � , and if there
exists m>0 such that A.f m/>0. (This implies f is expanding, that A.f n/DA.f /n

is irreducible for all n � 1, and that A.f n/ > 0 for all n � m.) We say that f is
weakly clean if f is expanding, if the Whitehead graph Wh.f; v/ is connected for
each vertex v 2 V � and if A.f / is irreducible.

Our next theorem provides a criterion for full irreducibility in terms of the existence of
weakly clean train-track representatives; this is a strengthening of the criterion proved
in [39].

Theorem B.3 Let N � 3 and let ' 2 Out.FN / be a hyperbolic element. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(1) The automorphism ' is fully irreducible.

(2) If f W �! � is a train-track representative of ' then f is clean.

(3) There exists a clean train-track representative of ' .

(4) There exists a weakly clean train-track representative of ' .

The proof of Theorem B.3 is given in Appendix B. This result seems to be of independent
interest and also has some interesting consequences (eg Corollary B.4). However, as
these considerations are tangential to the main results of the paper, we have relegated
the proofs and discussion to an appendix.

Example 2.19 We have already seen that f W �! � in Example 2.2 is an expanding
irreducible train-track map representing an automorphism ' 2Out.F3/. We also know
that ' is hyperbolic – this fact was verified (see Example 2.17) by checking that the
group G' is word-hyperbolic. We have additionally verified in Example 2.9 that the
Whitehead graphs of both vertices of � with respect to f are connected. Thus f is a
weakly clean train-track map. Therefore, by Theorem B.3, ' is fully irreducible.
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3 Folding paths

We will need a continuous version of Stallings’ folding line adapted to our setting
(see [41; 59] for the classic version of Stallings folds). Our version of the folding line
is more elementary and less canonical than what Francaviglia and Martino call “fast
folding line” (see [28, Definition 5.6]) and what Bestvina and Feighn call “folding all
illegal turns at speed 1” (see the definition immediately prior to Proposition 2.2 in [8]).
While we could have used the “fast folding line” when defining the “folded mapping
torus” Xf in Section 4 below, the more basic Stallings folds construction is sufficient
for our purposes and simpler to analyze.

Convention 3.1 In this section let ' 2 Out.FN /, let � be a finite connected linear
graph and let f W �!� be a linear graph-map that is a tame topological representative
of ' (see Definitions 2.1, 2.3, 2.6, and 2.16). Additionally let L be a metric structure
on � compatible with the given linear graph structure.

Note that the tameness assumption implies every vertex of � has valence � 2 and that
f .e/ is a tight nondegenerate edge-path in � for every edge e 2E� .

Remark 3.2 Given any ' 2 Out.FN / it is easy to construct a tame topological
representative of ' . This can be done, for example, via replacing an arbitrary regular
topological representative f 0W � ! � of ' by an “optimal” map f W � ! � that
is freely homotopic to f , as explained in [28]. Alternatively, given ' 2 Out.FN /,
one can always find, via an explicit combinatorial construction, a tame representative
f W � ! � of ' with � being a wedge of N circles, as explained in [42]. (Also,
Lemma 2.12 implies that if f W � ! � is an expanding irreducible train-track map,
then f is tame.) As indicated after Definition 2.1, such a topological representative
may then be adjusted by a homotopy rel V � to yield a linear graph-map (as required
by Convention 3.1) with respect to any given linear structure on �

While our constructions of folding paths (Section 3) and associated folded mapping
tori (Section 4) apply to any map f as in Convention 3.1, working in this level
of generality introduces technicalities that significantly complicate the notation. To
enhance readability, we therefore only describe the constructions in the following
setting:

Convention 3.3 For expository purposes only, we additionally suppose that f W �!
� is a combinatorial graph-map with respect to the given metric structure L (see
Definition 2.4).
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Remark 3.4 We emphasize that this choice to work with combinatorial graph-maps
only serves to simplify the notation and that it is straightforward to adjust the con-
structions in Sections 3–4 to handle the general setting of Convention 3.1. In fact, the
curious reader may find these details in Sections 4 and 6 of a previous version of this
paper [20] where we work in the more general situation.

Moreover, this additional requirement that f W �! � be a combinatorial graph-map is
not a serious constraint: Remark 2.5 explains that any regular topological graph-map
is homotopic to a combinatorial graph-map (with respect to an appropriate metric
structure), and Corollary A.9 shows that oftentimes the homotopy is unnecessary.

Now we form a new labeled metric graph � as follows. We have � D � as a set
and as a topological space. The vertex set of � is V� WD f �1.V �/[ V � and the
1–cells of � are the connected components of �� V�. Thus, combinatorially, �
is obtained from � by subdividing each edge e of � into jf .e/j edges. The graph
� inherits a natural linear graph structure from � and we still have the graph-map
f W �! � which is now an affine homeomorphism on every open 1–cell. We endow
� with a metric structure compatible with the linear structure in which every edge has
length 1. Note that this metric structure is not the one that the subdivided graph �
naturally inherits from � (recall that Definition 2.4 requires � to be a metric graph).
For every edge e 2E� and every vertex v 2 V� we think of f .e/ 2E� as the label
of e and of f .v/ 2 V � as the label of v . This labeling satisfies the property that
f .e�1/D .f .e//�1 and that o.f .e//D f .o.e//, t.f .e//D f .t.e// for all e 2E�.
In general, we call a (linear) graph ‰ with a labeling � W V‰! V � , � W E‰!E�

of vertices and edges, satisfying these properties, a � –graph. Any � –graph ‰ comes
equipped with a canonical graph-map � W ‰! � , given by the labeling, which is an
affine homeomorphism on open edges, and a metric compatible with the linear structure
giving each edge length 1.

Since � W ‰! � sends an edge to an edge, � is a regular graph-map. A � –graph ‰
is folded if whenever e; e0 2 E‰ are such that o.e/ D o.e0/ and �.e/ D �.e0/ then
eD e0 . It is easy to see that for a � –graph ‰ the map � W ‰! � is locally injective if
and only if ‰ is folded. If a � –graph ‰ is not folded and e ¤ e0 are elements of E‰

such that o.e/D o.e0/ and �.e/D �.e0/, then identifying e and e0 into a single edge
with label �.e/D �.e0/ produces a new � –graph ‰0 . We say that ‰0 is obtained from
‰ by a combinatorial Stallings fold.

We say that a � –graph ‰ is tame if the labeling graph-map � W ‰! � is tame. Note
that for a � –graph ‰ and a vertex v of ‰ , the number of equivalence classes in the
partition of Lk�.v/ by the relation ��;v is equal to the number of distinct labels of
edges of ‰ with origin v . Thus a � –graph ‰ is tame if and only if for every vertex v
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of ‰ there exist some two edges e; e0 2E‰ with o.e/D o.e0/D v and �.e/¤ �.e0/.
Hence if ‰ is a tame � –graph and ‰0 is obtained from ‰ by a combinatorial Stallings
fold then ‰0 is again tame.

We now return to the construction of a folding path. According to [59], we can obtain
� from � by a finite sequence of combinatorial Stallings folds

(3-1) �D�0; �1; : : : ; �m D �;

where m D #Etop�� #Etop� and where each � –graph �iC1 is obtained from �i

by a single combinatorial Stallings fold identifying the edges ei ; e
0
i of �i . We endow

each �i with its natural � –graph metric and linear structure as described above.

Note that since by assumption, the map f W � ! � is tame, the � –graph � D �0

is tame. Since Stallings folds preserve tameness, it follows that each �i is tame. In
particular, this means that every vertex of �i has valence � 2.

We now define a 1–parameter family of metric graphs f�tgt2Œ0;1� as follows. For
each j D 0; : : : ;m, set �j=m D �j . For any j D 0; : : : ;m � 1 and arbitrary t 2

Œj=m; .j C 1/=m�, let �t be obtained from �j D �j=m by isometrically identifying
initial segments of ej and e0j of length tm� j 2 Œ0; 1�. We may endow �t with a
metric and associated linear structure so that the quotient map �j=m! �t is a local
isometry on each edge, and we do so.

Note that for each j D 0; : : : ;m�1, the two definitions of �.jC1/=m as �jC1 and as a
quotient of �j=mD�j agree by definition of combinatorial Stallings fold. Furthermore,
we note that �0 is obtained from � by subdividing and changing the metric, but as
topological spaces, �0 D � D �1 .

Remark 3.5 We have noted above that each �i is tame and thus has no valence-1
vertices. Therefore for every 0� t � 1 the graph �t has no valence-1 vertices either,
since the new vertices that appear in the middle of performing a single Stallings fold
have valence 3.

Each �t comes equipped with two natural homotopy equivalence graph maps

rt;0W �0 �! �t and r1;t W �t �! �1

which are locally isometric on edges and such that

(3-2) f D r1;t ı rt;0 D r1;0W �0 �! �1;

where we have used the identification of �0 D � D �1 as topological spaces to make
sense of this equality. In fact, for any 0 � t � t 0 � 1, there is a canonical homotopy
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equivalence map rt 0;t W �t ! �t 0 which is a local isometry on edges and so that for all
0� t � t 0 � t 00 � 1 we have

(3-3) rt 00;t 0 ı rt 0;t D rt 00;t :

We refer to the family f�tgt2Œ0;1� , together with the maps frt 0;tg0�t�t 0�1 defined
above, as the topological folding line corresponding to the topological representative
f W �!� of ' . We write f.�t ; rt 0;t /gf0�t�t 0�1g to denote the topological folding line.

This folding line also depends on the choice of a sequence of combinatorial Stallings
folds (3-1) taking � to � , but this dependence will not affect the proofs of our main
results (though the objects themselves do depend on these choices, for notational
simplicity we have suppressed this dependence from the notation in the following).

Example 3.6 Let f W �! � be the graph-map from Example 2.2. Figure 3 illustrates
the first two combinatorial Stallings folds in the folding sequence taking the � –graph
� to � for the graph map f W �! � .

� �a

b
c

d a

a

a a

b

b

b

c
d

d

a
a

a
b

b

b

c
d

d

a
a

a
b

b

c

d

d

Figure 3: Two combinatorial Stallings folds used to construct a topological
folding line

Remark 3.7 Technically, in the standard Outer space terminology, the “folding path”
�t is a family of “marked metric graphs” which connects the “marked metric graph”
.m; �0/ (where mW FN ! �1.�0/ is the marking given by the fact that f is a topolog-
ical representative of ' and that �0 is a subdivision of � ) to the “marked metric graph”
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.f� ım; �/. However, the markings on the graphs �t are not important for the specific
applications used in this paper and therefore we did not record them in our definition.

For the purposes of constructing the “folded mapping torus” of f in Section 4 below,
we will mainly forget about the metric structures Lt on the graphs �t and only look at
the underlying 1–complexes �t and the topological maps frt 0;tg provided by the above
construction. The metric structures on �t will occasionally be useful, and, in particular,
they will make it simpler to describe the cell structure on the “folded mapping torus”
of f defined in the next section.

4 The folded mapping torus and semiflows.

Convention 4.1 Let ' 2Out.FN / and set GDG' . Fix a linear graph-map f W �!�

that is a tame topological representative ' , as in Convention 3.1, and a topological
folding line f�t ; rt 0;t /gf0�t�t 0�1g . We also continue to identify �0 D � D �1 as
topological spaces (though �0 is a subdivision of � D �1 as a topological graph). For
expository purposes (see Remark 3.4), we continue to assume that f is a combinatorial
graph-map as in Convention 3.3.

In this section, given the above data, we describe a cell complex we call the folded
mapping torus of f , denoted Xf , which is a particular K.G; 1/ built from the data of
the folding line. We also construct a semiflow on Xf that encodes the folding line,
and prove a few basic properties of Xf . We end by describing the cell structure in a
little more detail and defining the E0 –class � 2H1.Xf IZ/ to be used in Theorem B.

Remark 4.2 The construction of another K.G; 1/ 2–complex from ' 2 Out.FN / —
Gautero’s “dynamical 2–complex” — and a semiflow is carried out by Gautero in [32,
Proposition 3.9, Proposition 4.3] using a sequence of Whitehead moves in place of the
folding path; see also the modification in [35]. Similarly, Wang’s construction [63] of
the decomposed mapping torus is similar to our construction via “building blocks” as
explained in the proof of Proposition 4.3 below.

4.1 The folded mapping torus

Starting with the folding line f.�t ; rt 0;t /gf0�t�t 0�1g , we define an equivalence relation
on � � Œ0; 1� by declaring .x; t/ to be equivalent to .x0; t 0/ if and only if t D t 0 and
rt;0.x/D rt;0.x

0/. We denote the associated quotient space by

…0W � � Œ0; 1� �!X 0:
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By construction, we can identify …0.� � ftg/ with rt;0.�0/D �t as sets so that

(4-1) …0.x; t/D rt;0.x/;

and we do so. In fact, this identification is much more than simply a setwise identifica-
tion.

Proposition 4.3 The space X 0 is homeomorphic to a cell-complex. The identification
of the subspace …0.� �ftg/ with �t is a homeomorphism, where …0.� �ftg/ is given
the subspace topology.

Proof Recall that for each j D 0; : : : ;m� 1, �.jC1/=m D �jC1 is obtained from
�j=m D�j by a single combinatorial Stallings fold identifying the edges ej ; e

0
j from

�j=m . We will use this to reconstruct X 0 as a cell complex obtained by gluing together
very simple cell complexes.

For each j D 0; : : : ;m� 1, begin with the product cell complex �j=m � Œj=m; .j C

1/=m�. The (closed) 2–cells are all thus “rectangles” obtained as products of (closed)
1–cells in �j=m with the interval Œj=m; .j C1/=m�. Now we subdivide the rectangles
Rj D xej � Œj=m; .j C1/=m� and R0j D xe

0
j � Œj=m; .j C1/=m� each into two triangles.

More precisely, taking (orientation preserving) locally isometric characteristic maps
for these 2–cells

�j W Œ0; 1�� Œj=m; .j C 1/=m� �!Rj D xej � Œj=m; .j C 1/=m�;

�0j W Œ0; 1�� Œj=m; .j C 1/=m� �!R0j D xe
0
j � Œj=m; .j C 1/=m�;

we subdivide Œ0; 1�� Œj=m; .j C 1/=m� into two triangles along the diagonal from the
point .0; j=m/ to .1; .j C 1/=m/. Denote the upper triangle by �C and the lower
triangle by �� . Now subdivide �j=m � Œj=m; .j C 1/=m� by subdividing each of
xej � Œj=m; .j C1/=m� and xej

0� Œj=m; .j C1/=m� into the triangles �j .�C/[�j .��/

and �0j .�C/[ �
0
j .��/, respectively; see Figure 4.

xej xej
0 xej xej

0
j

m

jC1

m
�j .�C/

�j .��/
�0j .�C/

�0j .��/

Figure 4: On the left we have the rectangles Rj ;R
0
j in �j=m � Œj=m; .j C

1/=m� that are to be subdivided, and the right shows their subdivision

Now we let …0j W �j=m � Œj=m; .j C 1/=m�! X 0j be the quotient space obtained by
identifying �j .�C/ with �0j .�C/ via the restriction to �j .�C/ of �0j ı�

�1
j ; see Figure 5.
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Figure 5: A local picture of X 0j near the identified triangles. On the left
we have pictures of �j=m , �.2jC1/=2m , and �.jC1/=m on the bottom, mid-
dle, and top, respectively, near the folded edges. On the right we have the
corresponding part of X 0j .

One minor complication is that even restricted to �C , the map �j may not be invertible.
This can only occur if ej is a loop edge. Since �j=m ! �.jC1/=m is a homotopy
equivalence, it follows that both ej and e0j cannot both be loop edges (if they were,
then e0j e�1

j is a nonnull homotopic loop in �j=m sent to a null homotopic loop in
�.jC1/=m ). So, without loss of generality, we assume that ej is not a loop edge and
hence we may invert �j as needed; see Figure 6.

Figure 6: Two possibilities for …0j near Rj [R0j depending on whether e0j
is a loop (right) or not a loop (left)

We see that by construction, X 0j has a natural cell structure so that …0j is a cellular
map. Furthermore, we note that for all t 2 Œj=m; .j C 1/=m�, the restriction of …0j
to �j=m � ftg isometrically identifies the initial segments of ej � ftg and e0j � ftg

of length tm� j . It is now easy to see that we may identify …0j .�j=m � ftg/ with
�t , for all t 2 Œj=m; .j C 1/=m�, as topological spaces. Using this identification we
construct a quotient space X 00 from the disjoint union X 0

0
t � � � tX 0

m�1
by gluing the

“top” �.jC1/=m �X 0j to the “bottom” �.jC1/=m �X 0
jC1

, for each j D 0; : : : ;m� 1.
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The space X 00 has a natural cell structure so that each X 0j includes into X 00 by a
cellular embedding.

The maps

�0 � Œj=m; .j C 1/=m�
rj=m;0�id

// �j=m � Œj=m; .j C 1/=m�
…0
j // X 0j

piece together to induce a map …00W � � Œ0; 1�!X 00 . For each j D 0; : : : ;m� 1 and
j=m� t < .j C1/=m, the restriction of …00 to each � �ftg identifies .x; t/ to .x0; t/
if and only if rt;j=m.rj=m;0.x//D rt;j=m.rj=m;0.x

0//. By (3-3), rt;j=m ırj=m;0D rt;0 ,
and it follows that the fibers of …0 and …00 are the same. Since � � Œ0; 1� and
X 00 are compact Hausdorff spaces, X 00 is homeomorphic to the quotient space X 0

(and identifying X 0 D X 00 , we have …0 D …00 ). Furthermore, the homeomorphic
identification of …0.� � ftg/D…00.� � ftg/ with �t proves the second statement.

The spaces X 0j in the construction of X 00DX 0 are useful in analyzing the local pictures
of X 0 , and we will refer to these as building blocks.

Definition 4.4 (Folded mapping torus) The folded mapping torus X D Xf is the
quotient

X 0 �!Xf

obtained by gluing �1 � X 0 to �0 � X 0 using the identifications �0 D � D �1 .
Subdividing �1 , the gluing becomes cellular, and we can induce on Xf a cell structure
from the one constructed in the proof of Proposition 4.3 for which the 2–cells are either
rectangles or triangles. We call this the initial cell structure on Xf (a more useful cell
structure will be defined in Section 4.4).

The folded mapping torus Xf is closely related to the mapping torus of f , which is
the space

Zf D � � Œ0; 1�=�;

where .x; 1/� .f .x/; 0/.

Proposition 4.5 The map …0W � � Œ0; 1�!X 0 descends to a continuous map

…W Zf �!Xf :

Proof Since .x; 1/ is identified with .f .x/; 0/ in Zf (and these are the only iden-
tifications), we need only verify that …0.x; 1/ is identified with …0.f .x/; 0/ in Xf .
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Using the identification �0 D � D �1 together with (3-2) and (4-1) we have

…0.x; 1/D r1;0.x/D f .x/ 2 �1 D �;

…0.f .x/; 0/D r0;0.f .x//D f .x/ 2 �0 D �:

Since f .x/ in �1 is identified with f .x/ in �0 , we are done.

In fact, it is not difficult to prove that … is a homotopy equivalence, but this will
follow naturally from the construction of certain semiflows in the next section; see
Theorem 4.7.

4.2 Semiflows

Here we construct and analyze (local) semiflows — that is, (local) actions of the
additive semigroup RC of positive real numbers — on the spaces constructed in
Section 4.1. First, let y 0 be the local flow on �� Œ0; 1� defined by y 0s.x; t/D .x; tCs/,
wherever this makes sense.

Proposition 4.6 For all 0� s; t � sC t � 1 we have …0. y 0s.x; t//D rsCt;t .…
0.x; t//.

Proof We simply appeal to (3-2) and (4-1) then calculate

…0. y 0s.x; t//D…
0.x; t C s/D rtCs;0.x/D rtCs;t .rt;0.x//D rtCs;t .…

0.x; t//:

From this it follows that the maps rt 0;t define a local semiflow  0 on X 0 given by
 0s.…

0.x; t//D rtCs;t .…
0.x; t//, wherever this is defined. Furthermore, …0 semicon-

jugates y 0 to  0 :
…0 ı y s D  

0
s ı…

0:

We note that flowlines of y 0 only terminate at � � f1g, and so y 0 can be extended
to a semiflow y on Zf (it is only guaranteed to be a semiflow since f is not in a
homeomorphism in general). In fact, y is given by

y s.x; t/D
�
f ŒsCt �.x/; sC t � ŒsC t �

�
for all .x; t/ 2 � � Œ0; 1/ � Zf , where Œs C t � is the greatest integer less than or
equal to sC t . Since the surjection …0 semiconjugates y 0 to  0 , it follows that …
semiconjugates y to a semiflow  on Xf . On the graph � D �0 �X 0!Xf , this
semiflow is given by

 s.x/D rs�Œs�;0 ıf
Œs�.x/ 2 �s�Œs�:

In particular,  1 restricted to �0 is precisely the map f . Consequently, we call  the
suspension semiflow on Xf .
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As a first application, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.7 The map …W Zf !Xf is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof Construct a map F 0W X 0! � � Œ0; 1�, F 0.…0.x; t//D .r1;t .…
0.x; t//; t/. By

(3-2) and (4-1) we have

F 0.…0.x; t//D F 0.rt;0.x//D .r1;t .rt;0.x//; t//D .f .x/; t/:

It follows that F 0 descends to a map F W Xf !Zf . Moreover, this equation implies
F ı…D y 1 .

On the other hand, for t 2 Œ0; 1/ and x 2 � , we have

….F.….x; t///D…. y 1.x; t//D  1.….x; t//:

Consequently, … ı F D  1 . Therefore, F is a homotopy inverse to … with the
semiflows y and  providing the homotopies F ı… ' idZf and … ı F ' idXf ,
respectively.

Recall that G D G' D hFN ; r j r
�1wr Dˆ.w/;w 2 FN i, where ˆ 2 Aut.FN / is a

representative of the outer automorphism class ' . The projection � � Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1�

descends to a surjection �0
0
W Zf ! S1 DR=Z. Similarly, the projection X 0! Œ0; 1�,

given by …0.x; t/ 7! t , descends to a map

�0W Xf �! S1
DR=Z:

For every t 2R=Z, the fiber ��1
0
.t/ is precisely �t (where we take a representative

t 2 Œ0; 1� for the point of S1 DR=Z).

An application of van Kampen’s theorem implies that the isomorphism FN ! �1.�/

from the marking extends to an isomorphism ‰W G! �1.Zf / for which

.�00/�.‰.r//D 1 2 ZD �1.S
1/:

Thus, u0W G! Z defined by u0.r
nw/D n for all w 2 FN satisfies u0 D .�

0
0
/� ı‰ .

Convention 4.8 For the remainder of this paper, we use the isomorphism

…� ı‰W G �! �1.Xf /

to identify G with �1.Xf /. With this convention, and the fact that �0
0
D �0 ı… we

see that .�0/� D u0 .

Since Zf is a K.G; 1/ for G DG' (see eg [38, Theorem 1.B 11]), as a consequence
of Theorem 4.7 we have:
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Corollary 4.9 The folded mapping torus Xf is a K.G; 1/ space.

Example 4.10 Returning to our running example f W � ! � , Figure 7 shows the
folded mapping torus Xf in this case. We have represented it as four large rectangles
with a subdivided cell structure, and with identifications as indicated. See the caption
of the figure for detailed description of the identifications.

a b c d

d a b a b a d b a c

Figure 7: The folded mapping torus Xf for the example f W � ! � . The
identifications on the sides of the large rectangles are indicated by thick and
medium-thick lines, and these are by isometries. This identification gives the
product � � Œ0; 1� . The tops of the rectangles are identified to the bottoms as
indicated by the labeled arrows, and these identifications are isometries for a

and b , and local homotheties by 2 for c and by 6 for d . The result of these
identifications (together with the side identifications) gives the mapping torus
Zf . Finally, the 2–cells are identified as indicated by the shading and the
patterns of 2–cells (white cells are not identified to any others) to produce
Xf . We have also indicated which 1–cells in the interiors of the rectangles
are identified with those coming from the boundaries of the rectangles via
thick and medium-thick lines. We note that performing the side identifications
and the 2–cell identifications only (which can be done by isometries) gives
the complex X 0 .

4.3 Horizontal, vertical, and edge degree

Definition 4.11 We intuitively define the degree d.e/ of a 1–cell e of the initial cell
structure on Xf to be the number of 2–cells attached to e , counted with multiplicity.
More precisely, we note that the attaching maps for the 2–cells are locally injective, and
for every 1–cell e , we pick a point x in the interior of e , and d.e/ is the total number
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of points in the preimage, over all attaching maps (local injectivity makes this definition
independent of x ). Equivalently, d.e/ is the minimum number of components of
U � e , over all arbitrarily small neighborhoods U of x . For example, any point in an
edge of degree 2 has a neighborhood homeomorphic to R2 .

Definition 4.12 The horizontal foliation of Xf is the decomposition of Xf into fibers
�t , for t 2 S1 . We refer to any subset of a single fiber �t as being horizontal. We
refer to any arc of a flow line as a vertical arc. More generally, any set of points that
all flow forward to a common point will be called vertical.

The complement of the closure of the 1–cells of degree different than 2 is a topological
surface. We note that the restriction of the horizontal foliation to this surface is a
foliation in the traditional sense. Likewise, the restriction of the semiflow to this surface
is a local flow.

The 1–cells fall into three types: vertical, horizontal and skew.

Definition 4.13 The vertical 1–cells are 1–cells contained in semiflow lines, while the
horizontal 1–cells are contained in fibers of �0 . The skew 1–cells are the m remaining
1–cells which occur as the (nonhorizontal/nonvertical) side of some triangle.

Note that the horizontal 1–cells all have degree 2 and the skew 1–cells all have degree
3. On the other hand, the vertical 1–cells have more general degrees.

Lemma 4.14 If e is a vertical or skew 1–cell and v 2 V �t is the vertex defined by
v D �t \ e , then d.e/D val.v/, where val.v/ is the valence of v in �t . In particular,
d.e/� 2 for every vertical 1–cell.

Proof First suppose e is a vertical 1–cell, and observe that t 62 fj=mgm
jD0

because
e D….v0 � .j=m; .j C 1/=m// for some vertex v0 2 V �j=m for some j , and v D
�t \ e ¤∅. The fact that d.e/D val.v/ follows from the fact that one has a basis of
neighborhoods of v in X of the form U DW � .t � �; t C �/ for small � > 0 and W

a neighborhood of v in �t . The minimal number of components of W � v is equal to
the minimal number of components of U � e over all sufficiently small neighborhoods
W of v in �t , and this is equal to val.v/, so d.e/ � val.v/. Any sufficiently small
neighborhood about v in X is contained in some basis open set U , and from here one
easily deduces d.e/D val.v/.

Since the intersection of a skew 1–cell e with �t corresponds to the “new” vertex of a
fold, and this vertex always has val.v/D 3 (and as we’ve already noted, d.e/D 3),
the first statement for e follows.

For the second statement, we note that our folding lines never produce graphs with
valence 1 vertices, by Remark 3.5.
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4.4 The trapezoid structure.

To carry out the constructions in Section 6.6, it is desirable to modify the cell structure
so that there are no horizontal 1–cells while maintaining a simple structure for the
2–cells. Simply erasing the horizontal 1–cells is insufficient, since the complement of
the (closure of the) vertical and skew 1–cells need not be a union of disks (although it
is a surface). We therefore proceed as follows.

For every edge e of �0 �Xf , we consider the image under the semiflow for time up
to 1:

Re D

[
0�s�1

 s.xe/:

We call this set the strip above e . The complex X is a union of the strips above edges
e of �0 . Some strips contain a skew edge and others do not. The example in Figure 7
has 10 strips, 9 of which contain a skew edge, and one does not.

For each strip that does not contain a skew 1–cell, we subdivide the first rectangle of
the initial cell structure

xe� Œ0; 1=m�D
[

0�s�1=m

 s.xe/

into two triangles by adding one of the diagonals (it does not matter which diagonal
we add). The added diagonal becomes a 1–cell which we also call a skew 1–cell. The
new skew 1–cells are distinguished from the previous ones by their degree: the new
skew 1–cells all have degree 2, while the old ones have degree 3.

For any skew 1–cell e , consider the set of points Te �X � e that flow into e before
meeting any other skew 1–cell. That is y 2 Te if and only if there exists r > 0 so that
 r .y/ 2 e , and for all 0� s < r ,  s.y/ is not contained in any skew 1–cell. We now
describe Te in more detail.

Suppose first that d.e/D 2. Below e is a unique triangle 2–cell, and call it U1 . The
triangle U1 lies below e and above a horizontal 1–cell ı1 . The 1–cell ı1 is contained
in the top arc of a 2–cell �2 (it may be a proper subarc of the top of this 2–cell only if
ı1 � �0 D �1 ). Let U2 denote the subset of �2 directly below ı1 (that is, the subset
of this 2–cell that flows into ı1 ). If �2 is a triangle, then the bottom of U2 is an arc of
a skew 1–cell, and hence Te D U1[ ı1[U2 . If �2 is a rectangle, then U2 lies above
an arc ı2 of a horizontal 1–cell e2 , and ı2 is a subarc of a 2–cell �3 . Let U3 denote
the subset of �3 below ı2 . If �3 is a triangle 2–cell, then

Te D U1[ ı1[U2[ ı2[U3:
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Otherwise, �3 is a rectangle, and we repeat again. In this way, we eventually write
Te as

Te D U1[ ı1[U2[ ı2[ � � � [ ık [Uk

for some k � 1. See Figure 8. This procedure terminates because every strip contains a
skew 1–cell, hence a triangle (which explains why the new skew 1–cells were added).

If d.e/D 3, then below e there are exactly two triangle 2–cells. The above description
can be carried out for each of the two triangles thus producing two trapezoids Te D

T 0e tT 00e , each of which can be described as

U1[ ı1[U2[ ı2[ � � � [ ık [Uk

for some k � 1.

Definition 4.15 A trapezoid for X is a disk Te when d.e/D 2 or one of T 0e or T 00e
when d.e/D 3.

Figure 8: Two possible trapezoids

Let T denote the set of all trapezoids. The closure of any T 2 T is a union

xT D T [ eC.T /[ `C.T /[ `�.T /[ e�.T /;

where eC.T /D xe and e is the initial skew 1–cell defining the trapezoid, e�.T / is the
arc of a skew 1–cell below T , and `˙.T / are the arcs of flow lines bounding T on
either side (one of which may degenerate to a single point). Although T is an open
disk, xT need not be a closed disk (for example, it can happen that e�.T /� eC.T /;
see Figure 9).

Because every flow line eventually intersects some skew 1–cell (again because of the
addition of the new skew 1–cells), it follows that X is the union

X D
[

T2T

xT :

Since T \T 0D∅ for all T ¤ T 0 2 T (since the first skew 1–cell a point meets under
 is unique), we can define a new cell structure for which T is the set of 2–cells.
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Definition 4.16 (Trapezoid cell structure) The trapezoid cell structure is the cell
structure for which T is the set of 2–cells, and the vertices are precisely the union of
the (three or) four corners of xT over all T 2 T . We give the 1–skeleton X

.1/

f
a metric

structure so that the restriction of �0 to each edge is a local isometry to S1 , and an
orientation by insisting that these maps be orientation-preserving.

Convention 4.17 In all of what follows, we will assume that the cell structure on X is
the trapezoid cell structure, unless otherwise stated. We refer to the initial cell structure
with the added diagonals as the old cell structure. We also refer to the 1–cells of the
trapezoid cell structure as either vertical or skew.

Remark 4.18 We note that every skew 1–cell for the trapezoid cell structure is
contained in a skew 1–cell of the old cell structure, but that this is not true for the
vertical 1–cells. However, any vertical 1–cell of the trapezoid structure eventually
flows into a vertical 1–cell of the old cell structure. Since the union of the vertical
1–cells of the old structure is invariant under  (because f .V �/ � V � ), so is the
union of the vertical 1–cells of the trapezoid structure.

Example 4.19 The trapezoid cell structure for our running example f W � ! � is
shown in Figure 9. There are fourteen 0–cells, twenty-seven 1–cells and thirteen
2–cells.

a b c d

d a b a b a d b a c

Figure 9: The trapezoid cell structure for the folded mapping torus Xf for
the example f W �! �

4.5 Trapezoidal subdivisions

In Section 6 we will construct “perturbed” fibrations �z W Xf ! S1 associated to
certain 1–cocycles z on Xf . To aid in the construction of �z , which will be carried
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out explicitly in Section 6.6, it will be helpful to use a subdivided cell structure on Xf
that is tailored to the cocycle z . Here we describe the general type of cell structures
that we will use.

For a trapezoidal 2–cell T of Xf , recall that `�.T /, `C.T /, e�.T /, and eC.T /

denote the left, right, bottom and top arcs of T , respectively. As each of these arcs is
in fact a union of 1–cells of Xf , we may regard them as cellular 1–chains in Xf . The
trapezoid T induces a T–orientation on these arcs as follows: By definition, `˙.T /
and e�.T / are given the positive orientation (as specified in Definition 4.16) so that
the 1–cells comprising `˙.T / and e�.T / must appear with positive coefficient in
those 1–chains. The two sides `˙.T / of T are then distinguished by the convention
that e�.T / is oriented from `�.T / to `C.T /. Lastly the T–orientation on the top
arc eC.T / is defined so that it is also oriented from `�.T / to `C.T /. Alternatively,
using  to flow the bottom to the top defines a map hT W e�.T /! eC.T / which is
a homeomorphism on the interior of e�.T /; the T–orientation on eC.T / is defined
such that hT is orientation preserving. As the T–orientation on eC.T / may not agree
with the positive orientation on X

.1/

f
, we see that the 1–cells comprising the 1–chain

eC.T / may appear with positive or negative coefficient in this 1–chain. Since eC.T /

is a sum of 1–cells all contained in a single skew 1–cell of the old cell structure,
it follows that all coefficients of eC.T / have the same sign, and we define the sign
of T to be �.T / 2 f˙1g such that the cellular 1–chain �.T /eC.T / has all positive
coefficients. With these definitions, the boundary of T is the cellular 1–chain

(4-2) @T D e�.T /C `C.T /� eC.T /� `�.T /:

Note that Xf may contain some trapezoids T for which one of the sides `˙.T /
degenerates to a single point (see the left trapezoid of Figure 8). Such trapezoids are
said to be degenerate.

Remark 4.20 If T is a degenerate trapezoid, our naming conventions ensure that
`C.T / is the degenerate side of T ; that is, `C.T / is a point whereas `�.T / is a
nondegenerate arc. Moreover, in this case the positive orientation on the skew 1–cells
comprising eC.T / disagrees with the T–orientation on the arc eC.T /. Thus we
necessarily have �.T /D�1 for every degenerate trapezoid.

Recall that the cell structure on Xf is constructed so that every 1–cell is either vertical
or skew. The sides `˙.T / of each trapezoid T consist of vertical 1–cells, and the
top eC.T / consists of (possibly several) skew 1–cells. On the other hand, the bottom
e�.T / of each trapezoid consists of a single skew 1–cell. Conversely, every skew
1–cell of Xf is equal to e�.T / for a unique trapezoid T . The subdivisions of Xf that
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we construct in Section 6.3 below will again be trapezoidal cell structures, meaning
that they have exactly this structure. Furthermore, each 2–cell T of the subdivision
will be a trapezoid that is contained in a unique 2–cell T 0 of Xf . In fact T will
be a subtrapezoid of T 0 having top and bottom arcs, again denoted e˙.T /, that are
subarcs of e˙.T

0/ and with side arcs, again denoted `˙.T /, being arcs of flowlines
running all the way from the bottom to the top of T 0 . Such a subdivision will be
called a trapezoidal subdivision. As with Xf , the 1–cells are all skew or vertical and
hence inherit orientations making the restriction of the fibration �0 to each 1–cell
orientation preserving. We use the same conventions for the T–orientation on the sides
of a trapezoid T of the subdivision and define the sign �.T / just as for trapezoids of
Xf . With these definitions we have �.T /D �.T 0/, where T 0 is the unique 2–cell of
Xf containing T .

4.6 The semiflow on trapezoids

As described above, each trapezoid is built from a union of subrectangles of rectangles,
two subtriangles of triangles, and the horizontal arcs in between:

T D U1[ ı1[U2[ ı2 � � � [ ık [Uk :

As T is a disk,  actually restricts to a local flow on T . This local flow has a very
simple description; see Figure 10.

Proposition 4.21 For every trapezoid T 2 T there are real numbers m1;m2; t0 2R
defining a (possibly degenerate) Euclidean trapezoid

yT D f.r; t/ 2R2
j 0� r � 1; m1r � t �m2r C t0g

and a continuous map
�T W
yT �! xT

such that �T sends horizontal lines to horizontal arcs, and for all .r; t/ 2 yT and
0� s �m2r C t0� t we have

�T .r; t C s/D  s.�T .r; t//:

Moreover, �T restricted to the interior of yT is a homeomorphism onto T .

Proof Since …0 semiconjugates y 0 to  0 , and since  0 generates  , it follows that
the map y…W � � Œ0; 1�! X obtained by composing …0W � � Œ0; 1�! X 0 with the
quotient map X 0!X satisfies

.x; t C s/ 7!  s. y….x; t//:
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Figure 10: The local flow preserving map �T W
yT ! xT

Since T is a union of images of product rectangles and triangles in � � Œ0; 1� under
y…, it is straight forward to piece together the local flows .x; t/ 7! .x; t C s/ on these
and construct the required yT and map �T .

Convention 4.22 We use the maps �T from Proposition 4.21 to give the interior of
every trapezoid a smooth structure. Note that the local flow  jT on any trapezoid T

is thus smooth, as is �0jT .

5 Local models for the semiflow

The simplest behavior of  is in the interior of a trapezoid where Proposition 4.21
gives a completely transparent picture of what  looks like, namely it is a local flow
on a trapezoid by translation parallel to the direction of the vertical sides. Our next
goal is to complete this description by giving “local models” for the semiflow near any
point of the 1–skeleton of Xf .

Remark 5.1 The discussion in this section should be compared with [32, Section 2.3].
In [63], similar issues are addressed using work of Bestvina and Brady [6].

Definition 5.2 (Local model) A local model for  is a subset of Xf of the form

M.K; s0/D
[

0�s�s0

 s.K/;

where s0 > 0 and K is a closed contractible neighborhood of a point of �t , for some
t . We call K the bottom of M and  s0

.K/ the top and we call M minus the top and
bottom the flow-interior of M.
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About every point of Xf we will construct a local model MDM.K; s0/ and study
the maps

 sW  t .K/ �!  tCs.K/

induced by the flow on the horizontal pieces  t .K/ and  tCs.K/, for 0� t < tCs� s0 .
As these maps will enjoy several useful properties, it is convenient to introduce the
following terminology.

Definition 5.3 (Control rel boundary) Given two finite graphs Q0 and Q1 which
are nondegenerate (ie have no zero-dimensional components), let @Q0 and @Q1 denote
the set of valence 1 vertices. We will say that a continuous map ‡ W Q0 ! Q1 is
controlled rel boundary if the following holds:

(1) For every x 2Q1 , ‡�1.x/ is finite.

(2) ‡ restricts to a bijection from @Q0 to @Q1 .

(3) ‡ W .Q0; @Q0/! .Q1; @Q1/ is a relative homotopy equivalence. That is, there
exists a continuous map ‡0W .Q1; @Q1/! .Q0; @Q0/ so that

‡0 ı‡ W Q0 �!Q0 and ‡ ı‡0W Q1 �!Q1

are homotopic rel @Q0 and @Q1 , respectively, to the identity.

Note that ‡0j@Q1
D .‡ j@Q0

/�1 .

This notion gives rise to a useful local definition for a map between graphs (cf [32,
Definition 2.11]).

Definition 5.4 (Local control) If Q0 and Q1 are graphs, then a map ‡ W Q0!Q1

is locally controlled if there exists subdivisions Q0
0

of Q0 and Q0
1

of Q1 with the
following properties.

(1) Q0
0

and Q0
1

are each a finite union of nondegenerate, connected subgraphs:

Q00 DQ1
0[ � � � [Qr

0 ; Q01 DQ1
1[ � � � [Qr

1:

(2) For each i D 0; 1 and every j ¤ j 0 , Q
j
i \Q

j 0

i � @Q
j
i [ @Q

j 0

i .

(3) For each j D 1; : : : ; r , ‡.Qj
0
/DQ

j
1

and the restriction ‡ jQj

0
W Q

j
0
!Q

j
1

is
controlled rel boundary.

Proposition 5.5 If Q0;Q1 are finite graphs and ‡ W Q0!Q1 is locally controlled,
then ‡ is a homotopy equivalence and for every x 2Q1 , ‡�1.x/ is finite.
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Proof Since ‡ j
Q
j

0

is locally controlled rel boundary for all j , it follows that

‡

� r[
jD1

@Q
j
0

�
D

r[
jD1

@Q
j
1

and the restriction of ‡ to
S
@Q

j
0

is a bijection onto
S
@Q

j
1

(since this is true for the
restriction ‡ j@Qj

0
for each j ). By definition of controlled rel boundary, there exist r

continuous maps
‡

j
0
W Q

j
1
�!Q

j
0

such that ‡j
0
ı‡ jQj

0
W Q

j
0
!Q

j
0

and ‡ jQj

0
ı‡

j
0
W Q

j
1
!Q

j
1

are homotopic relative
to @Qj

0
and @Qj

1
, respectively, to the identity. Since

‡
j
0
j
@Q

j

1

D .‡ j
@Q

j

0

/�1

it follows that ‡j
0

and ‡j 0

0
agree on Q

j
1
\Q

j 0

1
for all j ; j 0 . Therefore, the ‡j

0
are

the restrictions of a continuous map

‡0W Q1 �!Q0:

The various homotopies to the identities glue together to define homotopies of ‡0 ı

‡ W Q0 ! Q0 and ‡ ı ‡0W Q1 ! Q1 to the respective identities. Thus, ‡ is a
homotopy equivalence.

For any x 2 Q1 , we have x 2 Q
j
1

for some j and hence ‡�1.x/ D ‡ j�1

Q
j

0

.x/ is
finite.

Proposition 5.6 For every open set U � Xf and every point x 2 U , there exists a
local model neighborhood M.K; s0/� U containing x in its interior such that

 sW  t .K/ �!  tCs.K/

is controlled rel boundary for all 0� s; t � sC t � s0 .

Proof Recall that 0< 1=m< � � �< .m�1/=m< 1 are the times at which the Stallings
folds �j D �j=m occur during the folding process. Let t 0 2 Œ0; 1/ be such that x 2 �t 0

and t 0 2 Œ.j � 1/=m; j=m/ for some j D 1; : : : ;m. Similarly choose t 00 2 .0; 1� so
that x 2 �t 00 and t 00 2 ..i � 1/=m; i=m� for some i D 1; : : : ;m. Thus t 0 D t 00 unless
x 2 �0 D � D �1 , in which case we have t 0 D 0 and t 00 D 1. The proposition
essentially follows from the fact that for small s > 0 the maps  sW �t 0 ! �t 0Cs and
 sW �t 00�s! �t 00 are just the folding maps rt 0Cs;t 0 and rt 00;t 00�s , respectively.
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Note that while �t 0 D �t 00 as sets and topological spaces, the graph structure on �t 0

may be a combinatorial subdivision of that in �t 00 (when t 0 D 0 and t 00 D 1). In any
case, we may choose a closed contractible neighborhood K of x in �t 0 D �t 00 so that
@K is disjoint from V �t 0 and V �t 00 and K � U . We let D > 0 be any number less
than the minimal distance from @K to V �t 0 [ V �t 00 in either of the metrics on �t 0

and �t 00 . Fix any 0< ı <minfD=m; jj=m� t 0j ; jt 00� .i � 1/=mjg. In particular

Œt 0; t 0C ı�� Œ.j � 1/=m; j=m/ and Œt 00� ı; t 00�� ..i � 1/=m; i=m�:

For any t 0 � s � t 0C ı . The map rs;t 0 identifies initial segments of a pair of edges
e1; e2 � �t 0 of length .s� t 0/m and is a homeomorphism in the complement of these
segments. Set vD o.e1/D o.e2/ of �t 0 and KsD rs;t 0.K/. For any t 0� s� s0� t 0Cı

we claim that rs0;sjKs
W Ks!Ks0 is controlled rel boundary. To see this, first note that

rs0;t 0 D rs0;s ırs;t 0 is a homeomorphism outside the .s0� t 0/m�mı <D neighborhood
of v . Since the distance between v and @K is less than D in �t 0 , if v 62K , then K is
outside the D–neighborhood of v and rs0;t 0 jK is a homeomorphism. Consequently,
rs0;sjKs

is also a homeomorphism. Otherwise the D neighborhood of v is entirely
contained in K . In this case, rs0;sjKs

simply identifies initial segments of length
.s0� s/m of a pair of edges, and is nevertheless controlled rel boundary.

Now suppose t 00 � ı � s � t 00 and write Ks D .rt 00;s/
�1.K/ � �s . The map rs;t 00�ı

identifies initial segments of length .s � t 00 C ı/m � mı < D of a pair of edges
e1; e2 � �t 00�ı and is a homeomorphism outside the mı <D neighborhood of v D
o.e1/D o.e2/. For each i D 1; 2, let i � ei be the initial segment of length mı , and
let ui 2 i be the endpoint different than v . Then rt 00;t 00�ı.1/D rt 00;t 00�ı.2/ is a path
in �t 00 of length mı < D and u D rt 00;t 00�ı.u1/ D rt 00;t 00�ı.u2/ 2 V �t 00 . Since the
distance from u to @K in �t 00 is at most D , either rt 00;t 00�ı.1/D rt 00;t 00�ı.2/�K or
rt 00;t 00�ı.1/D rt 00;t 00�ı.2/ is disjoint from K . In the former case, 1[ 2 �Kt 00�ı

and rt 00;t 00�ıjKt00�ı
just folds 1 and 2 together and is homeomorphism outside these

segments. In the latter case, rt 00;t 00�ıjKt00�ı
is a homeomorphism onto K . In either

case, for any t 00�ı� s� s0� t 00 we may argue as in the situation of t 0� s� s0� t 0Cı

replacing K with Kt 00�ı to prove that the map rs0;sjKs
is controlled rel boundary.

Therefore, by choosing ı sufficiently small and setting s0 D 2ı and K0 DKt 00�ı , we
see that M.K0; s0/ is a local model contained in U satisfying the conclusion of the
proposition.

5.1 Examples of local models

Local models will play an important role in the sequel. In an effort to familiarize the
reader with these tools, and to clarify the proof of Proposition 5.6, in this subsection we
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will describe and illustrate some specific types of local models. In all figures throughout
this subsection, we have indicated 1–cells of Xf with thick lines. A single arrow
indicates a vertical 1–cell and double arrow indicates a skew 1–cell.

The simplest type of local models are homeomorphic to surfaces, in which case K Š

Œ�1; 1� and K � Œ0; s0� ŠM.K; s0/ via a homeomorphism .r; t/ 7!  t .r/. We call
these surface local models. These exist for any point in the interior of a trapezoid (for
example, by Proposition 4.21), but they also exist near 1–cells with degree 2, and
0–cells for which all adjacent 1–cells are degree 2. In this case, note that the semiflow
restricts to a local flow, and the maps

 sW  t .K/ �!  tCs.K/

are all homeomorphisms (in particular, they are controlled rel boundary).

However, local models near the 1–cells e with d.e/ > 2 are necessarily more compli-
cated. It is thus useful to distinguish these, and we do so with the following definition.

Definition 5.7 Let E0 denote the set of 1–cells e with d.e/>2. Let E0�X .1/
f denote

the subgraph of the 1–skeleton with edge set E0 and vertex set fo.e/; t.e/ j e 2E0g.
We give E0 the restricted metric structure and orientation from that of X .1/

f ; see
Definition 4.16.

Let us next consider the local model about a point x in a 1–cell e with d.e/ > 2.
When e is a vertical 1–cell there is a local model for which the semiflow restricts to a
local flow. Indeed, if x D �t \ e , then for nearby t 0 < t < t 00 with t 00� t 0 sufficiently
small, we will have that �s \ e is a vertex of �s of degree d.e/ for all s 2 Œt 0; t 00�.
Subdividing each edge of �t 0 adjacent to x0 D �t 0 \ e by adding a point very close
to x0 , and letting K be the star of x0 , we see that the flow defines a homeomorphism
K � Œt 0; t 00�!M.K; t 00� t 0/ via .y; s/ 7!  s�t 0.y/. See Figure 11.

When e is a skew 1–cell with d.e/D 3 there is a local model neighborhood as shown at
the right of Figure 11. Observe that any such x is contained in �t for some i=m< t <

.iC1/=m and some building block X 0i from the proof of Proposition 4.3. In particular,
the local models are obtained from the explicit construction of the building blocks in
the proof of Proposition 4.3. Here we note that the maps  sW  t .K/!  tCs.K/ are
not homeomorphisms, although they are controlled rel boundary.

Finally we consider local models near 0–cells, for which there is a variety of possible
behavior. To simplify the discussion, let us assume v is a 0–cell that does not lie in
the interior of an old skew 1–cell and does not have a local model homeomorphic to a
surface. For such a point, we will actually illustrate two local models, one above v and
one below v . By combining these, one obtains what we call a stacked local model.
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Figure 11: A local model for a vertical 1–cell e with d.e/D 5 (left) and a
skew 1–cell (right). In both cases,  s W  t .K/!  tCs.K/ is controlled rel
boundary, but only on the left is it a homeomorphism, and these are indicated
to the right of each local model.

Under our assumptions, v is a 0–cell of the old cell structure, and is thus a vertex of
valence at least 3 in �i=m for some i D 0; : : : ;m� 1 (if v had valence 2, it would
have a surface local model neighborhood). We construct a local model above v by
subdividing each edge of �i=m adjacent to v and taking K to be the closed star of v .
Taking s0 2 .0; 1=m/, we obtain a local model M.K; s0/ for v that is in fact contained
in the image of the building block X 0i .

There are essentially two possibilities for M.K; s0/. If v D o.e/ D o.e0/ for two
distinct edges e; e0 which are folded together in �.iC1/=m , then this folding produces a
skew 1–cell e1 with o.e1/D v and d.e1/D 3, and a vertical 1–cell e2 with o.e2/D v

with d.e2/D val.v/�1, where val.v/ is the valence of v in �i=m . We have illustrated
M.K; s0/ in Figure 12(b) (for val.v/ D 5) and (c) (for val.v/ D 3). If v is not the
initial vertex of a pair of edges folded together in �.iC1/=m , then (for s0 sufficiently
small), M.K; s0/ is a product. See Figure 12(a) (for val.v/D 5).

A local model below v is described similarly. If v 2 �0 , then v 2 �1 as well, so we
may assume that v 2 �i=m with i D 1; : : : ;m is a vertex with val.v/ � 3. We again
take the star K0 of v in �i=m (after subdividing), and set K D . s0

/�1.K0/ for a
small s0 2 .0; 1=m/. Then

M.K; s0/D f. s/
�1.K0/ j 0� s � s0g

is a local model below v . Again there are essentially two possibilities, which are
illustrated in Figure 12(d)–(f) (for val.v/D 5 or 3). Note that in all cases, the local
models have the property that the flow maps  sW  t .K/!  tCs.K/ are controlled
rel boundary.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 12: Pictures of local models above the 0–cell ((a)–(c)) and below the
0–cell ((d)–(e)). The maps  s W  t .K/! tCs.K/ are indicated on the right
of each local model.

5.2 The E0–class

Recall that the 1–skeleton X .1/
f is oriented; see Definition 4.16. Define a cellular

1–chain � 2 C1.Xf IR/ by

� D
1

2

X
e

Œ2� d.e/�e;

where the sum is over all 1–cells e in X .1/
f , although the coefficients are nonzero only

on edges e 2E0 . As an application of the local models, we prove this proposition:

Proposition 5.8 The chain � is a cycle � 2Z1.Xf IR/.

Proof Fix a 0–cell v 2 V E0 . We need to show that the value of @� on v is zero.
To prove this fact, choose a local model neighborhood M.K; s0/ around v , so that
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v 2  s0.K/ for some 0 < s0 < s0 . Note that because v 2 V E0 , this is not a surface
local model, and hence it is a stacked local model which we write as MDMC[M�

for local models M� and MC below and above v , respectively.

Let e�
1
; : : : ; e�r (respectively, eC

1
; : : : ; eCr 0 ) denote 1–cells in E0 with t.e�j / D v

(respectively, o.eCj /D v ). Every e˙j nontrivially intersects the local model M˙ , as
shown in Figure 12. If we let v�j D e�j \K D  0.K/ and vCj D eCj \ s0

.K/ then
for all j we have

val.v˙j /D d.e˙j /

where val.v�j / denotes the valence of v�j in K , and val.vCj / denotes the valence of
vCj in  s0

.K/. Moreover, by inspecting the local models, we can see that

rX
jD1

2� val.v�j /D 2� val.v/D
r 0X

jD1

2� val.vCj /;

where val.v/ denotes the valence of v in  s.K/. Combining these two equations we
obtain

rX
jD1

2� d.e�j /D 2� val.v/D
r 0X

jD1

2� d.eCj /:

Finally, we observe that the coefficient of v in @� is equal to one-half of the difference
of the two sums here, and hence is zero. This completes the proof of the proposition.

Definition 5.9 We refer to the homology class of � as the E0 –class. As an abuse of
notation, we also denote the homology class by � 2H1.Xf IR/.

Remark 5.10 We now explain the strong geometric analogy between our construction
of the E0 –class and the Poincaré dual of the Euler class in the 3–manifold setting.

Suppose that �0W M!S1 is a closed, oriented 3–manifold that fibers over S1 inducing
some primitive integral element .�0/�D u0 with pseudo-Anosov monodromy F W S!

S . Let T F!M denote the tangent plane bundle of the foliation F by fibers (which is
also the kernel of the 1–form ��

0
.volS1/). Taking any section � W M ! T F transverse

to the zero section Z�T F, the Poincaré dual e of the Euler class of T F is represented
by the oriented 1–submanifold ��1.Z/; see [11, Section 12].

Now suppose that the stable foliation F is orientable, all singularities are 4–prong, and
that the orientation is preserved by F . Suspending F defines a 2–dimensional singular
foliation that intersects each fiber in the stable foliation for the first return map to that
fiber. Because F is orientable (and the orientation is preserved by F ), we can choose
a section � of T F that is also tangent to F at every nonsingular point, and is zero
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precisely at the singular points. Moreover, since the singularities are 4–prong (ie index
�1), this can be done so that � is transverse to Z . Therefore, e is represented by the
suspension of the singular points of F .

This conclusion actually holds without any assumption on orientability of F or on the
number of prongs at the singularity, with the appropriate modifications. Namely, if
1; : : : ; n are all the closed orbits of singular points under the suspension flow, and if
the number of prongs of a singular point pi contained in i is denoted d.i/, then e

is represented by the oriented 1–manifold

1

2

nX
iD1

Œ2� d.i/�i :

Here, 1
2
.2� d.i// is just the index of the singularity (see eg [26, Exposé 5]). The

E0 –class is the natural analogue in which the closed orbits are replaced by the 1–cells
of the cell structure, and the number of prongs is replaced by degree (as the notation
suggests).

6 Cocycles, fibrations, and the E0–class

Here we begin a more detailed analysis of the map �0W Xf ! S1 . As described in
Section 4.1 �0 induces the integral element u0D .�0/� 2H 1.Xf IR/ŠH 1.GIR/Š
Hom.G;R/; see Theorem 4.7 and Convention 4.8. In this section we explain how to
construct the neighborhood A�H 1.Xf IR/ for which the integral elements in this
neighborhood are similarly induced by maps �W Xf ! S1 . We also begin to explain
how much of the structure of �0 is also present in �. We complete this section with
the proof of Theorem B.

6.1 Cellular cocycle representatives

The first task is to provide an explicit cellular cocycle z0 2Z1.Xf IZ/ representing
u0 . This is done as follows. Recall that unless otherwise stated, the cell structure is
always the trapezoid cell structure.

The restriction of �0 to any cell � �Xf can be lifted to the universal cover:

R

��
�

z�0j�

??

�0j�

// S1
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Moreover, this lift is unique up to composing with a covering transformation x 7!xCn,
n 2 Z.

For any 1–cell e the difference in the values at the end points of the lift z�0je is
independent of the lift, and we denote this difference by z0.e/. This assignment defines
a cellular cochain z0 2 C 1.Xf IR/.

Lemma 6.1 The cochain z0 is a cocycle representing the class u0 .

Proof For any based loop  W Œ0; 1�!Xf constructed as a concatenation of oriented
1–cells e

ı1

1
e
ı2

2
� � � e

ık

k
, where ıj 2 f˙1g, we obtain lifts z�0jej to R by restricting a lift

A�0 ı  W Œ0; 1� �!R

of �0 ı  . Then

(6-1) u0. /D .�0/�. /D A�0 ı  .1/�A�0 ı  .0/

D

kX
jD1

ıj z0.ej /D z0

� kX
jD1

ıj ej

�
D z0. /:

In particular, the value of z0 around the boundary of any 2–cell is the value of u0

around the cell which is zero. Thus z0 is a cocycle, and it agrees with u0 on every
loop.

6.2 Positive cocycles

Definition 6.2 Call a cocycle z 2Z1.Xf IR/ positive if

z.e/ > 0

for every 1–cell e .

Remark 6.3 This definition is analogous to the notion of positivity in Gautero’s
dynamical 2–complex (see [32, Definition 2.1]), and will serve a similar purpose. See
also Wang [63].

Since the restriction of �0 to any 1–cell e is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism,
the discussion in the previous section together with Lemma 6.1 shows that z0 is a
positive cocycle.

Proposition 6.4 The set of cohomology classes represented by positive 1–cocycles is
an open, convex cone A�H 1.Xf IR/.
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Proof Choose a basis for H 1.Xf IR/ represented by cocycles �1; : : : ; �b . Suppose
z is positive, so that z.e/ > 0 for every e 2E0 . Then one can find s > 0 so that for
all s1; : : : ; sb with jsj j< s for every j , we also have

z.e/C

bX
jD1

sj�j .e/ > 0

for every 1–cell e . The set

fŒt.zC sj�j /� 2H 1.Xf IR/ j t > 0; jsj j< sg

is a neighborhood of Œz� 2 H 1.Xf IR/, consisting entirely of cohomology classes
represented by positive cocycles. Therefore, A is open.

Suppose z1; z2 are positive and s; t > 0. For any 1–cell e , we have z1.e/ > 0 and
z2.e/ > 0 and thus

.tz1C sz2/.e/D tz1.e/C sz2.e/ > 0:

Therefore, A is a convex cone.

Definition 6.5 (Positive cone) We denote by AXf the set of all u 2H 1.G' IR/D
H 1.Xf IR/ such that u can be represented by a positive 1–cocycle. We call AXf the
positive cone corresponding to Xf .

For each positive 1–cocycle z representing an integral class in u 2A, we now seek
to construct a “perturbed” fibration �z W Xf ! S1 that, among other things, induces
the homomorphism uW G! Z on the level of fundamental group. Our construction
will make use of the general structure of trapezoidal subdivisions of Xf introduced
in Section 4.5, and we refer the reader to that section for our conventions regarding
T–orientations and the boundary arcs `˙.T / and e˙.T / of a trapezoid T .

6.3 The subdivision procedure

Consider a trapezoidal subdivision Y of Xf (see Section 4.5). Suppose that Y contains
a trapezoid T0 whose top arc eC.T0/ consists of a single skew 1–cell. This 1–cell is
then necessarily the bottom of another trapezoid T1 which may again have a single
1–cell along its top arc eC.T1/. Continuing in this manner we may be able to find a
sequence of trapezoids T0;T1; : : : whose top arcs each consist of a single skew 1–cell
�.Ti/eC.Ti/D e�.TiC1/. A maximal such sequence (which is completely determined
by the initial trapezoid T0 ) must either terminate in a trapezoid whose top arc contains
multiple 1–cells, or, since there are only finitely many such trapezoids in Y , must
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eventually become periodic. In the latter case, the trapezoids Ti ;TiC1; : : : ;TiCk D Ti

comprising the periodic part of the sequence glue together to give an annulus or Möbius
strip in Y which is by construction invariant under the flow  . Let us call such an
object an invariant band.

Lemma 6.6 Every invariant band B of a trapezoidal subdivision Y of Xf contains a
closed orbit O of  in its interior that intersects each trapezoid of the band in a single
vertical arc.

Proof Let us write the invariant band as BD T0[� � �[Tk , where Tk D T0 . Since B

is invariant under  and every flowline of Xf intersects the graph � �Xf infinitely
often, it must be the case that some trapezoid of B , say T0 , intersects � nontrivially.
Moreover, since T0 is a subtrapezoid of a unique trapezoid T 0 of Xf and since � is
by construction disjoint from the interior of e˙.T

0/ and can intersect T 0 in at most one
connected component (see Section 4.4), we see that � \T0 must consist of a single
arc c running from `�.T0/ to `C.T0/. As the intersection of � with any trapezoid of
Xf is either empty or contained in a single edge of � , we furthermore see that c � �

is a subarc of a single edge e of � .

Let f 0W c! c denote the first return map of the restricted flow  jB to c � B . Since
the first return map of  to � is the original map f , it follows that f 0 D f mjc for
some m � 1. Using the linear structure on � to identify c with a closed interval
Œ0; 1�, we now see that f 0 is an affine homeomorphism from c to itself. Therefore, f 0

necessarily has a fixed point x in the interior of c . Taking the flowline through x then
gives a closed orbit of  contained in the interior of B that intersects each trapezoid
Ti in a single vertical arc.

Remark 6.7 When f W �!� is an expanding irreducible train track map, Lemma A.2
shows that f is expanding on all scales and so there cannot exist a subarc c � � of an
edge of � and a power m� 1 for which f mjc is a self-homeomorphism. Therefore
the proof of Lemma 6.6 implies that a trapezoidal subdivision of Xf cannot contain
any invariant bands when f W �! � is an expanding irreducible train track map.

We now define the subdivision procedure that will be used in Section 6.6 below.

Definition 6.8 (Standard subdivision) Let Y be a trapezoidal subdivision of Xf .
The standard subdivision bY of Y is constructed as follows. Firstly, for each invariant
band BDT0[� � �[Tk (with Tk DT0 ) of Y , Lemma 6.6 provides a closed orbit O of
 in the interior of B . The top and bottom arcs of each trapezoid Ti consist of single
skew 1–cells of Y , and the maps hTi

W e�.Ti/! eC.Ti/ give us homeomorphisms
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e�.Ti/! e�.TiC1/ between these 1–cells. We subdivide each of these 1–cell into
two 1–cells by adding a vertex at the point vi D O \ e�.Ti/ for 0 � i < k . We
furthermore subdivide each trapezoid Ti of B into two trapezoids by adding a vertical
1–cell ˇi D O \ Ti from vi to viC1 (notice that these 1–cells are by construction
arcs of flowlines). Let Y � denote the auxiliary trapezoidal subdivision of Y obtained
by simultaneously performing this procedure to each invariant band of Y . In light of
Remark 6.7, we see that this has no effect (that is Y � D Y ) in the case that f W �! �

is an expanding irreducible train track map.

We now further subdivide Y � as follows. First, the vertical 1–cells are not subdivided.
Each skew 1–cell of Y � is e�.T / for some trapezoid T of Y � , and we may write
the top arc of T as a concatenation of skew 1–cells of Y � . Let v0; v1; : : : ; vk be the
vertices of eC.T /, traversed in that order along eC.T / (with the T–orientation), so
that v0 is the top endpoint of `�.T / and vk is the top endpoint of `C.T /. We let
ui D h�1

T
.vi/, where hT W e�.T /! eC.T / is the map defined by  , and we subdivide

e�.T / at the points u1; : : : ;uk�1 yielding new 1–cells ˛i D .ui�1;ui/ for 1� i � k

(so if k D 1, e�.T / is not subdivided). Lastly, we subdivide the trapezoid T of
Y � into k trapezoids T1; : : : ;Tk by adding vertical 1–cells ˇi (ie arcs of flowlines)
connecting ui to vi for each 1� i < k ; see Figure 13. It is straightforward to check
that simultaneously applying these subdivisions (of e�.T / and T ) for each trapezoid
T of Y � yields a trapezoidal cell structure bY that subdivides Y .

If Y 0 is a subdivision of a trapezoidal cell structure Y , we say that a 1–cell � of
Y becomes subdivided in Y 0 if there exists a 1–cell � 0 of Y 0 such that � 0 ¨ � .
Equivalently, this is the case if and only if � is not itself a 1–cell of Y 0 . The same
terminology applies to 2–cells of Y , and we note that some 2–cells of Y may not
become subdivided in the standard subdivision bY (namely those trapezoids T that
are not contained in an invariant band and for which eC.T / consists of a single skew
1–cell).

Lemma 6.9 Let Y0 be a trapezoidal subdivision of Xf , and let Y0;Y1; : : : be the
sequence of standard subdivisions defined recursively by YnC1 D

bY n . Then every
skew 1–cell of Yn eventually becomes subdivided in some further subdivision Ym with
m> n.

Proof Suppose that a skew 1–cell � of Yn remains unsubdivided in Ym for all
m> n. Then by nature of the standard subdivision procedure, � must equal e�.T0/

for a trapezoid T0 of Yn whose top arc �.T0/eC.T0/ is a single skew 1–cell of Yn

that also remains unsubdivided in Ym for all m > n. In particular, we must have
�.T0/eC.T0/D e�.T1/ for another trapezoid satisfying the same property. Continuing
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in this way, we construct an infinite sequence of trapezoids T0;T1;T2; : : : whose
top arcs each consist of a single skew 1–cell �.Ti/eC.Ti/D e�.TiC1/ that remains
unsubdivided in Ym for all m> n. Such an infinite sequence must eventually become
periodic yielding an invariant band in Yn . By construction, every skew 1–cell in this
invariant band subdivided in .Yn/

� and therefore also in YnC1 . But this contradicts
the fact that each skew 1–cell e�.Ti/ remains unsubdivided in Ym for all m> n.

6.4 Cocycle refinement

If Y is any trapezoidal cell structure on Xf and Y 0 is a further trapezoidal subdivision
of Y , then any 1–cell � of Y may be viewed as a cellular 1–chain of Y 0 . With this
in mind, we say that a cocycle z0 2 Z1.Y 0IR/ is a refinement of z 2 Z1.Y IR/ if
z0.�/D z.�/ for every 1–cell � of Y .

The standard subdivision procedure from Definition 6.8 has an associated method of
refinement for positive 1–cocycles. Before describing this refinement, we first introduce
some notation.

Definition 6.10 (Skew ratio) Let Y be a trapezoidal subdivision of Xf and let
z 2Z1.Y IR/ be a positive cocycle on Y . For a trapezoid T of Y whose top arc is
a 1–chain eC.T / D �.T /.�1C � � � C �k/ we define the skew ratios of T to be the
numbers

0< �i.T /D
z.�i/

�.T /z.eC.T //
� 1:

As z.�1/C � � �C z.�k/D �.T /z.eC.T //, we observe that �1.T /C � � �C �k.T /D 1.
The maximal ratio for T is then defined to be �.T / D max1�i�k �i.T /, with the
convention that �.T /D 0 in the case that k D 1. We thus have 0� �.T / < 1 for every
trapezoid T of Y . Finally, we set

�.Y /Dmax
T
�.T / < 1;

where the maximum is over all trapezoids T of Y . To emphasize the dependence on
the cocycle z , these quantities will sometimes be notated more elaborately as �i.T; z/,
�.T; z/ and �.Y; z/.

Definition 6.11 (Standard refinement) Let z 2Z1.Y IR/ be a positive cocycle on a
trapezoidal subdivision Y of Xf . The standard refinement of z is the positive cocycle
yz 2Z1.bY IR/ defined as follows: First consider a trapezoid T contained in an invariant
band of Y . Then in the auxiliary subdivision Y � , the bottom arc e�.T / is subdivided
into two skew 1–cells �1; �2 and the trapezoid T is subdivided into two trapezoids
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by the addition of a new vertical 1–cell ˇ . Correspondingly, we define an auxiliary
refinement z� 2Z1.Y �IR/ of z by declaring

(6-2) z�.�1/D z�.�2/D
z.e�.T //

2
and z�.ˇ/D

z.`�.T //C z.`C.T //

2

for the new 1–cells arising in any such trapezoid and leaving z unchanged on the
remaining 1–cells of Y . It is straightforward to check that z� then defines a positive
refinement of z .

Next consider any trapezoid T of Y � with top arc a 1–chain eC.T / D �.T /.�1C

� � �C�k/ in Y � . As in Definition 6.8 we let ˛1; : : : ; ˛k be the new skew 1–cells for the
subdivision of e�.T / in bY , and ˇ1; : : : ; ˇk�1 the new vertical 1–cells of bY inside
T . These are indexed so that ˇi connects the terminal vertex of ˛i to the terminal
vertex of hT .˛i/D �.T /�i . We then construct the refinement yz of z� by leaving the
value unchanged on the vertical 1–cells of `˙.T / (which are again vertical 1–cells ofbY ), and for each 1� i � k declaring

(6-3) yz.˛i/D �i.T /z
�.e�.T //

and

(6-4) yz.ˇi/Dz�.`C.T //.�1.T /C� � �C�i.T //Cz�.`�.T //.�iC1.T /C� � �C�k.T //:

It is straightforward to see that this procedure defines a positive cocycle that refines z�

and thus also z . See Figure 13 for an illustration of this refinement procedure.

Note that skew ratios are essentially preserved under the standard refinement procedure:

Lemma 6.12 Let z 2 Z1.Y IR/ be a positive cocycle on a trapezoidal subdivision
Y of Xf . Then for the standard subdivision bY and corresponding refinement yz 2
Z1.bY IR/ we have

�.bY ; yz/�maxf�.Y; z/; 1
2
g:

Proof First consider a trapezoid T � of Y � . If T � is a new trapezoid that was created
while constructing the subdivision Y � , then its top arc eC.T

�/ necessarily consists
of a single skew 1–cell of Y � and so we have �.T �; z�/D 0 in this case. Otherwise
T � D T0 for some trapezoid T0 of Y and we have �.T �; z�/D �.T0; z/ except in
the case that the 1–chain eC.T0/D �.T0/.�1C� � � �k/ in Y contains a 1–cell �i that
becomes subdivided into two 1–cells � 0i and � 00i in Y � . In that case by (6-2) and
Definition 6.10 we have

z�.� 0i/D z�.� 00i /D
z.�i/

2
D

1
2
�i.T0; z/�.T0/z.eC.T0//

D
1
2
�i.T0; z/�.T

�/z�.eC.T
�//:
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Figure 13: A local picture of the subdivision and cocycle refinement proce-
dure for a trapezoid T when eC.T / consists of more than one skew 1–cell.
The numbers along the 1–cells on the left represent the values of some positive
cocycle z and the numbers along the 1–cells on the right represent the values
of the refinement yz . In this example, we have assumed for simplicity that the
trapezoids above T are not subdivided. In general the values along the top
will also be “distributed” among the 1–cells in the respective subdivisions.

If k D 1, so that �i.T0; z/ D 1, then �.T �; z�/ D 1
2

, and otherwise it follows that
�.T �; z�/� �.T0; z/. Whence we have �.T �; z�/�maxf�.Y; z/; 1

2
g for every trape-

zoid T � of Y � .

Next suppose that T is a trapezoid of bY and that we have eC.T /D �.T /.˛1C� � �C˛k/

with k � 2. Notice that, by construction, the top arc eC.T / of T consists of a single
1–cell ˛ of Y � . Let T � be the trapezoid of Y � with e�.T

�/D ˛ . Since the 1–cell
˛ evidently becomes subdivided in bY , by definition of the standard subdivision we
must have eC.T

�/D �.T �/.�1C � � � C �k/, as a 1–chain in Y � , where hT � sends
˛i to �i . From (6-3) we have

yz.˛i/D �i.T
�; z�/z�.e�.T

�//:

By the refinement property, we also have z�.e�.T
�//Dyz.˛/D �.T /yz.eC.T //. There-

fore

�i.T; yz/D
yz.˛i/

�.T /yz.eC.T //
D �i.T

�; z�/� �.T �; z�/�maxf�.Y; z/; 1
2
g

as required.

Lemma 6.12, Lemma 6.9 and the definition of standard refinement now give the
following:
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Lemma 6.13 Let Y0 be a trapezoidal subdivision of Xf and z0 2 Z1.Y0IR/ a
positive cocycle. Consider the sequence of standard subdivisions Y0;Y1; : : : with
corresponding cocycle refinements z0; z1; : : : defined recursively by YnC1 D

bY n and
znC1 D yzn . Then the numbers

Sn Dmaxfzn.�/ j � is a skew 1–cell of Yng

tend to zero as n!1.

Proof Let ı D maxf�.Y0; z0/;
1
2
g < 1. Applying Lemma 6.12 inductively, we see

that �.T; zn/� ı for all trapezoids T of Yn and for all n� 0. According to (6-2) and
(6-3), whenever a skew 1–cell � D e�.T / of Yn becomes subdivided in YnC1 , each
resulting subcell � 0 ¨ � satisfies

znC1.�
0/�maxf�.T /; 1

2
g zn.e�.T //� ızn.�/:

By Lemma 6.9, for each n there exists m> n so that every 1–cell of Yn has become
subdivided in Ym . The above inequality implies Sm � ıSn and the result follows.

6.5 An unconstrained refinement

Our construction of the perturbed fibration �z W Xf ! S1 associated to a primitive
integral element Œz� 2 A will rely on finding a subdivision of Xf and a positive
refinement of z in which every trapezoid enjoys the following property.

Definition 6.14 (Unconstrained trapezoids) Let Y be a trapezoidal subdivision of Xf
and let z 2Z1.Y IR/ be a 1–cocycle. A trapezoid T of Y is said to be unconstrained
by z if

maxf0; z.e�.T //g �minfz.`�.T //; z.`�.T //C z.eC.T //g:

We note that when z is positive, the above definition reduces to z.e�.T //� z.`�.T //

since the cocycle condition z.@T /D 0 (see (4-2)) immediately yields

0< z.e�.T // < z.`C.T //C z.e�.T //D z.`�.T //C z.eC.T //:

Therefore, in this case a trapezoid is automatically unconstrained whenever z.eC.T //<

0. In particular, we see that trapezoids with �.T /D �1 are unconstrained by every
positive 1–cocycle.

We now employ the constructions from Sections 6.3–6.4 to find such a refinement. For
the proof, we recall from Section 4.5 that Xf may contain degenerate trapezoids and
that the sign of every degenerate trapezoid T is �.T /D�1 (Remark 4.20).
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Proposition 6.15 Let Y0 denote the trapezoidal cell structure Xf and let z0 D z 2

Z1.Xf IR/ be a positive cocycle. Consider the sequence Y0;Y1; : : : of standard
subdivisions defined recursively by YnC1 D

bY n with corresponding cocycle refine-
ments znC1 D yzn . Then there exist some n � 0 so that every trapezoid T of Yn is
unconstrained by zn 2Z1.YnIR/.

Proof Let D denote the set of degenerate trapezoids of Xf . Any T 0 2 D has
�.T 0/D�1, and furthermore any trapezoid T of a subdivision Yn which is contained
in some T 0 2 D also has �.T / D �1 (see Remark 4.20 and the last paragraph of
Section 4.5). Therefore, any such T is unconstrained by zn as the calculation following
Definition 6.14 demonstrates. So we need only consider trapezoids T not contained in
any trapezoid in D .

Let M > 0 be the minimum of z.ˇ/ over all vertical 1–cells of Xf . We claim that for
n� 0 every vertical 1–cell ˇ of Yn that is not contained in the interior of some T 0 2D

also has zn.ˇ/�M . This is true for nD 0 by definition of M ; arguing by induction
we assume it is true for some n� 0 and prove it for nC 1. The condition holds for all
vertical 1–cells of YnC1 that are also vertical 1–cells of Yn by induction hypothesis.
Thus it suffices to consider a new vertical 1–cell of YnC1 that is not contained in
any trapezoid in D and is not a 1–cell of Yn . By construction, such a 1–cell can
only arise as a vertical arc ˇi connecting e�.T / to eC.T / for some trapezoid T of
Yn that is not contained in any T 0 2 D . We then have zn.`˙.T // �M since the
1–cells comprising these chains are not contained in the interior of any T 0 2D . As
�1.T /C � � �C �k.T /D 1, equations (6-2) and (6-4) show that znC1.ˇi/ is a convex
combination of zn.`C.T //�M and zn.`�.T //�M , and hence znC1.ˇi/�M , as
required.

By Lemma 6.13 we may now choose n so that every skew 1–cell � of Yn satisfies
zn.�/ <M . For any trapezoid T of Yn that is not contained in a trapezoid of D , we
then have zn.`˙.T //�M by the preceding paragraph. Therefore

zn.e�.T // <M � zn.`�.T //;

showing that T is unconstrained by zn and completing the proof.

6.6 Perturbed fibrations

We now utilize the trapezoidal subdivisions and cocycle refinements developed in
Sections 4.5–6.5 to construct perturbed fibrations �z W Xf !S1 for positive 1–cocycles
representing primitive integral classes in A. The proof will also utilize the local model
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neighborhoods introduced in Section 5. For any local model M�Xf , we denote a
lift to the universal covering � W R! S1 of the restriction of �0 to M by

�M0 WM �!R

and write IM D �
M
0
.M/.

Lemma 6.16 Let z 2Z1.Xf IR/ be a positive cocycle representing an integral class
u 2 A. Then there exists a map �z W Xf ! S1 and a finite covering M of X .1/

f by
local model neighborhoods with the following properties.

(1) .�z/� D uW �1.Xf /! �1.S
1/D Z in H 1.Xf IR/.

(2) For each local model M 2M, there is an orientation preserving injective local
diffeomorphism hMW IM!R so that the restriction �zjM satisfies

�zjM D � ı hM ı �
M
0 :

(3) The restriction of �z to any semiflow line is a local diffeomorphism and the
restriction to the interior of each trapezoid is a submersion.

(4) For some x0 2 S1 , ��1
z .x0/\X .1/

f � .X .1/
f nX .0/

f / consists of a finite set of
points which flow into periodic orbits of  . Moreover, if f is an expanding
irreducible train track map, then all points of ��1

z .x0/\X .1/
f eventually flow

into vertical 1–cells of Xf .

Part (2) of the lemma basically says that in each local model M, the map �z factors
through the restriction to M of �0 (but to make this correct, we need to use �M

0
instead

of the restriction of �0 to M exactly). As a consequence of (2), we see that the fibers
of �z are horizontal in M.

Proof The map �z W Xf ! S1 will be defined so that for any 1–cell e , if we lift
the restriction to the universal cover z�zjeW e! R, then the difference in the values
at the endpoints (which is independent of the lift) is exactly z.e/. A calculation as
in Equation (6-1) shows that any such map will satisfy conclusion (1) of the lemma.
The plan is to first construct a map on the 1–skeleton �0z W X

.1/
f ! S1 satisfying this

property, so that the restriction to each 1–cell e is a local diffeomorphism onto its image,
and so that (4) is satisfied. Assuming that every trapezoid of Xf is unconstrained by
z , we may then extend �0z over the 2–cells so that (3) is satisfied. Finally, we modify
�0z in a neighborhood of X .1/

f and construct the covering M so that (2) is satisfied.

By Proposition 6.15, after passing to a trapezoidal subdivision Y of Xf and a cor-
responding positive refinement z0 of z , we may assume that every trapezoid of Y is
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unconstrained by z0 . Suppose we can prove the lemma for the cell structure Y and
corresponding refinement z0 . The first assertion of (4) will then follow from the fact
that X .1/

f � Y .1/ . Furthermore, in the case that f is an expanding irreducible train
track map, all vertical 1–cells of Y eventually flow into the vertical 1–cells of Xf (see
Definition 6.8), so the second assertion of (4) will follow as well. Since any finite cover
of the 1–skeleton of Y also covers the 1–skeleton of Xf , part (2) will follow, and (3)
will follow similarly by using local models near the new vertical 1–cells. Finally, (1)
does not make reference to the cell structure and so will follow automatically. Thus
it suffices to prove the lemma for Y and z0 ; by an abuse of notation we therefore
continue to refer to this subdivision and refined cocycle simply as Y DXf and z0D z ,
respectively.

Choose a maximal tree Q�X .1/
f and fix some vertex v0 2Q to serve as a basepoint.

Define a map y�z W Q!R so that y�z.v0/D 0 and so that the restriction to every 1–cell
e in Q is an injective local diffeomorphism and so that

y�z.t.e//� y�z.o.e//D z.e/:

Because z represents an integral cohomology class, we see that for any 1–cell e 2E0

which is not in Q, although this equation can fail, we still have

y�z.t.e//� y�z.o.e//� z.e/ 2 Z:

Therefore, composing y�z with � , we obtain a map �0z W Q! S1 which can we can
extend to all of X .1/

f with the property that for any 1–cell e , any lift z�0zjeW e!R is
an injective local diffeomorphism and

z�0zje.t.e//� z�
0
zje.o.e//D z.e/:

We next modify �0z W X
.1/
f ! S1 by a homotopy rel X .0/

f , maintaining the property
that �0z is a local diffeomorphism on each edge, so that on a neighborhood U of X .0/

f

our map �0z factors through the restriction of �0 to U . More precisely, we arrange
that each connected component U0 of U contains a single vertex of X .0/

f and that for
any lift z�0W U0!R of the restriction of �0 to U0 there exists a local diffeomorphism
hW R!R so that

�0zjU0\X .1/
f
D � ı h ıe�0jU0\X .1/

f
:

This modification ensures that two points of U0\X .1/
f are identified by �0z if and only

if they are also identified by z�0 .

After shrinking U if necessary, we may then choose a point x0 2S1n�0z.U /. Note that
when f W �! � is an expanding irreducible train track map, the set

S
k�1 f

�k.V �/

is dense in � (see the proof of Theorem A.3). Therefore, the set of points in Xf
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that eventually flow into vertical 1–cells by  is dense and these eventually flow
into periodic orbits of  (see Remark 4.18). More generally, if P � � is the set of
periodic points for f , then

S
k�1 f

�k.P/ is also dense (as can be seen from the linear
structure of f ), and hence the set of points of Xf that eventually flow into periodic
orbits is always dense. Therefore, we may modify �0z W X

.1/
f ! S1 by a homotopy rel

U �X .0/
f so that .�0z/

�1.x0/ (which is a finite subset of X .1/
f nU ) consists of points

that eventually flow into periodic orbits of  (and that furthermore flow into vertical
1–cells of Xf in the case that f is an expanding irreducible train track map). The
extension �z W Xf ! S1 of �0z that we construct below will agree with �0z on X .1/

f

and will therefore satisfy condition (4).

We then extend �0z over the 2–cells of Xf as follows. Consider a trapezoid T of
Xf , and let v 2X .0/

f denote the common initial vertex of e�.T / and `�.T / (recall
that e�.T / is oriented from `�.T / to `C.T /). Lifting �0zj@T to the universal cover
gives us a map z�0zj@T W @T ! R which, after composing with a translation, we may
assume sends v to 0. By construction, z�0zj@T then maps e�.T / and eC.T / locally
diffeomorphically onto the intervals

Œ0; z.e�.T //� and Œz.`�.T //; z.`�.T //C z.eC.T //�;

respectively (in the case �.T / D �1, note that the endpoints of this latter interval
have been written out of order). Since T is unconstrained by z , these intervals have
disjoint interiors. Therefore the map z�0zj@T does not identify any interior point of
e�.T / with any interior point of eC.T /. Rather, z�0zj@T identifies each point of e�.T /

with a point of `�.T /, and each point of eC.T / with a point of either `C.T / (in the
case �.T / D 1) or `�.T / (in the case �.T / D �1). It follows that we may extend
� ı z�0zj@T to a map �0z W xT ! S1 whose fibers are transverse to the flow. Explicitly,
identifying xT with the Euclidean trapezoid yT via the map �T W

yT ! xT provided by
Proposition 4.21, we extend z�0zj@T over xT so that the fibers are straight (Euclidean)
lines in yT and define �0z on xT as � ı z�0zj xT . The unconstrained condition then ensures
that each fiber has nonvertical slope and is therefore transverse to the foliation of yT by
(vertical) flowlines. Extending �0z over every trapezoidal 2–cell of Xf in this manner,
we obtain the map �0z W Xf ! S1 .

Notice that the fibers of �0z are by construction transverse to X .1/
f . We may therefore

modify �0z by a homotopy rel the 1–skeleton to obtain a map �z W Xf ! S1 whose
fibers remain transverse to the flow and are furthermore horizontal in a neighborhood
W of X .1/

f . This map satisfies conclusions (1) and (3) of the lemma.

Finally to prove part (2), we construct the cover M of X .1/
f by local models. For each

0–cell v of Xf we use Proposition 5.6 to find a local model neighborhood Mv of v
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contained in U \W . The local models Mv and Mv0 are then disjoint for distinct
0–cells (since each component of U contains a single 0–cell). We next cover each
edge by finitely many 1–cell local models that are each contained in W and let M
denote the resulting cover. Since each M2M is contained in W , we see that the fibers
of �zjM are necessarily horizontal. This implies that two points of M are identified
by a lift z�zjM if and only if they are also identified by �M

0
. Therefore the maps z�zjM

and .�M
0
/�1 may be composed to yield a well defined map

hM D z�zjM ı .�
M
0 /
�1
W IM �!R:

This map hM is a local diffeomorphism (as can be seen by restricting to a flowline in
M) and thus satisfies conclusion (2) of the lemma.

Remark 6.17 Alternatively, one could work with continuous 1–forms on X as de-
scribed in [25]. We do not need any of the technical machinery developed in that setting
here, and our situation requires other special considerations, so we decided to avoid
adding another layer of terminology.

Definition 6.18 (Associated fibrations and the graph ‚z ) Let u 2H 1.Xf IR/ be an
integral class represented by a positive 1–cocycle z2Z1.Xf IR/. A map �z W Xf !S1

satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 6.16 will be called an associated fibration for z .
For any point x 2S1 , let ‚x;z D �

�1
z .x/ be the full preimage of x . By the second and

third condition of Lemma 6.16, the fiber ‚x;z is a finite topological graph with vertex
set equal to the intersection with X .1/

f . The associated graph ‚z for this fibration
is defined by choosing a point x0 2 S1 as in part (4) and letting ‚z WD ‚x0;z as a
topological space; as topological graph we equip ‚z with the vertex set

V‚z D

�[
s�0

 s.V‚x0;z/

�
\‚x0;z :

According to part (4), V‚x0;z flows into periodic orbits of  , and hence ‚z is indeed
a finite subdivision of ‚x0;z . Note that by construction, every edge of ‚z is contained
in a trapezoidal 2–cell of Xf (since this is already true for ‚x0;z ).

Let u; z , �z and ‚z be as in Definition 6.18 above. To understand the graph ‚z , we
need to study some general properties of the graphs ‚x;z (where x 2 S1 is arbitrary)
and how they transform under  . By the third condition of Lemma 6.16, we can
reparameterize the semiflow  s so that the composition RC! S1 of any semiflow
line with the projection to the circle has unit speed. We denote this reparameterization
by  z

s . With this reparameterization we have

 z
s .‚x;z/D‚xCs;z;
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where s 2 R and x C s 2 S1 D R=Z. By Lemma 6.16(2), given a local model
MDM.K; s0/ 2M, there exists sz

0
so that

MD
[

0�s�sz
0

 z
s .K/:

Furthermore, there is a homeomorphism hM;z W Œ0; s0�! Œ0; sz
0
� so that

 s.K/D  
z
hM;z .s/

.K/ for all s 2 Œ0; s0�

and consequently Proposition 5.6 is valid for  z in place of  .

Lemma 6.19 For any x 2 S1 there exists an sx > 0 such that for all �1
2
sx � s � s0 �

1
2
sx the map

 z
s0�sW ‚xCs;z �!‚xCs0;z

is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof For any x0 2 S1 and 0< s0 < 1 let

N.x0; s0/D
[

0�s�s0

 z
s .‚x0;z/D �

�1
z .Œx0;x0C s0�/:

Now cover the intersections of ‚x;z with X .1/
f by the flow-interiors of local models.

By replacing the local models M 2M provided by Lemma 6.16 with smaller local
models if necessary, we can assume that ‚x;z does not intersect the top or bottom of
any M and that for all M¤M0 2M, we have

‚x;z \M\M0 D∅:

Then we can choose 0 < sx < 1 so that for any local model M DM.K; s0/ there
exist 0< sM

1
< sM

2
< � � �< sMr < sz

0
(with r D r.M/) with

N.x� 1
2
sx; sx/\MD

r[
jD1

� [
0�s�sx

 z
sM
j
Cs
.K/

�
:

Furthermore, by choosing sx sufficiently small we can also guarantee that

N.x� sx

2
; sx/\M\M0 D∅

for all M¤M0 2M.

Applying Proposition 5.6 it follows that for all �1
2
sx � s � s0 � 1

2
sx and all M 2M,

we have
 z

s0�sW ‚xCs;z \M �!‚xCs0;z \M
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is controlled rel boundary. Any component of the complement

U �N.x� 1
2
sx; sx/ n

[
M2M

M

is entirely contained in some trapezoid T . In T the semiflow is a flow, and so the
restriction

 z
s0�sW ‚xCs;z \U �!‚xCs0;z \U

is a homeomorphism.

It follows that  z
s0�sW ‚xCs;z!‚xCs0;z is locally controlled, and so by Proposition 5.5

it is a homotopy equivalence.

Corollary 6.20 For any x 2 S1 and s 2R we have that

 z
s W ‚x;z �!‚xCs;z

is a homotopy equivalence. In particular, the first return map

fz D  
z
1 W ‚z �!‚z

is a homotopy equivalence. Furthermore, fz.V‚z/� V‚z .

Proof We can write  z
s D  

z
s1
ı z

s2
ı � � � ı z

sk
, where each restriction

 z
sj
W ‚xj�1;z �!‚xj ;z for j D 1; : : : ; k ,

is a homotopy equivalence given by Lemma 6.19 for some x0; : : : ;xk with x0 D x

and xk D xC s . This proves the first (and hence also the second) statement. The last
statement follows from the definition of V‚z (see Definition 6.18 ) since fz is the
first return map of  .

As a consequence we have the following Corollary (cf [32, Theorem 3.1] and [63,
Lemma 4.1.3]).

Corollary 6.21 For any primitive integral element u 2 A represented by a positive
1–cocycle z with associated fibration �z , the fiber ‚z is connected and the induced
map �1.‚z/!�1.Xf /DG is an isomorphism onto the kernel of uD .�z/�W G!Z.

Proof The flow  z
s W ‚x;z ! ‚xCs;z is a homotopy equivalence for all x; s , so

the number of components n of ‚x;z is constant, independent of x . We note that
X D

S
x2S1 ‚x;z and use this to construct a quotient F W X !X=� , where � is the

equivalence relation whose equivalence classes are precisely the connected components
of ‚x;z for x 2S1 . There is a larger equivalence relation �0 whose equivalence classes
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are the sets ‚x;z for x 2 S1 , and this quotient X=�0 is just S1 itself. The quotient
X!S1 factors as X!X=�!S1 , and the X=�!S1 is everywhere n-to-1. In fact,
this map is an n–fold covering map, X=�D S1! S1 . Therefore, the homomorphism
uW G!Z factors through the induced map of this cover F�W G! �1.X=� /. But the
induced map from X=�D S1! S1 is multiplication by ˙n, and hence uD˙nF� .
Since u is primitive, it follows that nD 1, so ‚x;z is connected for all x .

For the second statement, apply van Kampen’s theorem to calculate �1.Xf / as a
semidirect product �1.‚z/Ì Z, and observe that the projection onto Z is .�z/� .

6.7 E0–class and the proof of Theorem B

In this section we will establish Theorem B from Section 1. Recall (cf Convention 4.1)
that for any ' 2 Out.FN /, where N � 2, given a tame (linear) graph-map f W �! �

that is a topological representative for ' along with some folding sequence as in (3-1),
we have constructed the corresponding folded mapping torus Xf for ' . As noted in
Remark 3.2, for any ' 2 Out.FN / there exists a tame representative f as above.

Recall also that in Definition 5.7 we defined a subgraph E0 of X .1/
f , that in Definition 5.9

we defined the E0 –class � 2H1.Xf IR/, and that sections of the semiflow  were
defined in Section 1.

We now prove:

Theorem B Let G' D FN Ì' Z be the mapping torus group of ' 2Out.FN / (where
N � 2), let f W � ! � be a tame graph-map which is a topological representative
of ' , and let Xf be a folded mapping torus for f with the associated semiflow  ,
positive cone AXf � H 1.Xf IR/, and E0 –class � 2 H1.Xf IR/. Given a positive
cellular 1–cocycle z 2Z1.Xf IR/ representing a primitive integral element u2AXf �

H 1.Xf IR/DH 1.G' IR/, there exists a map �z W Xf !S1 and a fiber ‚z D �
�1
z .x0/

for some x0 2 S1 so that:

(1) ‚z is a finite connected topological graph such that the inclusion ‚z � Xf is
�1 –injective and such that �1.‚z/D ker.u/� �1.Xf /DG' .

(2) u.�/D �.‚z/D 1� rk.ker.u//.

(3) ‚z is a section of  .

(4) The first return map fz W ‚z ! ‚z of  is a homotopy equivalence with
f .V‚z/� V‚z and .fz/� represents 'u 2 Out.ker.u//.
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Proof The existence of �z comes from Lemma 6.16, and property (1) is a consequence
of Corollary 6.21. Property (3) is immediate and (4) follows from Corollary 6.20.

All that remains is to prove (2). Since �.‚z/ D 1 � rk.ker.u//, to establish (2) it
suffices to prove u.�/D �.‚z/.

Write � D
P

e2E0
cee 2 Z1.Xf IR/, where ce D .2� d.e//=2. Let x be any point

not in the �z –image of the zero-skeleton X .0/
f . Since .�z/� D u and z is a cocycle

that represents u, we can calculate z.�/ by pushing � forward by �z , and pairing
this 1–cocycle on S1 with the Poincaré dual of the fundamental class. This class is
represented in de Rham cohomology, H 1.S1IR/DH 1

dR.S
1IR/ by any 1–form ! on

S1 with total volume 1. Pick such a 1–form ! with support contained in an interval
about x disjoint from �z.X

.0/
f /.

Next, recall that the restriction of �z to any e 2E0 is an orientation preserving local
diffeomorphism. In particular, we can consider the restriction of �z to e as a smooth,
singular 1–chain in S1 , denoted ez , which is something that we can integrate ! over.
By our choice of ! and since �z is orientation preserving on e , we haveZ

ez

! D
ˇ̌
��1

z .x/\ e
ˇ̌
:

Thus, from the previous paragraph we have

z.�/D
X

e2E0

ce

Z
ez

! D
1

2

X
e2E0

.2� d.e//
ˇ̌
��1

z .x/\ e
ˇ̌
:

Now observe that ��1
z .x/\E0 is precisely the set of vertices of ‚x;z of valence greater

than 2. Indeed, if y 2 ��1
z .x/\ e , then the valence val.y/ in ‚x;z is precisely d.e/.

Therefore, from this fact and the previous equation we have

z.�/D
1

2

X
y2V‚x;z

.2� val.y//D �.‚x;z/:

By definition, ‚z is a subdivision of ‚x0;z for some x0 not in the image of X .0/
f .

Hence z.�/D �.‚x0;x/D �.‚z/, as required.

7 Train track maps and full irreducibility

Recall that if ' 2 Out.FN / is represented by an expanding irreducible train-track map
f W �!� , then f is tame by Lemma 2.12 and so automatically satisfies Convention 3.1.
Thus given any folding sequence (3-1) for f and compatible metric structure on �
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(cf Convention 4.1), we can construct the corresponding folded mapping torus Xf
for ' .

In this section we prove Theorem C from Section 1.

Theorem C Let ' 2 Out.FN / (where N � 2) be an outer automorphism represented
by an expanding irreducible train track map f W �! � , let Xf be a folded mapping
torus, and  the associated semiflow. Let u 2AXf �H 1.G' IR/DH 1.Xf IR/ be a
primitive integral element which is represented by a positive 1–cocycle z 2Z1.Xf IR/,
and let ‚z �Xf be the topological graph from Theorem B so that the first return map
fz W ‚z!‚z is a homotopy equivalence representing 'u . Then:

(1) The graph ‚z can be chosen so that the first return map fz W ‚z ! ‚z is an
expanding irreducible train-track map.

(2) If we additionally assume that ' is hyperbolic and fully irreducible, then 'u 2

Out.ker.u// is also hyperbolic and fully irreducible.

The proof of Theorem C, will be given after establishing a sequence of lemmas. First
we make the following convention.

Convention 7.1 For the remainder of the section, for the purposes of proving part (1)
of Theorem C, we assume that f W �! � is an expanding irreducible train track map
representing ' 2 Out.FN /. We do not assume ' is hyperbolic and fully irreducible
until specifically stated; see Convention 7.6.

Note that by Lemma 2.12 the map f is tame. We equip � with the linear and
metric structures making f into a combinatorial graph map (see Lemma A.2 and
Corollary A.9), and then construct the corresponding folding line and the folded
mapping torus Xf . We assume z is a positive cocycle representing a primitive integral
class u 2 A D AXf and that �z is an associated fibration defining the connected
topological graph ‚z and ‚x;z for all x 2S1 ; see Definition 6.18. Recall that the time
1 map  z

1
of the reparameterized flow is the first return map for ‚z and is denoted

fz W ‚z �!‚z :

From Corollary 6.20, fz is a homotopy equivalence and fz.V‚z/D V‚z .

By Corollary 6.21, the inclusion induces an isomorphism �1.‚z/ Š ker.u/, which
we use to identify ker.u/D �1.‚z/. Then fz induces the monodromy .fz/� D 'u 2

Out.ker.u//.

Thus fz satisfies all the requirements of being a topological representative of 'u (in
the sense of Definition 2.16) except that we don’t know yet that fz is a topological
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graph-map. We will show that fz is a topological graph-map, and that, with respect to
an appropriate linear structure on ‚z , the map fz is an expanding irreducible train
track map. When ' is fully irreducible, we will find that fz is moreover a weakly clean
train track map. The fact that 'u is fully irreducible will then follow from Theorem B.3.

We begin our analysis of fz with the following technical lemma.

Lemma 7.2 Suppose ˛W .�ı; ı/! � is an arc in the interior of a 2–cell � of Xf
transverse to flow  s . Then the map

‰˛W .�ı; ı/�R�0 �!Xf

defined by ‰˛.t; s/D  s.˛.t// is locally injective.

Proof The 2–cell � is a trapezoid whose bottom edge is an arc in a skew 1–cell of
the old cell structure, which in turn lives in the strip f s.e0/ W 0� s � 1g over an edge
e0 of �0 . Since �0 is a subdivision of � , we see that there is an edge e 2E� so that
˛.�ı; ı/ is contained in f s.e/ W s� 0g. If we take a characteristic map j W Œ0; 1�!Xf
for e , it therefore suffices to show that

‰j W .0; 1/�R�0 �!Xf

is locally injective. For this, observe that by composing with �0 , it follows that
if ‰j .s; t/ D ‰j .s

0; t 0/ then t � t 0 is an integer. Given a point .s0; t0/, choose a
neighborhood of the form W D U � .t0 �

1
2
; t0 C

1
2
/. If ‰j .s; t/ D ‰j .s

0; t 0/ for
.s; t/; .s0; t 0/ 2W , then t D t 0 .

To find U , we proceed as follows. Let T > t0C
1
2

be an integer. Since f is a train
track map, there is a neighborhood U of s0 so that f T je.U / is injective. Suppose
s; s0 2U and jt� t0j<

1
2

is such that ‰j .s; t/D‰j .s
0; t/. Then  t .e.s//D t .e.s

0//.
Since t < T , we have T � t > 0 and the semiflow property implies

f T .e.s//D  T .e.s//D  T�t . t .e.s///

D  T�t . t .e.s
0///D  T .e.s

0//D f T .e.s0//:

Therefore, sD s0 and ‰j is injective on W . Since .s0; t0/ was arbitrary, ‰j is locally
injective.

Now suppose  z
s is the reparameterizations of the semiflow  s coming from a positive

perturbation z of z0 . We can define a map ‰z
˛.t; s/ D  z

s .˛.t// as in the lemma.
Because  z

s is a reparameterization of  s , it follows that ‰z
˛ D ‰˛ ıH for some

homeomorphism
H W .�ı; ı/�R�0 �! .�ı; ı/�R�0
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(determined by the reparameterization). Thus, the conclusion of the lemma remains
true for ‰z

˛ in place of ‰˛ . In particular, since edges of ‚z are arcs in the interiors of
2–cells of Xf , this implies the following.

Lemma 7.3 For each n� 1 the map f n
z W ‚z!‚z is locally injective on the interior

of each edge of ‚z . Moreover, fz is a regular topological graph map.

Proof The first statement follows immediately from the above discussion of the
map ‰z

˛ . To see the second statement, first recall that by Corollary 6.20, we have
fz.V‚z/ � V‚z . Let e be an edge of ‚z and let j W Œ0; 1� ! ‚z be such that
j .0/D o.e/, j .1/D t.e/ and j j.0;1/ is a homeomorphism onto e . To show that fz is
a topological graph map, we must check that fz ı j is a topological edge-path in ‚z .
The regularity of fz will then follow immediately from local injectivity on edges.

The set .fz ı j /�1.V‚z/ of points that map to vertices of ‚z is a closed, and hence
compact, subset of Œ0; 1�. Therefore, by the local injectivity of fz ı j and finiteness
of V‚z , the set is finite and we may write its points as 0D c0 < � � �< cn D 1. Now
consider a subinterval I D .ci�1; ci/. Since .fz ı j /.I/ is disjoint from V‚z , this
image must be contained in a single edge e0 of ‚z . Moreover, the intermediate value
theorem implies that .fz ı j /jI maps onto e0 . Therefore, by the local injectivity,
.fz ı j /jI is a homeomorphism onto e0 , as required.

We next desire to construct a linear structure on ‚z and to establish the necessary
combinatorial properties of fz . To this end we introduce the following notation.

Each edge e of ‚z lives in trapezoid of Xf whose bottom is an arc of a skew 1–cell of
the old cell structure. Therefore, there exists an arc �e contained in an edge of � so that
a reparameterization of the flow maps �e homeomorphically onto e . More precisely,
there exists a continuous function �eW �e!R�0 so that the map �eW �e!Xf defined
by �e.y/ D  �e.y/.y/ sends �e homeomorphically onto e . If we then choose an
integer me �maxf�e.�e/g and define seW e! Œ0;me � by se.x/Dme � �e.�

�1
e .x//,

we find that the map �0eW e!Xf defined by �0e.x/D  se.x/.x/ maps e into �0 D �

in such a way that

�e

�e
�! e

�0e
�! �

is just f me j�e
.

Recall that by assumption f W �!� is an expanding irreducible train-track map. Thus
its transition matrix A.f / is irreducible and has �.f / > 1.

Lemma 7.4 The topological graph map fz W ‚z!‚z is expanding on all scales.
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Proof Consider any neighborhood U �‚z of a point x 2‚z , and an edge e 2E‚z .
After restricting to a smaller open set we may assume that U is an open interval
contained in an edge e0 of ‚z . As above, there are arcs �e0

and �e that get mapped
homeomorphically onto e0 and e by the flow. In particular �e0

contains an open
subinterval I so that the restriction �e0

jI W I ! U is a homeomorphism.

Let ye denote the edge of � containing �e . By Lemma A.2, f W �!� is expanding on
all scales. Therefore there is a subinterval I 0 � I and a power n� 1 so that f n maps
I 0 homeomorphically onto �e � ye . In fact, by restricting to smaller neighborhoods,
we can arrange for n to satisfy n � me0

. Let U 0 D �e0
.I 0/ � U . It follows that

�e ıf
n�me ı �0e0

restricts to a homeomorphism from U 0 D �e0
.I 0/ to

�e ıf
n�me ı �0e0

.�e0
.I 0//D �e ıf

n.I 0/D �e.�e/D e:

However, this map is just f k
z jU 0 for some integer k � 1.

Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 show that fz satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem A.3. Therefore
by Theorem A.3 and Theorem B(4) we conclude the following:

Corollary 7.5 There is a linear structure ƒ on ‚z with respect to which fz W ‚z!‚z

is a linear graph map with irreducible transition matrix A.fz/ such that �.fz/ > 1.
Consequently, fz is an expanding irreducible train-track map representing 'u for
uD Œz�.

We have thus established the conclusion of Theorem C(1). From this point on, we fix a
linear structure ƒ on ‚z provided by Corollary 7.5.

Convention 7.6 From now on and until the end of this section, unless stated otherwise
we further assume that the element ' 2 Out.FN / is hyperbolic and fully irreducible.

By Theorem B.3 we now know that f is a clean train track map. Thus the Whitehead
graph Wh.f; v/ associated to each vertex v of � is connected and A.f /m is positive
for some m � 1. We now show that all Whitehead graphs of fz W ‚z ! ‚z are
connected as well.

Recall that �t D �
�1
0
.t/ denotes the horizontal fiber of Xf at height t 2 Œ0; 1�, and

that �0 D � .

Definition 7.7 (z–modified Whitehead graph) For each point x 2 �t we define a
corresponding z–modified Whitehead graph Whz.�t ;x/ as follows. If x lies in the
interior of an edge of �t , then subdivide that edge at x . The vertices of Whz.�t ;x/
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are as usual the set of “directions” at x , that is the set of edges in the (subdivided)
graph that originate at x . Two such edges e1; e2 are adjacent in Whz.�t ;x/ if there
exists an edge e of ‚z and a power n� 0 so that the edge-path  t ıf

n ı�0e.e/ takes
the corresponding turn e1; e2 ; in this case we call e1; e2 a z–taken turn.

Lemma 7.8 The z–modified Whitehead graph Whz.�t ;x/ is connected for all t 2

Œ0; 1� and x 2 �t .

Proof We first claim that Whz.�0;x/ is connected for each x 2 �0 . Indeed, for
every edge e of ‚z there exists an n � 1 so that the path f n ı �0e.e/ crosses every
edge of �0 D � . This follows from the positivity of A.f /n for large n together with
the facts that f is expanding on all scales and �0e.e/ contains an open neighborhood
in � . This shows that Whz.�0;x/ is connected whenever x lies in the interior of
an edge of �0 . On the other hand, when x is a vertex of �0 it is easy to see that
Whz.�0;x/DWh.f;x/, which we already know is connected. Indeed, since f nı�0e.e/

crosses every edge of �0 , whenever k � 1 and c 2E�0 are such that f k.c/ takes a
turn at x , then f nCk ı �0e.e/ takes the same turn at x .

Now let t > 0 and let x be any point of �t . Let P D . t /
�1.x/��0 be the preimage.

Notice that  t maps each z–taken turn at p 2 P to a z–taken turn at x ; that is,  t

induces a map of z–modified Whitehead graphs  �t W Whz.�0;p/!Whz.�t ;x/ for
each p 2 P . Indeed, each edge e1 originating at p is mapped to an edge  t .e1/

originating at x ; and if e �‚z is an edge such that f n ı �0e.e/ takes a turn e1; e2 at
p 2 P , then  t ıf

n ı �0e.e/ takes the turn ft .e1/; ft .e2/ at x .

Let T �Xf denote the union of the flow lines  Œ0;t �.p/ for the points p 2P (ie T is
the set f s.p/ j s 2 Œ0; t �;p 2Pg). Then T is an oriented trivalent tree with jP j leaves
on the bottom and one point x at the top. Each point y 2 T lives in some �s and has
a corresponding z–modified Whitehead graph Whz.�s;y/. The fact that Whz.�t ;x/

is connected will follow from the following claim.

Claim Whz.�s; w/ is connected for each w 2 T .

We have already demonstrated this for the jP j points at the base of the tree. If w 2 �s

lies in the interior of an edge of T , and y 2 �r , with r < s , lies in the same edge,
then the flow  s�r induces a quotient map Whz.�r ;y/!Whz.�s; w/ (the fact that
y and w lie in the same edge of T implies that y does not get identified with any
other points in the interval Œr; s�). In particular, Whz.�s; w/ is connected provided
Whz.�r ;y/ is.

Now suppose that 2 upward-oriented edges b1; b2 of T meet at a point w 2 �s .
Restricting to a sufficiently small time interval Œr; s/, we may assume that there is
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a constant z–modified Whitehead graph Gi along each bi . By induction on the
combinatorial distance to P within T we may suppose that each Gi is connected.
Let e1; e2 2 E�r denote the two edges of �r whose initial segments are folded
together by rs;r W �r ! �s . The closures of these edges necessarily contain the points
y1;y2 2 �r \T for which  s�r .y1/D  s�r .y2/D w . The initial segment ˛i of ei

(oriented from y to o.ei/) then corresponds to a vertex in Gi DWhz.�r ;yi/. Since ˛1

and ˛2 are folded together by  s�r , we see that the induced map  �s�r on z–modified
Whitehead graphs identifies these two vertices. Therefore Whz.�s; w/ is the wedge of
the connected graphs G1 and G1 and in particular is connected.

Corollary 7.9 The Whitehead graphs of all vertices of ‚z with respect to fz W ‚z!

‚z are connected.

Proof Recall that V‚z is defined to be the set of intersection points of ‚z with X .1/
f ,

together with some additional degree-2 vertices obtained by subdividing at points of
intersection of the flow lines through this first set of points; see Definition 6.18.

Let v be a vertex of ‚z . Let us first suppose that v is not contained in a skew 1–cell
of Xf . One may then find a neighborhood U � Xf of v and a time t such that
the flow  maps �t \ U homeomorphically onto ‚z \ U . Let x be the point of
�t \U that flows onto v . From the definition of z–modified Whitehead graphs, we
see that the flow induces a graph isomorphism Whz.�t ;x/!Wh‚z

.fz; v/. Therefore
Wh‚z

.fz; v/ is connected by Lemma 7.8.

Now suppose that v lies on a skew 1–cell. In this case we can find a neighborhood
U �Xf of v so that U \‚z is a tree with one vertex v and 3 edges, and a time t so
that U \�t consist of 2 disjoint edges. Moreover, each component of U \�t contains
a point xi that flows onto v . By Lemma 7.8, we know that each graph Whz.�t ;xi/ is
connected (in this case just a single edge with two vertices). The flow now induces a
quotient map

Whz.�t ;x1/tWhz.�t ;x2/ �!Wh‚z
.fz; v/

that takes a vertex from each Whz.�t ;xi/ and identifies these to a single vertex in
Wh‚z

.fz; v/. Therefore Wh‚z
.fz; v/ is the wedge of 2 line segments and is in

particular connected.

Corollary 7.10 The map fz W ‚z!‚z is a weakly clean train-track map.

Proof We already know, by Corollary 7.5, that fz W ‚z!‚z is an expanding train
track map with an irreducible transition matrix A.fz/. Corollary 7.9 implies that the
Whitehead graphs Wh‚z

.fz; v/ are connected for all v 2 V‚z . Thus fz is a weakly
clean train-track map.
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Proof of Theorem C Suppose first that f W � ! � is a combinatorial expanding
irreducible train-track map representing ' , without assuming that ' is hyperbolic and
fully irreducible. Recall that u 2A is a primitive integral element, that z 2Z1.Xf IR/
is a positive 1–cocycle representing the cohomology class u and that fz W ‚z!‚z

induces the monodromy .fz/�D 'u 2Out.ker.u//DOut.�1.‚z//. Lemma 7.3 shows
that fz is a topological graph-map and thus fz is a topological representative of the
automorphism 'u of ker.u/D �1.‚z/. Corollary 7.5 implies that there exists a linear
structure ƒ on ‚z so that fz W ‚z!‚z is an expanding irreducible train-track map
representing 'u . This verifies part (1) of Theorem C.

Suppose now that ' is additionally assumed to be hyperbolic and fully irreducible, in
which case G' is word-hyperbolic and f is a clean train-track representing ' . Since
G'u
ŠG' is word-hyperbolic, we also know that 'u is a hyperbolic automorphism.

By Corollary 7.10 we additionally have fz is a weakly clean train track map. Hence
'u is fully irreducible by Theorem B.3.

Remark 7.11 The full irreducibility conclusion for 'u of part (2) in Theorem C does
not necessarily hold under the weaker assumption in part (2) that ' only be fully
irreducible (ie without the assumption that ' be hyperbolic). Recall that, as proved in
[9], a fully irreducible ' 2 Out.FN / is nonhyperbolic if and only if ' comes from a
pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism f of a once-punctured connected surface S without
boundary with FN D �1.S/. In this case the mapping torus Mf of f is a hyperbolic
3–manifold fibering over the circle with fiber S and G' D �1.M /. If M admits a
different fibration over S1 with fiber Y , then Mf also decomposes as the mapping
torus of a homeomorphism f 0 of Y and this f 0 is again pseudo-Anosov. However,
in general, there is no reason to expect that the new fiber Y will have exactly one
puncture, even for a fibration of M coming from a class u 2 H 1.G' ;R/ which is
projectively close to the class u0 associated with the original fibration. If such Y has at
least two punctures, then the element of Out.�1.Y // corresponding to f 0 is not fully
irreducible, since the punctures of Y are permuted by f 0 and the peripheral curves
around the punctures are primitive elements of �1.Y /.

8 Dynamics and entropy

In this section, we establish Theorem D from Section 1.

Theorem D Let ' 2 Out.FN / (where N � 2/ be an element represented by an
expanding irreducible train track map f W �! � . Let Xf be a folded mapping torus,
 the associated semiflow, and AXf � H 1.Xf IR/ the positive cone of Xf . Then
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there exists a continuous, homogeneous of degree �1 function HW AXf !R such that
for every primitive integral u 2AXf

log.�.'u//D H.u/:

Moreover, 1=H is concave, and hence H is convex.

Our proof closely follows Fried’s proof of the analogous statement for mapping tori
of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms (which applies in a more general setting); see
[29]. To carry out the arguments here, we work with the natural extension, as we
now explain.

8.1 The natural extension of the first return map

Fix any integral class u2A represented by a positive cocycle z and let �z W X DXf !

S1 be an associated fibration. Recall that ‚z is the preimage of a point under �z

which we assume (as we may) is 0 2 S1 DR=Z, so that ‚z D �
�1
z .0/. Additionally,

fz W ‚z!‚z denotes the first return map of  . The failure of fz W ‚z!‚z to be a
homeomorphism can be rectified in a certain sense by the construction of the natural
extension. This is the space

‚0z D fx D .: : : ;x�1;x0;x1; : : :/ j xi 2‚z such that xi D fz.xi�1/ for all ig:

equipped with the product topology, together with the shift map f 0z W ‚
0
z ! ‚0z de-

fined by
.f 0z .x//i D xiC1

for all i 2 Z. That is, the i th coordinate of f 0z .x/ is the .i C 1/st coordinate of x .
There is a continuous surjective semiconjugacy �z W ‚

0
z!‚z given by

�z.: : : ;x�1;x0;x1; : : :/D x0:

That is, �zıf
0

z Dfzı�z (�z is a semiconjugacy of f 0z onto fz ). This fact is immediate
from the definition of ‚0z and f 0z . Since �z is surjective, the topological entropies
satisfies the inequality

h.f 0z /� h.fz/:

However, the system f 0z W ‚
0
z!‚0z is the “smallest” homeomorphism which admits a

semiconjugacy to fz W ‚z!‚z , in the sense that any other homeomorphism which
can be semiconjugated onto fz W ‚z!‚z factors through �z via a surjection to ‚0z .
The key fact for us is that topological entropy is actually preserved in this case; see
[22, Section 6.8]:
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Lemma 8.1 The topological entropy of the extension satisfies

h.f 0z /D h.fz/:

8.2 A natural extension of the semiflow

We can make a similar construction for the semiflow  sW X ! X . Say that a map
 W R!X is a biinfinite flow line for  if

 s. .t//D  .t C s/

for all t 2R and s � 0. Let X 0 denote the space of all biinfinite flow lines, equipped
with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets:

X 0 D f j  is a biinfinite flow lineg:

This comes equipped with a flow ‰ defined by .‰s. //.t/D  .t C s/ for all t; s 2R.
There is a map …W X 0!X given by …./D  .0/ which is a continuous surjection
(since there is a biinfinite flow line through every point). Again from the definitions,
we see that for all s � 0 we have

 s ı…D… ı‰s

which is to say, … semiconjugates ‰ to  . This is also clearly the minimal flow with
this property.

By composing �z with … we obtain a map

�0z D �z ı…W X
0
�! S1:

We put ‚00z WD .�0z/
�1.0/ and denote the first return map of ‰ to this section by

f 00z W ‚
00
z !‚00z . As the next lemma shows, f 00z is nothing but the natural extension of

fz W ‚z!‚z already constructed above.

Lemma 8.2 There is a homeomorphism F W ‚00z !‚0z that conjugates f 00z to f 0z .

Proof First observe that  2X 0 is in ‚00z if and only if  .0/ 2‚z . Such a biinfinite
flow line  W R!X meets ‚z at infinitely many points in both forward and backward
time. More precisely, there is an increasing, biinfinite, proper sequence of times ftj gj2Z

with t0 D 0 so that

(8-1)  .t/ 2‚z , t D tj for some j:
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Since fz is the first return map of  to ‚z , it follows that fz. .tj //D  .tjC1/ for
all j . Therefore, for any  2‚00z , we may define

F. /D .: : : ;  .t�1/;  .t0/;  .t1/; : : :/

(that is, the i th coordinate of F. / is  .ti/), which is an element of ‚0z .

To see that F is injective, we claim that the sequence

.: : : ;  .t�1/;  .t0/;  .t1/; : : :/

determines  . This is because, for any t > s ,  .s/ determines  .t/ by the formula
 .t/D t�s. .s//. As j !�1, tj!�1, and so for any t 2R,  .t/ is determined
by some  .tj / with tj < t . Therefore, F is injective. Similarly, given any sequence
x 2‚0z , we can use this reasoning to construct  2‚00z with F. /D x .

Suppose now that n!  is a sequence of flow lines converging uniformly on compact
sets with  .0/; n.0/ 2 ‚z for all n and n.0/ !  .0/. Let ftj gj2Z denote the
sequence for  as above, and similarly, ftn;j gj2Z the sequence for n . The uniform
convergence on compact sets implies that the points of intersection of n with ‚z are
converging uniformly on compact sets to the intersection points of  with ‚z , which
is to say, n.tn;j /!  .tj / for all j as n!1. Therefore F is continuous. Because
X is compact, one can show that X 0 is also compact, hence so is ‚00z . Since ‚0z is
Hausdorff, the continuous map F W ‚00z !‚0z is a homeomorphism.

For any  2‚00z and any j , we have fz. .tj //D  .tjC1/, and therefore F conjugates
f 00z to the shift map f 0z .

Because of this lemma, we will ignore the distinction between f 00z W ‚
00
z ! ‚00z and

f 0z W ‚
0
z ! ‚0z , and just refer to ‚0z as the section of ‰ and f 0z W ‚

0
z ! ‚0z the first

return map of ‰ .

8.3 The variational principal and Abramov’s theorem

The topological entropy of f 0z is approximated from below by metric entropies h�.f
0

z /

for invariant probability measures � on ‚0z , according to the variational principle; see
[22, Section 6.8].

Theorem 8.3 For any integral class u2A represented by a positive cocycle z we have

h.f 0z /D sup
�

h�.f
0

z /;

where � ranges over all f 0z –invariant Borel probability measures on ‚0z .
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The key to proving continuity (and the other properties) of the entropy is a result of
Abramov which relates entropy of f 0z to that of the flow ‰ . To make sense of this, we
have to relate fz –invariant measures on ‚0z to ‰–invariant measures on X 0 . In fact,
there is a bijection between these two spaces of measures defined as follows.

Given a ‰–invariant probability measure � on X 0 , we can construct a measure x�0 on
any section ‚0z by the formula

(8-2) x�0.A/D
1

t
�.f s.x/ j x 2A; 0� s � tg/

for any Borel measurable set A � ‚0z . This may not be a probability measure, and
indeed the total measure x�0.‚

0
z/ is an important quantity. The f 0z –invariant probability

measure on ‚z is the normalization

x�D
1

x�0.‚0z/
x�0:

There is a flow-equivariant local homeomorphism

‚0z �R �!X 0

given by .x; s/ 7!‰s.x/ (where the flow on the domain is just the natural translation
action on the second coordinate). The product measure x�0 �m, where m is Lebesgue
measure on R, is flow-invariant and pushes forward to a flow invariant measure. From
the construction of x�0 , it follows that � is the push forward of x�0 �m. As an abuse
of notation, we will just write �D x�0 �m. This can be used to describe the inverse
construction.

Abramov’s theorem relating the entropy of a flow to the first return map of a section
(see [1; 18]) takes the following form in our situation (see also [29]).

Theorem 8.4 For any integral class u 2 A represented by a positive cocycle z and
any ‰–invariant probability measure � on X , let x�0 and x� be defined as above. Then

hx�.f
0

z /D
h�.‰/

x�0.‚0z/
:

As an immediate corollary of these two results, we have the following useful expression
for the reciprocal of the topological entropy.

Corollary 8.5 For any integral class u 2 A represented by a positive cocycle z ,
we have

1

h.f 0z /
D inf

�

x�0.‚
0
z/

h�.‰/
;
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where the infimum is over all ‰–invariant Borel probability measures � on X 0 , and
x�0 is constructed from � as above.

8.4 The measure x�0 and linearity

Given a ‰–invariant probability measure � on X 0 , we now have a function defined
on the integral classes u 2A which we denote

��.u/D x�0.‚
0
zu
/;

where zu is a positive cocycle representing u. If z0u is another positive cocycle
representing u with fiber ‚0z0u , then we can flow ‚0zu

homeomorphically onto ‚0z0u ,
and hence

x�0.‚
0
z0u
/D x�0.‚

0
zu
/

is independent of the choice of zu (and fibration �zu
).

Our goal is now to prove the following.

Lemma 8.6 If � is a ‰–invariant probability measure on X 0 , then �� is the restric-
tion of a linear function (of the same name):

��W H
1.X IR/ �!R:

Proof Given an integral class u 2A represented by a positive cocycle zD zu , we can
reparameterize the flow as ‰z , so that for the projection of the flow lines to S1DR=Z
by �0z are local isometries. The bijections

f‰–invariant measures on X 0g $ ff 0z –invariant measures on ‚0zg

$ f‰z–invariant measures on X 0g

will allow us to turn the ‰–invariant measure � on X 0 into a ‰z –invariant measure
�z on X 0 , given by

�z D x�0 �mz;

where mz is the Lebesgue measure on R, and the subscript z is only there to remind
us that it is induced by the reparameterized flow ‰z .

The measure �z is not a probability measure. Indeed, the parameterization is chosen
so that the map

‚0z � Œ0; 1/ �!X 0; .x; s/ 7!‰z
s .x/

is 1–1 and onto. It follows that

�z.X
0/D x�0.‚

0
z/:
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What is important about this formula is that the left-hand side does not involve the
section ‚0z . Moreover, we could have used a different section ‚0w , and as long as we
use the flow ‰z , we would produce the same measure �z .

Now suppose that u; v 2A are two integral classes represented by the positive cocycles
z and w , respectively. Then uC v is represented by zCw , which is also positive. A
useful observation is that because �z and �w are maps to the additive group S1DR=Z,
we can add them to produce a map �zC �w . Each of �z and �w satisfy Lemma 6.16,
and without loss of generality, the finite cover M by local models in the statement
is the same for both �z and �w . Indeed, we may always pass to a refinement of the
cover without affecting the validity of the lemma, and we will freely do so without
further mention. In addition, by adding a constant in S1 to each of �z and �w , we
may assume that the point x0 2 S1 is the same in both, and is the identity 0 2 S1 .

Setting �zCw D �zC �w , it is straightforward to see that this map satisfies properties
(1), (2) and (3) of Lemma 6.16 for the cocycle zCw representing the class uC v . It
may not satisfy property (4), however. To address this issue, we proceed as follows.
Note that „D ��1

zCw.0/\X .1/
f is the finite set of points � 2X .1/

f with the property
that �z.�/D��w.�/. Then „D„0[„1 where �z.�/D 0D �w.�/ for � 2„0 and
�z.�/ ¤ 0 ¤ �w.�/ for � 2 „1 . Consequently, „0 � ‚z \‚w and „1 \‚z D ∅.
After modifying �z by an arbitrarily small homotopy if necessary (which is the identity
on ‚z ), we may assume that „1 �X .1/

f nX .0/
f and that this set flows into the union

of vertical 1–cells. Since „0 already has this property (being contained in ‚z \‚w ),
it follows that �zCw satisfies all properties of Lemma 6.16.

The map �zCw D �zC �w determines a corresponding map

�0zCw D �
0
zC �

0
wW X

0
�! S1:

The measure �z and �w are defined by taking the product x�0 with the Lebesgue
measures mz and mw , induced by the reparameterized flows ‰z and ‰w , respectively.
Since these flows are parameterized so that �0z and �0w restricted to flow lines are local
isometries, it follows that �zCw is defined by taking the product x�0 with mzCmw .
Consequently, we have

�zCw D �zC�w:

Hence

��.uC v/D �zCw.X
0/D �z.X

0/C�w.X
0/D ��.u/C��.v/

and �� is linear on the integral points of A. It follows that �� uniquely extends to a
linear function on H 1.X IR/.
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8.5 Completing the proof

Proof of Theorem D If u 2A is a primitive integral element and zu is a positive 1–
cocycle, then, by Corollary 6.20 the map fzu

W ‚zu
!‚zu

is a homotopy equivalence
taking vertices to vertices. By Corollary 6.21 we also know that ‚zu

is connected and
furthermore, it has no valence-1 vertices (see the proof of Theorem B). By Lemma 7.3
the map fzu

W ‚zu
! ‚zu

is a regular topological graph-map. Corollary 6.21 now
implies that fzu

is a regular topological representative of the monodromy 'u 2

Out.ker.u//. By Proposition A.1 we have h.fzu
/ D log�.fzu

/ where �.fzu
/ is

the spectral radius of the transition matrix A.fzu
/. We have also seen in the proof

of Theorem C that for an appropriate choice of a linear structure on ‚zu
the map

fzu
W ‚zu

!‚zu
is an expanding irreducible train-track map representing 'u . There-

fore �.fzu
/ D �.'u/ is the growth rate of 'u and thus h.fzu

/ D log�.fzu
/ D

log�.'u/ D h.'u/, the algebraic entropy of 'u . Since 'u is fully irreducible, we
have h.fzu

/D h.'u/ > 0.

Define a function W W A!R by

W .u/ WD inf
�

��.zu/

h�.‰/
;

where u 2 A, where zu is a positive cocycle representing u, and the infimum is
over all Borel ‰–invariant probability measures � on X 0 . By Lemma 8.1 we have
W .u/D 1=h.f 0zu

/D 1=h.fzu
/ for any primitive integral class u 2A. The linearity of

�� implies that the function W is homogeneous of degree 1. By Corollary 8.5, we
see that W is the infimum of a collection of linear functions, and is therefore concave
and hence continuous. For any primitive integral u 2A we have 0< h.fzu

/ <1 and
hence 0<W .u/D 1=h.fzu

/ <1. Since the primitive integral classes are projectively
dense in A, concavity and homogeneity of W imply that 0<W .u/ <1 for all u2A.
Therefore setting H.u/ WD 1=W .u/ for all u 2A gives us a continuous homogeneous
of degree �1 function HW A! .0;1/. By construction, for every primitive integral
u 2A we have H.u/D log�.fzu

/D log�.'u/D h.'u/, as required.

As mentioned in the introduction, we have the following analogue from the 3–manifold
setting of McMullen’s [45, Section 10] which complements the results of Algom-Kfir
and Rafi [4].

Corollary 8.7 Let ' 2 Out.FN / (where N � 2/ be an element represented by an
expanding irreducible train track map f W � ! � , and let Xf , AXf , and H be as in
Theorem D. The function

DW A �!RC
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given by D.u/D H.u/u.�/ is continuous and constant on rays. In particular, for any
compact subset K �A, D is bounded on the cone over K ,

CK D fc� j c 2RC; � 2Kg:

Consequently, if dim.H 1.GIR// � 2, then G Š FNk
Ì'k

Z for some sequence of
automorphisms 'k 2 Out.FNk

/, with Nk !1, represented by expanding irreducible
train track maps, and there are constants 0< c1 < c2 <1 so that

c1 �Nk log�.'k/� c2:

If ' is fully irreducible and hyperbolic so are all 'k .

Proof Continuity follows from linearity of u 7! u.�/ and continuity of H. The fact
that D is constant on rays comes from the canceling homogeneity degrees: C1 for �
and �1 for H. The second statement follows from the fact that D.K/DD.CK /, and
K is compact. The existence of 'k and constants 0< c1 < c2 <1 follows from the
first statement and Theorems B and C by taking any sequence fukg �A of primitive
integral elements for which the corresponding rays RCuk converge to a point in A.
The last statement is a consequence of Theorem C, part (3).

Remark 8.8 It is possible to avoid the use of Theorem A.3 in the proof of Theorem D
and in Theorem C(2).

Namely, suppose f W �! � is a regular topological graph-map of a finite connected
topological graph � with an irreducible transition matrix A.f /. It is straightforward
to find a metric structure L on � and a regular linear graph map f 0W .�;L/! .�;L/
such that f 0 is isotopic to f and has “the same combinatorics” as f and such that f 0

is a local �.f /–homothety on edges with respect to dL . By “the same combinatorics”
we mean that for any e 2E� and n� 1 we have f n.e/D .f 0/n.e/ as combinatorial
edge-paths. Thus A.f / D A.f 0/, �.f / D �.f 0/, and a turn in � is taken by f if
and only if it is taken by f 0 . Hence Wh�.f; v/DWh�.f 0; v/ for any v 2 V � . We
have h.f /D h.f 0/D log�.f / by Proposition A.1. Also, if f n is locally injective on
edges for all n� 1 then .f 0/n is locally injective on edges for all n� 1; that is, f 0 is
a train-track map.

In the proof of Theorem C, we can first verify that f n
z W ‚z!‚z is locally injective

on edges for all n � 1 and that A.fz/ is irreducible with �.fz/ > 1, and that all
Whitehead graphs of all the vertices of ‚z with respect to fz are connected. We can
then pass to the modified isotopic linear graph-map f 0z W ‚z!‚z constructed as above.
Then it will follow that f 0z is a (weakly) clean train-track map representing the same
outer automorphism 'u of �1.‚z/D ker.u/ as fz . Hence 'u is fully irreducible by
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Theorem B.3, yielding Theorem C. Moreover, since h.f /Dh.f 0/D log�.f /Dh.'u/,
the proof of Theorem D would go through without appealing to Theorem A.3 as well.
We included the proof of Theorem A.3 since it appears to be of independent interest
and may be useful in the further analysis of the properties of the monodromies 'u .
Moreover, Theorem C(1), which does require the use of Theorem A.3, provides a
stronger analogy with the motivating results of Fried for 3–manifolds.

Appendix A: Entropy and expansion

A.1: Entropy

The following statement about computing topological entropy of topological graph-
maps appears to be a known “folklore” fact for the setting of linear graph-maps with an
irreducible transition matrix, although we were unable to find an explicit reference for
it in the literature. In that context, this fact is a straightforward corollary of Theorem 7.1
in the paper [12] of Bowen (using the “canonical eigenmetric” on the graph provided
by Corollary A.7 below) which allows one to compute the topological entropy by
counting n–periodic points of f as n!1. The version we provide below is more
general and applies to topological graph-maps that may be the identity map on some
small nondegenerate subintervals of some edges (thus f could have continuumly many
fixed points, in which cases Bowen’s result is not applicable) and also which do not
necessarily have irreducible transition matrix (so that a “uniformly expanding” metric
on the graph as required by Bowen’s theorem is not necessarily available even in the
linear-graph context).

Proposition A.1 Let � be a finite connected topological graph with at least one edge
and let f W � ! � be regular topological graph-map. Let h.f / be the topological
entropy of f . Then h.f /D log�.f / (recall that �.f / is the spectral radius of A.f /).

Proof This statement follows, for example, by a direct application of [5, Lemma 3.2].
In the notations of [5], for any x 2� the set f �1.x/ is finite and we have Kf .x/Dfxg.
With ADV � , the triple .�;A; f / satisfies the condition from [5] of being a “monotone
representative of an action”. In the notations of [5], the partition Af of � consists of
all the vertices and open 1–cells of � and the partition An

f
of � consists of all the

f n –preimages of vertices and of all the connected components of the f n –preimages
of open 1–cells. Thus, up to an additive constant independent of n, the cardinality
#.An

f
/ of the partition An

f
is equal to

P
e2EC�

jf n.e/j (where EC� comes from any
choice an orientation on � ). In other words, #.An

f
/ is equal, up to a finite additive

error independent of n, to the sum of all the entries of the matrix .A.f //n .
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By [5, Lemma 3.2] we have

(�) h.f /D lim
n!1

1

n
log #.An

f /:

The assumptions on f imply that �.f / � 1. If �.f / D 1 then the sum of all the
entries of .A.f //n grows polynomially in n and equation .�/ yields h.f /D 0. Thus
we have h.f /D 0D log 1D log�.f /, as required.

If � > 1, then there is a constant c � 1 independent of n such that for every n� 1 we
have 1

c
�.f /n � #.An

f
/ � c�.f /n . Then by .�/ we again have h.f /D log�.f /, as

required.

A.2: Expansion and promotion of topological graph-maps

Given a topological graph-map f W �! � , we say that f is expanding on all scales if
for every x 2 � , every neighborhood U of x , and every edge e of � , there exists a
positive integer m and an open interval W �U so that f m maps W homeomorphically
onto e . Observe that as an immediate consequence, f .e/ is always a nondegenerate
combinatorial edge-path (it cannot be constant on any open set).

Let us first observe that for graph maps, expanding on all scales is a rather mild
condition that can be deduced from the combinatorial data.

Lemma A.2 Let f W �! � be a graph map of a finite (linear) graph � . Suppose that
f is expanding and that A.f / is irreducible. Then f is expanding on all scales.

Proof The graph � comes equipped with a linear structure ƒ. For each edge e and
any chart .e˛; j˛; Œa˛; b˛ �/ with e˛ D e , the composition f ıj˛W Œa˛; b˛ �! � is a PL
edge-path. Thus if e1 � � � en is the combinatorial edge-path f .e/ then there is a partition
a˛ D c0 < c1 � � � < cn D b˛ of Œa˛; b˛ � so that f ı j˛ restricts to a homeomorphism
of .ci�1; ci/ onto ei for each i D 1; : : : ; n. We then define the subdivision ratios of
the edge e to be the numbers �e

i D .ci � ci�1/=.b˛ � a˛/ for i D 1; : : : ; n. These
numbers all satisfy 0< �e

i < 1 unless nD 1. Notice that since the transition functions
between charts are affine, these numbers do not depend on the choice of the chart
j˛W Œa˛; b˛ � ! � . Since � has finitely many edges, there are only finitely many
subdivision ratios, and we let � denote the maximal ratio that is strictly less than 1.

For an edge e0 2 E� we will now analyze what happens to e0 under iteration by
f . By the maximality condition for linear structures, ƒ contains a chart of the form
.e0; j ; Œ0; 1�/. For k � 0 the set j�1 ı f �k.V �/ partitions Œ0; 1� into subintervals,
each of which is mapped homeomorphically onto an edge of � by f k . Let Sk denote
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the set of intervals in this subdivision. Suppose that an interval I 2 Sk is mapped
homeomorphically onto e 2E� by f k . Then I becomes further subdivided in SkC1

into subintervals of lengths len.I/�e
1
; : : : ; len.I/�e

jf .e/j
. In particular, if jf .e/j � 2,

then each of these subintervals has length at most len.I/� .

Let lk denote the maximal length of any subinterval in Sk . Notice that, since intervals
are only ever subdivided (ie f �k.V �/� f �k�1.V �/), lk is nonincreasing. We claim
that lk in fact tends to 0 as k!1. Indeed, since f is expanding, there exits M � 1

so that jfM .e/j � 2 for every e 2E� (notice that jf n.e/j is nondecreasing function
of n). It follows that every interval in Sk becomes subdivided in SkCM . Therefore
lkCM � lk� for all k � 0 and we conclude lk ! 0.

We now prove that f is expanding on all scales. Given x 2 � and a neighborhood U

of x , we may find an open interval U 0 � U that is contained in some edge e0 of � .
The above discussion shows that for some sufficiently large k , U 0 contains an interval
W 0 � U 0 that is mapped homeomorphically over some edge e1 . Let e 2E� be any
edge. Since A.f / is irreducible, there exists a power n so that the combinatorial
edge-path f n.e1/ crosses e or e�1 . Therefore, there is a further subinterval W �W 0

so that f kCn.W / is mapped homeomorphically onto e .

While a topological graph map is always homotopic to a graph map with respect to a
linear structure, the next theorem says that if f is expanding on all scales, then f is
already linear with respect to some linear structure.

Recall that if � is a topological graph and e 2 E� then e denotes the closure of e

in � .

Theorem A.3 Suppose f W �!� is a regular topological graph-map that is expanding
on all scales. Choose an orientation on � and an ordering EC� D fe1; : : : ; eng.

Then the topological graph-map f is expanding, the matrix A.f / is irreducible with
the Perron–Frobenius eigenvalue �D �.f / > 1, and there exists a unique volume-1
metric structure L on � with the following properties:

(1) f W �! � is linear with respect to L.

(2) f is a local �–homothety, meaning that the norm of the derivative of f at every
point of � nf �1.V �/ is �.

(3) For every i D 1; : : : ; n the dL–length of ei is vi , where v D .v1; : : : ; vn/
T is

the left Perron–Frobenius eigenvector (ie for the left action of A.f / on column
vectors) with

Pn
iD1 vi D 1.
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Proof We assume for simplicity that � has no loop-edges. It will be clear from the
proof how to adjust the argument to cover the case where some loop-edges are present.

We will first establish the existence of a metric dL satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of
the theorem. The assumptions on f imply that A.f / is irreducible. Indeed, given any
two edges ei ; ej 2EC� , the edge ej is a neighborhood of any point x 2 ej , and as such
there exists m and an open interval W in ej so that f m maps W homeomorphically
onto ei . Therefore, there is at least one occurrence of ei or e�1

i in f m.ej /, and hence
.A.f /m/ij ¤ 0.

Clearly, A.f / is not a permutation matrix and thus the topological graph-map f is
expanding.

Now let �0D� and for k � 1 define �k to be the graph obtained by subdividing �k�1

along f �1.V �k�1/. By construction V �k�1 � V �k for all k � 0. Furthermore,
since f .V �/�V � , it follows that V �k D .f

k/�1.V �/. Given any edge ek;0 2E�k

for any k � 0, the subdivision makes ek;0 into a combinatorial edge-path ek;0
D

ekC1;1ekC1;2 � � � ekC1;r in �kC1 . Also, for every k � 1, we have f .ek;0/ is an edge
ek�1;0 2E�k�1 .

Claim A.4 The set
V D

1[
kD0

V �k

is dense in � .

Proof of claim Given any x 2 � and any neighborhood U , we need only prove that
V �k \U ¤∅ for k sufficiently large. Let e be any edge of � and let m and W �U

be as in the definition of f being expanding on all scales. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that W � U (by replacing U with a strictly smaller neighborhood
before finding m and W ). Then f m.W /D e , and hence .f m/�1.o.e/[ t.e//� U .
Therefore .f m/�1.V �/D V �m nontrivially intersects U , and we set k Dm.

Claim A.5 There exists a sequence of length functions fLk W E�k !RCg1kD0
with

the following two properties.

(1) For every edge ek;0 2 E�k , with k � 0, if ek;0
D ekC1;1ekC1;2 � � � ekC1;r is

the combinatorial edge-path representing ek;0 in E�kC1 , then

Lk.ek;0/D

rX
`D1

LkC1.ekC1;`/:
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(2) For every edge ek;0 2E�k , with k � 1, if we write f .ek;0/D ek�1;0 , then

�Lk.ek;0/DLk�1.ek�1;0/:

Proof of claim To construct this sequence of length functions, we define L0 first to
be given by L.ei/D L.e�1

i /D vi , where v D .v1; : : : ; vn/ is the Perron–Frobenius
eigenvector for �. Then for k � 1 define Lk in terms of Lk�1 inductively by the
second condition. Equivalently, we note that for every k�1 and every edge ek;02E�k ,
we have that f k maps ek;0 homeomorphically onto some edge ei 2 E� and so its
Lk –length is ��kvi .

It remains to verify that the first property holds. Fix ek;0 and we let i be as above so
that f k maps ek;0 homeomorphically onto ei . The next iteration of f maps ei over
each edge ej exactly aij times and we have

(A-1) �vi D

nX
iD1

aijvj :

On the other hand, writing

ek;0 D ekC1;1ekC1;2 � � � ekC1;r

and letting j .`/ be such that f kC1 maps ekC1;` homeomorphically onto ej.`/ , it
follows that

f .ei/D ej.1/ej.2/ � � � ej.r/:

and so comparing with (A-1) we have

�vi D

rX
`D1

vj.`/:

The LkC1 –length of ekC1;` is ��.kC1/vj.`/ and therefore we have

Lk.ek;0/D �
�kvi D �

�k

�
��1

rX
`D1

vj.`/

�

D ��.kC1/
rX
`D1

vj.`/ D

rX
`D1

LkC1.ekC1;`/:

We now prove that there exists a metric structure with the required properties. As
a consequence of the second condition, we note that the Lk –length of any edge of
E�k is at most ��k times the maximum L0 –length of the edges in E�0 DE� . In
particular, the maximum Lk –length of any edge in E�k tends to zero as k!1.
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Now suppose that e 2 EC� and that x;y 2 V \ e are any two points. We define
a “distance in e” dV;e.x;y/ between x and y to be the sum of the Lk –length of
the edges between x and y inside e , provided x;y 2 V �k (which is valid for all
sufficiently large k , depending on x and y ). By the first condition, this definition of
dV;e.x;y/ is independent of k and hence we get a metric dV;e on V \ e . Moreover,
by construction, with respect to the ordering on V \ e induced by the orientation on e ,
if x < y < z are three points in V \ e , then

dV;e.x; z/D dV;e.x;y/C dV;e.y; z/:

Because the Lk –lengths of edges in E�k tend to zero and because V \ e is dense in
e , we can extend dV;e to a geodesic metric de on e (inducing the given topology):
for an arbitrary pair of points x0;y0 in e , we can approximate de.x

0;y0/ from above
(respectively, below) by dV;e –distances between points in V limiting to x0;y0 from
outside (respectively, inside) the arc between x0 and y0 . For x;y 2 V\e we will have
de.x;y/D dV;e.x;y/.

The collection of metrics de on edges of � determines a geodesic metric d on �
consistent with the original topology on � . By construction of de and using local
injectivity of f on edges, it follows that for any edge e 2 E� and any sufficiently
close points x;y 2 V we have d.f .x/; f .y//D �d.x;y/. Since V is dense in e , it
follows that f is locally a �–homothety on edges with respect to d , as required. This
completes the proof of the existence of a metric structure L satisfying conditions (1)
and (2) of the theorem.

To see that such L is unique note that condition (2) of the theorem uniquely determines
the dL–lengths of the edges of � . Proceeding inductively on k , we see that conditions
(1) and (2) then uniquely determines the dL–lengths of all edges of �k for all k � 0.
For k D 0 we have �0 D � and the statement holds. If k � 1 and e 2 E�k then
e0 D f .e/ is an edge of �k�1 , so that, by the inductive hypothesis, the dL length of
e0 is already determined. Then by condition (1) it follows that the dL–length of e is
equal to 1=� times the dL length of e0 , which completes the inductive step.

It thus follows that conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem uniquely define the dL length
along an edge of � between any two points of V belonging to that edge. Since the set
V is dense in � , the uniqueness of L follows.

Remark A.6 This proof follows closely the strategy for constructing the stable folia-
tion for a pseudo-Anosov in [26, Exposé 9.5].

Lemma A.2 and Theorem A.3 immediately imply:
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Corollary A.7 Let � be a finite (linear) graph and let f W �! � be a regular graph-
map such that f is expanding and A.f / is irreducible.

Then there exists a (possibly different) linear structure ƒ and compatible volume-1
metric structure L�ƒ on the underlying topological graph � such that, with respect
to L, the map f W � ! � is still linear and the restriction of f to any edge is affine
with constant derivative �.f /. (Thus locally on every edge, f is a �.f /–homothety
with respect to dL ).

We call the objects ƒ, L and dL provided by Corollary A.7 (or Theorem A.3) the
canonical linear structure, canonical metric structure and canonical eigenmetric as-
sociated to the given map f W � ! � , respectively. These canonical structures lead
to the following rigidity statement. First we say that two regular topological graph
maps f1; f2W � ! � are combinatorially equivalent if for every e 2 E� , we have
f1.e/D f2.e/ as combinatorial edge-paths.

Theorem A.8 Suppose ƒ1; ƒ2 are linear structures on a graph � and suppose that
for each i D 1; 2, fi W � ! � is an expanding ƒi –linear graph map. If f1 and f2

are combinatorially equivalent and A.f1/DA.f2/ is irreducible, then f1 and f2 are
conjugate by a homeomorphism hW �! � homotopic to the identity:

hf1h�1
D f2:

Proof sketch Let di be the canonical eigenmetric associated to fi , for i D 1; 2. If we
write de

i for the induced path metric on the interior of e2E� , then the homeomorphism
hW �!� is the unique map that fixes V � and restricts to an isometry .e; de

1
/! .e; de

2
/

for each edge e 2E� .

Corollary A.9 Let f W �! � be a regular topological graph-map that is expanding
on all scales. Then there exits a metric structure L on � with respect to which f is a
combinatorial graph-map.

Proof First equip � with the linear structure ƒ1 provided by Theorem A.3, so that
f1Df W �!� is an expanding irreducible (linear) graph-map. Next choose any metric
structure L2 (with associated linear structure ƒ2 ) for which each edge has length 1.
As indicated in Remark 2.5, we may then build a combinatorially equivalent (linear)
graph-map f2W �! � that is homotopic to f rel V � and such that the subdivision
of each edge along f �1

2
.V �/ is into equal length parts with respect to L2 . Hence

f2W �! � is a combinatorial graph map with respect to L2 .

Applying Theorem A.8 to the maps f1; f2W �! � with associated linear structures
ƒ1; ƒ2 , we obtain a homeomorphism hW �! � such that hf1 D f2h. Pulling back
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L2 via h now gives a metric structure L on � with respect to which f D f1 is a
combinatorial graph map.

Appendix B: Clean train-tracks and full irreducibility

In this appendix we obtain a strengthened and easier-to-use version of a criterion from
[39] for checking the full irreducibility of hyperbolic automorphisms of Out.FN /.

Recall that according to our Definition 2.11, for a train-track map f W �! � we allow
the graph � to have valence-2 vertices but no valence-1 vertices. However we do
require that for any vertex v of valence 2 and any n� 1 the map f n be locally injective
on some small neighborhood of v in � . This condition is automatically satisfied if
we only require f n to be an immersion on all edges for all n and also require the
Whitehead graphs of all valence-2 vertices to be connected. Recall from Definition 2.3
that a train-track map f W �! � is expanding if for every edge e of � the simplicial
length jf n.e/j tends to 1 as n!1.

Recall also from Definition 2.18 that an expanding train-track map f W �! � whose
Whitehead graphs Wh.f; v/ are connected for all v 2 V � is clean if there exits m> 0

such that A.f m/ > 0 and is weakly clean if A.f / is irreducible. By definition, a clean
train-track is weakly clean; here we show that the converse is also true.

Remark B.1 Note that if � is a finite connected subgraph of a graph � then the
inclusion �W �! � induces an injective homomorphism ��W H1.�IR/!H1.�IR/.
For this reason if, in this situation, f W � ! � is a graph-map which is homotopy
equivalence, then b1.�/� b1.f .�//.

Proposition B.2 Let f W �! � be a weakly clean train-track. Then f is clean.

Proof Since f is expanding and � is finite, for every oriented edge e of � there
exists n> 0 and an oriented edge e0 such that the path f n.e/ contains at least three
occurrences of the edge e0 (with positive orientation). From irreducibility of A.f /

it follows that there exists j > 0 such that f j .e0/ contains either e or e�1 . Then
f nCj .e/ contains at least 3 occurrences of e or at least 3 occurrences of e�1 . Hence
f 2.nCj/.e/ contains at least 3 occurrences of e . Put k.e/ WD 2.nCj / and then put m

to be the product of k.e/ taken over all oriented edges e of � . Then for any oriented
edge e the path f m.e/ contains at least three positive occurrences of e and the same
is true for f mq.e/ for any integer q � 1.

Now let e be an oriented edge of � and for n � 1 put �0 D feg and let �n be
the subgraph of � given by the union of all the edges in the path f mn.e/. Then, by
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construction, �n��nC1 for all n�0 and we put �.e/ WD
S

n�0�n . Since � is finite,
and the graphs �n are connected, �.e/ is a finite connected subgraph of � containing
e and such that �.e/D�.e�1/. Also, by construction, we have f m.�.e//D�.e/.

Claim 1 For any edge e of � and any j > 0 the graphs �.e/ and f j .�.e// are
homotopy equivalent.

Proof Since f W �! � is a homotopy equivalence, Remark B.1 implies that

b1.�.e//� b1.�
0/;

where �0 D f j .�.e//. We can find k � 1 such that j <mk . Then f mk�j .�0/D

f mk.�.e// D �.e/ and hence, again by Remark B.1, we have b1.�
0/ � b1.�.e//.

Hence b1.�
0/D b1.�.e//, as required.

Claim 2 For any two edges e; e0 of � we have b1.�.e//D b1.�.e
0// (and hence the

graphs �.e/ and �.e0/ are homotopy equivalent).

Proof Indeed, let e; e0 be arbitrary oriented edges. By irreducibility of A.f / there
exists j > 0 such that f j .e/ contains e0 or .e0/�1 . Then for any k � 0,

f mk.f j�.e//D f jCmk.�.e//D f j
�
f mk.�.e//

�
D f j .�.e//:

Hence f mk.e0/ is contained in f j .�.e// for every k � 1 and therefore, by definition,
�.e0/ � f j .�.e//. Hence b1.�.e

0// � b1.f
j .�.e/// D b1.�.e//. A symmetric

argument shows that b1.�.e//� b1.�.e
0// and hence b1.�.e//D b1.�.e

0//.

Claim 3 For any edge e of � we have �.e/D � .

Proof Indeed, suppose not, and let e be such that �.e/ ¤ � . Then there exists a
vertex v of �.e/ such that v is incident to an edge of �.e/ and to an edge of ���.e/.

Since the Whitehead graph Wh�.f; v/ is connected, there exist oriented edges e1 and
e2 with origin v such that e1 � �.e/, e2 6� �.e/ and such that the turn e1; e2 is
taken by f . Hence there exist an edge e3 and i > 0 such that e�1

1
e2 is a subpath of

f i.e3/. Since f W � ! � is surjective, there exist k � 1 and an edge e4 such that
km > i and such that f km�i.e4/ contains e3 . Hence f m.e4/ contains e�1

1
e2 as a

subpath. Therefore, by definition, we have e1 � �.e4/ and e2 � �.e4/ and hence
�.e1/��.e4/ and �.e2/��.e4/.

Also, since f m.�.e//D�.e/ and since e1 is an edge of �.e/, we have �.e1/��.e/.
In particular, e2 is not contained in �.e1/.
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Let v0 be the terminal vertex of e2 . Then v0 62�.e1/ since otherwise „ WD e2[�.e1/

has the first Betti number bigger than that of �.e1/ which is impossible since „��.e4/

and b1.�.e1//D b1.�.e4// by Claim 2.

By the choice of m the path f m.e2/ contains at least 3 positive occurrences of e2 .
Hence there exists a fixed point x of f m in the interior of e2 coming from a positive
occurrence of e2 in f m.e2/ which is neither initial nor terminal edge of f m.e2/.
Thus f m preserves the orientation in a small neighborhood of x . Let Œx; v0� be the
segment of e2 from x to v0 . Then f m.Œx; v0�/ D Œx; v0� [ ˇ , where ˇ is a tight
combinatorial edge-path of positive simplicial length with initial vertex v0 . Thus for
all n � 0 the path f mn.Œx; v0�/D Œx; v0�[ˇn is a proper initial segment of the path
f m.nC1/.Œx; v0�/D Œx; v0�[ˇnC1 , where ˇn is a tight combinatorial edge-path starting
at v0 with jˇnj ! 1 as n ! 1. Let � be the path in � obtained by taking the
“union” of all f mn.Œx; v0�/, that is, � is the path starting at x such that for all n� 0

f mn.Œx; v0�/ is an initial segment of � . This � is sometimes called a “combinatorial
eigenray” of f . By construction we have � � �.e2/. The path � has the form
�D Œx; v0��0 where �0 is a semiinfinite edge-path in � starting at v0 .

Then either �0 has a nonempty intersection with �.e1/ (in which case we look at the
first time when �0 hits the graph �.e1/), or, if �0 and �.e1/ are disjoint, then there
is an oriented edge that occurs in �0 at least twice and hence �0 contains a nontrivial
immersed loop. In both cases we see that „1D�.e1/[e2[�

0 has b1.„1/>b1.�.e1//.
However, „1 ��.e4/ and hence b1.�.e4// > b1.�.e1//, which contradicts Claim 2.

Thus we know that �.e/D � for every edge e of � . By definition of �.e/ it follows
that for every edge e of � there exists ne � 1 such that f nem.e/ passes through every
topological edge of � . Since f W �! � is surjective, it follows that for every i � nem

the path f i.e/ also passes through every topological edge of � . Now put M to be
the maximum of nem taken over all edges e of � . Then for any two oriented edges
e; e0 of � the path fM .e/ contains an occurrence of e0 or .e0/�1 . This means that
A.fM / > 0, as required.

Note that if ' 2 Out.FN / is hyperbolic (ie atoroidal) and f W �! � is a train-track
representative of ' with A.f / irreducible, then f is expanding (since otherwise A.f /

is a permutation matrix and ' has finite order, which contradicts the hyperbolicity
assumption on ' ). Moreover, it is proved in [39] that for ' 2 Out.FN / hyperbolic,
the element ' is fully irreducible if and only if some (equivalently, any) train-track
representative of ' is clean. Thus combining [39, Proposition 4.4] with the equivalence
between the clean and weakly clean conditions (Proposition B.2), we immediately
obtain:
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Theorem B.3 Let N � 3 and let ' 2 Out.FN / be a hyperbolic element. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(1) The automorphism ' is fully irreducible.

(2) If f W �! � is a train-track representative of ' then f is clean.

(3) There exists a clean train-track representative of ' .

(4) There exists a weakly clean train-track representative of ' .

Another useful corollary of Proposition B.2 is that for hyperbolic elements of Out.FN /

the notions of being irreducible and fully irreducible coincide:

Corollary B.4 Let N � 3 and let ' 2 Out.FN / be a hyperbolic element. Then ' is
irreducible if and only if ' is fully irreducible.

Proof Obviously, if ' is fully irreducible then ' is irreducible. Thus let ' 2Out.FN /

be hyperbolic and irreducible. Assume that ' is not fully irreducible. Since ' is
irreducible, by a result of Bestvina and Handel [9] there exists a train-track representative
f W � ! � of ' with an irreducible transition matrix A.f /. Since ' is hyperbolic
and thus has infinite order in Out.FN /, we know that A.f / is not a permutation
matrix. Hence �.f / > 1, so that f is expanding. By assumption f is not fully
irreducible and therefore, by Theorem B.3 above, the train-track f is not weakly
clean. This means that for some vertex v of � the Whitehead graph Wh.f; v/ is not
connected. Proposition 4.1 of [39] (which first appears, in implicit form, in the proof
of Proposition 4.5 in [9]) now implies that ' is reducible, contrary to our assumption
that ' is irreducible. Thus ' is fully irreducible, as required.

Note that the conclusion of Corollary B.4 fails without the assumption that ' is
hyperbolic, as already observed by Bestvina and Handel in [9]. For example, let S

be a compact connected hyperbolic surface with m � 3 boundary components, let
FN D �1.S/ and let ' 2 Out.FN / be induced by a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism
g of S . The boundary components of S represent primitive elements of FN and
therefore such ' is not fully irreducible. However, if g transitively permutes the
boundary components of S , then ' is irreducible.
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